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THE DRAFT ACT AS AGREED ,TO AT CAPE TO'N1'1 FOR SUBMISJI.CN TO THE 
VARIOUS .PARLIAi'ENTS (CLAUSES PERTAINING TO THS DGLHUTATH1N OF 
CONS'TITUENClES} 
Clause 38 
Between the date of the passing; of this Act and the date 
fixed for the establishment of the Union the Governor-in-Council 
of each of the Colonies shall nominate a Judge of any of the Sup-
reme or Hi.gh Courts of the Colonies, and the Judges so nominated shall 
upon acceptance by them respectively of such nomination, form a 
joint commission, without any further appointment, for the purpose 
of the first division of the Provinces into electoral divisions. 
The High Commissioner for Sou.th Africa shall forthwith convene a 
meeting of such commission at such time and place in one of the 
Colonies as he shall fix and determine. At such meeting the Com-
missioners shall elect one of their number as chairman of ·such 
commis s:i.on. They shall thereupon proceed with the discharge of 
their duties under this Act, and may appoint persons in ariy Pro-
vince to assist them or to act as assesoors to the commission or 
with individual members thereof for the purpose of inquiring into 
matters connected with the duties of the commission. All moneys 
required for the payment of the expenses of such commission before 
the establishment of the Union in any of the Colonies shall be pro-
vided by the Governor-in-Council of such Colony. ln case of'the 
death, resignation or other disability of any of the commissioners 
before the establishment of the Union the Govornor-in-Council who 
nominated him shall. forthwith nominate another Judge to fill the • 
vacancy. After the establishment of the Unicn the expenoes of 
the 6ommission shall be defrayed by the Governor-General-in-Couocil 
and anv vacanc:i AJ;J shA.11 l"ie f'ilJed 'hy hi~. 
Clause J2. 
The commission shall divide each Province into electoral divi-
sions, each returning three or more members: provided that in 
special cases of sparsely populated areas the commission may delimit 
divisions in which less than three members shall be returned. 
(11) 
Clause 40{i) 
For the purpose of such division as ia in the last preceding 
section mentioned the quota of each Province shRll be obtained by 
dividinr; tho total number of voters in the Province· as ascertained 
at the last registration of voters by the number of members of the 
House of Assembly to be elected therein~ 
(ii) Each Province shall be divided into electoral divisions, 
so that the number of voters in each division shall'subject to the 
provisions of sub-oection {iii) be a multiple of the quota and the 
number of members to be elected therein shall be equal to such 
multiple. 
(iii} The commissioners shall give due consideration to 
(a) community or diversity of interests; 
(b) means of communication; 
(c} physical features; 
( d} existing electoral boundaries; 
( e) sparsity or density of population; 
in such manner that while taking the quota of voters as the basis 
of division the commissioners may whenever they deem it necessary 
to depart therefrom put in no case to any greater extent than 
fifteen per cantum more or fifteen per centum less than the quota. 
Clause 41 
As soon as may be after every quinquennial census the ~overnor-
General-tn-Council shall appoint a commission consisting of three 
Judees of the Supremo Court of South Africa to carry out any re-
division which may have become necessary as between the different 
electoral divisions in e~ch Province, and to provide for the allo-
cation of the number of members to which such Province ma.y have 
become entitled under the provisions of this Act. In carrying 
out such redivision and allocation tho commission sha11 have the 
sace powers and proceed upon the same principles as are by this 
Act provided in regard to the original division. 
~:,. Clause 42 ( i) The joint commission constituted under section 
thirty-eight and any subsequent commission appointed under the 
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'II.-- -----J - Ii--
(iii) 
btreend:tx · 2 (cont.) 
(a) a list of electoral dtvisions, with the names given to 
them by the comcission and a description of the bcunda-
of 
ries/and the number of members assigned to every suoh 
division; 
{b} a map or maps showing the electoral divisions :i.nto which 
the Provinces have been divided; 
(c) such further particulars as they consider necessary~ 
(ii) The Governor-General-in-Council may refer to the. commission 
for its consideration any matter relating to such list or arising 
out of the powers or duties of the commission. 
(iii) The Governor-General-tn-Council shall proclaim the names 
and boundaries of the electoral divisions and the number of members 
assigned to each di.vision as finally settled and certified by the 
commission or a majority thereof and thereafter until there shall 
be a re-division the electoral divisions as na.med and defined shall 
be the electoral divisions of the Union in the Provinces. 
(iv) If any discrepancy shall arise between the description ot 




Any alteration in the number of members of the House of AssemblJ 
to be el.ected in the several Provinces and any re-di vision of the 
Provinces into electoral divisions shall in respect of the election 
of members of the House of Assembly come into ope~ation at the next 
genernl election heid after the completion of' the redivision or 
of any allocation subsequ<mt upon such alteration and not earlier. 
RESOLUTIONS AND /J,IBNDMENTS TC THE DRAFT ACT ADOPTED EY THE FOUR 
PARLIA;T..NTS, APRIL, 1909 ;\3 JUB:~'I'TED TC THE NATimlAL CONViZNTION 
Parliament sir,nified its approval of the Draft 3outh Africa 
Act published on .3rd February, 1909, subject to the following:-
"(i) That with regard to the proviso in section thirty-nine:-
(a) The delimitation of divisions in which less than three 
members shall be returned be obligatory in all cases 
sparsely populated areas; 
(b) The term 'sparsely populated areas' be clearly defined; 
( ii) That the meaning and intent of the Draft Act in regard to 
the cases in which the quota of voters may be departed from 
i~iho delimitation of electoral divisions referred to in 
paragraph (c) Qf sub-section (iii} of section forty be more 
clearly expressed so as to ensure that the departure from 
Natal 
the quota shall not be in the discretion of the Commissioners, 
but shall be made in accordance with the considerations set 
forth in section forty, sub-section (iii)(a), (b}, (c), (d) 
and ( e), so thRt in. sparsely populated areas as nearly as 
possible fifteen per cent. less voters than the quota and 
in densely populated areas as nearly as possible fifteen per 
cent. more voters than the quota shall be entitled to a 
member, and that areas not falling within either of the above 
descriptions be dealt with on a sliding scale of departure 
from the quota made in accordance with the above consideration 
and within the limit of percentage referred to, and that the 
terms 'sparsity or density of population' be clearly defined;" 
Natal approved of the Draft Act subject to 11 trifling amend-
ments and the following resolution:-
11That this House hereby instructs the delegates to the National 
Convention to do all in their power to preserve intact the 
liberal provisions regarding the franchise contained in the 
draft Aet of Union, and to strenuously oppose any attempt to 
limit or alter those clauses which provide for equal 
" 
( ii} An;eendix l ( cont •. ) 
political righteV 
Transvaal 
"That this House approved o.f the Draft S@uth Africa Act 
agreed to by the South African National Convention at Cape Town 
on the 3rd February, 1909. 11 
Orange River Colonx 
( i) ff Th.is· House, whilst reserving for deliberati cm whether any, 
.and if so, what amendments are deemed desirable to be recommended 
to the consideration of the Convention at its next session, approves 
of the Draft South Africa Act agreed to by the South African National 
Convention at Cape Town on tbe Jrd February, 1909. 
(ii) Amendments recommended:-
{a} That through the delegates of this Colony be recommended for 
consideration of the Convention at its next session the 
necessity for more.clearly expressing the meaning and intent 
of the Draft Act in regard to the cases in which the quota 
of voters may be depar,ted from (to the extent of not exceeding 
15 per cent. one way or the other} in the delimttation of 
electoral di visions referred to in su.b-section ( e) of section 
throe !bf C.lause Forty of the Draft Act •11 
Ape~mdiJS .. !t 
THE. SOUTH AFRICA Ag:r, .1~Q2 (CLAUSES PERTAINING TO 'fHE DELIMITATION 
OF' CONSTITUENCIES} · 
38, Commission for delimitation of electoral divisions, 
Between the date of th-e passing of this Act and the date fixed 
fOt'·the establishment of the Union, tho Governor-in-Council of 
each of the Colonies shall nomina.te a judge of any of the 
Supreme or High Courts of the·Colonies, and the judges so 
nominated shall, upon acceptance by them respectively of such 
nomination, form a joint commission, '.'li thout any :further appoint-
ment, for the pu.rpose of the first di vision of the provinces 
into electoral di visions. The H:lgh Commissioner for South 
Africa shall forthwit.h .convene a meeting of such commission 
at such ·time and place in one of the Colonies as he shall fix 
and determine. At such meeting the Commissioners shall elect 
·one of their n~mber as chairman o.f' such commission. They 
~hall thereupon proceed with the discharge of their duties 
under this Act, and may appoint persons in any province to 
assist them· or to act a.s assessors to the commission or with 
indi vid.ual members thereof for tho purpose of inquiring into 
matters connected with the duties of the commission. The 
commission may regulate thoir ovm procedure· and may act by 
a. majority of their number. All moneys required for the· 
payment of the expenses of such corrunission gefore · the estab-
1:i.shment· of the Union in any of the Colonies shall be provided 
by the Governor-in-Council oi' such Colony. In the case of 
the death, resignation, or other disability of any of the 
Commissioners before the establishment of the Union, the 
Gove:rnor-in...:Council of the Colony in respect of wh:tch he was 
nominated shall forthwith nomi.nate another judge to fill the 
vacancy. ·After.the establishment of the Union, the expenses 
of the commission shall be defrayed by the Governor-General-
in-Council, and a.ny vacancies shall be filled by him. 
39. El~etoral Divisions. 
The c.,mmission shall divide each Province into electoral divi-
sions, each returning one member.· 
Method ·Of Dl vidtng Provinces int,o Electoral Di visions. 
40.(l) For the purpose of such division as is in the last preceding 
section mentioned, the quota of each province shall be obtained 
by dividing the total number of voters· in the province as ascer-
tained at the le.at registration of voters by the number of 
members of the House of Assembly to be elected therein. 
{2) Each province shall be divided into electoral divisions in 
such manner that each su9h division shall, subdeat to the pro, 
visions of subsection (J) of this.section, conta.in a number of 
voters, as nearly as may be, equal to the quota <lf the province. 
(3) The commission sha.11 eive due consideration to:-
(a) community or diversity of interests; 
(b) means of communication; 
(c) physical features; 
{d) existing electoral boundaries; 
(e} sparsity or density of population; 
in suoh manner that, while taking the quota of vot,ers as the 
basis of division, the Commissioners may, whenever they deem 
i.t necessary!. depart therefrom, but in n? case to ,;;my greater 
extent than r1.fteen per cent.um more or fifteen per centum less 
than the quota. 
41. Alteration of lilectoral Divisions. 
As soon as may be after every quinquennial census• the Governor-
'" (ii) Appendix 2 (cont.) 
General-in-Council shall appoint a commission consisting of 
three judges of the Supreme Court of South l~fri c:1 to carry 
out any re-ilivir;;ion which r:iay have become necessary as bet ... 
ween t.he diff9rent electoral diviskms in each province, and 
to provide for the allocation of the nwnber of members to 
which such provincP. may have become entitled under the pro-
visions of this Act. In carrying out such re-division and 
allocation the contnission shall have the same powers and 
proceed upon the same principles as are by this Act provided 
in regard to the original division. 
42. Powers ·and Duties of Commission for Delimiting Electoral 
Divisions. 
( 1} •rhe joint commission constituted under section thirty-eight, 
and nny supsequent commission appointed under the provisions 
of the last preceding section, shall submit to the Govarnor-
General-in-Council -
(a) a list of electoral divj_sions, with the names given t.o 
them by the commission and a description of the boundarios 
of every such division: 
{b) a map or maps showing the electoral divisions into which 
the provinces have been divided: 
(c) such further particulars as they consider necessary. 
(2) The Governor-General-in-Council may refer to the commission 
for its consideration any matter relating to such list or 
arising out of the powers or duties of the commissicn. 
(3) The Governor-General-in-Council shall proclaim the names and 
boundaries of the electoral divisions as .finally settled and 
certified by the commission, or a majority thereof, and there-
after, 11"'til t,here shall be a re-divisioni the electoral divi-
sions as named and defined shall be thee ectoral divisions 
of .the Union in the provinces. 
(4) If any discrepancy shall arise betwePn the description of 
the divisions and the aforesaid map or maps, the description 
shall prevail, 
43. Date from which Alteration of Electoral Divisions to take effect 
Any alteration in the number of members of tho House of Assembly 
to be elected in the several provinces and any re-division of 
the provinces into electoral divisions, shall, in respect of 
the election of members of the House of Assembly, come into 
operation at the next eeneral election held after the comple-
tion of the re-division or of any allocation consequent upon 
such alteration, and not earlier. 
A:EPendix .5 
RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF THE ACT AS A'l' THE '.PRESENT DAY 
- - . - . .............--------
Commission for Delirai tat ion of Electoral Di visions. 
~, Between the date of the passing of this Act and the date 
fixed for the establishment of the Union, the Governor-in .. 
Council of each of the Colonies shall nominate a judge of any 
of the Supreme or High Courts o:t' the Colonies, and the judges 
so nominated shall, upon acceptance by them respectively of 
such aomination, .form a joint cor.imission, without any further 
appointment, for the purpose of the first division of the 
provinces into electoral divisions.· The High Commissioner 
· £or South Africa shall forthwith convene a. meeting of such 
commission at such time and place in one of the Colonies as 
he shall fix and determirie1 At such meeting the Commissioners 
. ahall elect one of their number as chairman of such commission. 
'riley shall ther·eupon proceed with the discharge of their du.ties 
under this Act, and may appoint persons in a.ny province to 
assist them or to act aa assessors to the commission or with 
individual members thereof .for the purpose of inquiring into 
matters connected with the duties of the corn.'Tiiasion. The 
commission may reeulate their own procedure and may ~ct by a 
ma.jority of their number. All moneys required for the pay-
ment of the expenses of such commisGicin before the establi.shment 
of the Union in any of the Colonies shall be provided by the 
Governor-in-Council of such Colony. In case of the death, 
resignation, or other disability of any of the Commissioners 
before the estahlishr(J.ent oft.he Uni.on, the Governor-in-Council 
of the Colony· 1n respect of wh1.ch he. was nominated shall forth-
with nominate ;mother judge to fl.11 the vacancy. After the 
establishment of the Union the expenses of the commission· shall 
be defrayed by the Governor-General-in-Council, and any va.aan• 
cies shall be filled by him. 
Electoral Divisions. 
39. '.l'he Commission shall divide each province into electoral 
divisions, each returning one member. 
Method .. of. Di vidlnt; Pro'!'inces int~ E;lsctoz:al Di vi~ions. 
40. ( i} For .the purpose of any di vision of the provinces into 
electoral divisions, the quota of each province shall be 
obtained by dividing the total number of voters in the pro-
vince as ascertained fro.m an examination of the current 
voters' lists by the number of members of the House of 
Assembly to be eleated therein. 
(2) Each province shall be divided into electoral divisions 
in ouch a manner that each such division shall, subject to 
the provi.sions or sub-section (3) of this section, contain 
a number of voters, us nearly as may be, equal to the quota 
of the province. 
(3) The Commissioners shall give due cons:i.deration to -
(a} community or diyersity of interests; 
( b} !l'!f'P..ns of C".:'!'lMun:1 c!:)ti'"'~; 
(c) physical features; 
(d) existing electoral.boundaries; 
(e) sparsity and density of population; 
in such manner that, wh:i.le taking the quota of voters as the 
basis of dt vi:1ion, the Commissioners may, whenever thay deem 
it necessary, depart therefrom, but in no case to any greater 
extent than fifteen per centum more or fifteen per centum 
less than the qu~ta. 
{ :f.i) 
Delimitation of Electoral Div1.sions. 
41. (1) In the year 1952 and thereafter at intervals of not 
less than five years and not -more than ten years, the . 
Governor-General shall appoint a delimitation commission 
consisting of' three judges of the Supreme Court of South 
Africa, which shall divide ea.ch province of the Union. into 
so many electoral divisions that their number bears. as 
nearly as possible, the saoe ratio to one hundred and fifty 
as, :i.n terms of the current voters' list:J, duly co:rrected 
UP to the latest possible date, the number of white voters 
in the province i.n question bears to the total numbe.r of 
white voters in the Union. · · 
{2) In dividine a province into electoral d:tv-istons in 
terms of sub-section {l) the said commission shall a.ct in 
accordance i.-dth the provisions of section forty •. 
J>owers and Duties of Commission for Dell"miting Eleqtoral Divisions. 
42. (1) The joint commission constituted under section thirty-
eight, and any subsequent commlasion appointed under the 
provisions of the last preceding section, shall submit to 
the Governor ... General-in-Counc:i.1 - ·. · 
{a) a list of electoral divisions, with the names given 
to them hy t,ho.commission a.nd a description of' the 
boundaries of every such division; 
. ' 
· (b) a map or maps showing the electoral di visioris into 
which the provinces have been divided; 
( c) such further particulars as they consider neceesary. 
(2) The Governor-General-in-Council may refor·to the commis-
.sion for its consideration any matter relating to such list 
or ari.sing out of the powers or duties of the commission. 
(j) The Governor-General-in-Council shall proclaim the names 
and boundaries of the ele&toral divisiorts as finally settled 
and eerttfied by the commission, or a majority thereoft and 
thereafter, until there shall be a ro-division, the eleatora.l 
divisions as named and defined shall be the electoral divi.sions 
·or the Union in the provinces. 
(4) If any discrepancy shall arise between the description 
of the di visions and the aforesaid map or maps, .the descrip-
tion shall prevail. 
Date from which Alteration of Electore.1 Di vi.sions to take effect. 
l,1-3. Any altera.tion in the r1umbe~ of members of the House 
of Assembly to be elected in th'3 several provinces, and 
any re-division of the provinces into electoral divisions, 
shall, in respect of the election of members of the Hou.se 
of Assembly, come into operation at the next general elec-
ti.on held after the completion of the re-di vision or of 
any allocation consequent upon such alteratiort, and not 
earlier. · 
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PREFACE 
The writer considered it fortunate that she had undertaken 
such a thesis immediately after a redelimitation had been effected 
and every effo.rt has been made, in view of the topical interest 
which surrounds the subject, to make it as up-to-date as possible. 
The opportunity was taken to discuss the problem with some of the 
"leading players" who conveyed a clear impression of' the technique 
of delimitation, which it is hoped will be conveyed equally to the 
reader. The party which was the loser in the 1953 General Slee-
tion was more than eager to put its case. Their opponents, how-
ever. were anxious that the system which returned them to power 
should not be shown. to be ''a bad thingtr, and con:aiderable enter-
tainment was derived from tracking down reluctant helpers. In 
the end; the required intormat1on was successfully obtained, 
though whether it was disclosed accidentally will ever remain a 
mystery.. 
In the early part of' the work, certa.in .minor difficulties 
were experienced with regard to sources. The fact that bio-
graphie~ provide a major source of much of the early Union history 
explains wh.y comparatively little information is forthcoming re-
garding.Natal. In connection with the National Convention, 
Hofmeyr's Minutes formed the basis of the material used. It was 
felt that the official minutes, though bar~, would be more reliable, 
in view or the fact that no records were kept while the Convention 
sat or the delegates 1 speeches.. Other works on the National Con-
vention necessarily relied for material upon the rough notes of 
delegates. Cases of contradiction were :found in these sources. 
The writer was limited in the number or maps which could be 
appended. For reasons which will suggest themselves, it was 
decided to make a choice or the Cape. It cannot be emphasised 
( ii). 
too strongly how diff1c.ult it is to assess the merits of the 
verbal reports unless the requisite maps are to hand. I am 
most grateful to the Parliamentary Library for allowing photo-
graphs to be taken of sections of the different maps, especially 
as they are not inea.nt.f'or public view. The original maps show 
in three d1.fferent colours the polling districts, which are 
numbered, magisterial districts and. electoral di visions. Refe-
rence to the maps is more tedious when there is no distinction· 
in colour between the various boundaries, but it is hoped that 
the r~ader can make use of themas indicated in the following pages. 
Statistics relating to the General Elections since Union 
were obtained f'r~m the invaluable little book "Verkiesingsuitslae". 
Considerable assistance was derived from analyses made of this 
book by the "Cape Times" Library. 
My thanks are due to the Librarian and his assistants at 
the Parliamentary Library, the °Cape Times" Library, Major 
Jooste, ·the United Party Organiser for the Cape Province, members 
of the Nationalist Party staff and the Assistant Ele·etoral Of.ricer. 
(ii) 
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INTRODUCTION 
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE FRAMERS OF THE 
SOUTH AFRICA ACT 
The National Convention assembled at Durban on 12th October, 
1908, to frame some sort or federation or union. The ideas the 
delegates took with them to the Convention were necessarily con-
ditioned to a large extent by existing practices in the four colo-
nies whose varying historical backgrounds revealed two approaches 
to the problem or the delimitation of constituencies, as between 
the Cape and Natal on the one hand and the Transvaal and the 
Orange'River Colony on the other. 
As the Mother Colony, the Cape could boast or a long period 
of representative government, upon the grant of which in 1852, 
provision was made by an Order-in-Council of the Imperial Govern• 
ment for the first division of the colony into electoral areas. 
Under this Order-in-Council dated 11th March, 1853, the Ordinance 
or 3rd April, 185~1tor constituting a Parliament for the Colony 
was confirmed with certain amendments. The House of Assembly 
was to consist or 46 members, <2) the Colony being divided into 
22 constituencies, Cape Town returning four members and the re-
mainder of the divisions two representatives each. The electoral 
. (3) 
divisions were set out in the Schedule to the Order-in-Council, 
and the provisions therefor read:-
"•••• the divisions of the Cape (exclusive or the city of 
Cape Town), Malmesbury, Stellenbosch, the Paarl, Clan-
william, Swellendam, Caledon, George, Uitenhage, Port 
Elizabeth Albany (exclusive of the town of Graham's Town), 
Fort Beaufort, Victoria, Albert, Somerset, Graaff-Reinet, 
Cradock, Colesberg, Beaufortt and Worcester and the city 
,r Cape Town, and the town or Graham's Town, shall, res-
pectively, be Electoral Divisions within the meaning and 
for the purposes of thia Ordinance: •••• " 
The Colonial Legislature was given the right to amend the Con-
(l) Under which 44 seats were contemplated 
(2) Section 6 of the Schedule to the O.-in-0. dated 11th March, 
(3) Section 7, ibid. 1853 
stitution Ordinance and, from this stage, the Cape helped to 
develop its own constitution by ordinary legislative acts. 
There was no machinery for readjusting the constituencies on 
a footing of' equality, and they were never so readjusted on 
any general principle from the first division of the country 
into electoral units. Any modification in the system or repre-
sentation and any alterations of existing boundari.es had to be 
erteeted by legislation. 
The issue became one ot party politics, and the dual pro-
blem or representation and red1str1buti.on faced the two political 
parties over a considerable period. The Bond first raised the 
question or redistribution and brought tbe problem before the 
publi.c notice. ( l) In 1897, Rhodes appointed a Commission to 
.~· 
consider the question of redistribution and a Bill, based on the 
minority report of the Coll'.ll'l'liss1on 1 was drafted, very much in the 
favour of the Progressives. Hofmeyr asserted that behind. the 
Suspensioniat agitati,on was the desire on the part 0£ the Pro• 
gressives to settle the Redistribution question in the interim. 
Jameson's election manifesto of 190) set the better representa-
tion or the people in Parliament.third on the list, and a Bill 
to this effect waa introduced soon after the new Parliament first 
assembled in Vmrch, 1904. The South African Party argued that 
the Progressives were using their parliamentary majority whioh 
rested on the disfranchisement of the rebels, to push through 
measures which would ensure their continuance in power when the 
rebels were rei.nstated. By 1906, the Jameson ministry was be-
ginning to feel insecure, and the results of .introducing legis-
lation on redistribution were teared, though a section of his 
party was making demands in this direction. 
The disparities which arose in the absence or machinery 
for readjusting boundaries to conform with changes in population. 
were aggravated by the principle originally laid down an.d gene• 
rally accepted throughout, that the number of voters required .for 
(1) • Horm,rr', L1£{3 ot Hotmeyr, p. 213 
a rural constituency to return a member should be lesa than that 
required for an. urban constituency, becauae of the shifting nature 
or urban population and the necessity of securi.ng representation 
of the permanent element in the population .• The South African 
Party stood behind this principle that the preponderance of poli-
tical power should be vested in the settled farmers and, as things 
stood, two voters in the country carried eqt1al weight with three 
in th& towns. The 1904 Additional Parliamentary Representation 
Act which was described as a measure tor "adjusting the balance 
between town and country", made the moderate proposal that there 
should be one member for every 2,000 town electors and one member 
for every 1,500 country electors. · Even so, Merriman called the 
measure na vindictive mark of revengen(l) and it was strongly re-
sisted by the Boera. 
Changes were eff'octed by legislation in three ways.. They 
were primarily concerned with increasing the representation of 
existing divisions, which brought the composition or the House of 
Assembly up to 107 by 1909. ln·l86S,( 2} 20 seats were added and 
additions wer~ then made at rive-yearly intervals up t,o 1887{3) 
until a total membership or 74 was reached. Three more m.embers 
were added :Ln 11!95 1 ('4.) 18 in l89,
5knd 12 in 1904!6) 
The second ehange involved the increase in the number of 
electoral divisions, so ·that at the time of Union the total area 
of the Oolony, which covered 276,995 square miles 1 was divided 
into 46 electoral divisions. An illustration of such increases 
is provided by an Act or 1a9e. Part I ot the Act established 
five now single-member constituencies and three constituencies 
returning two members. Thirdly, the alteration of existing 
boundaries was undertaken on a small scale. Here again, the 
Act of 1898 provides an example. Under Part III boundaries 
Oolvin•s L. o( J. Vol. II, p. 242 (2) Act 3 ot 1865 
Acts 7 of 1312, 39 of 1877, 13 or 1882 and )O of 1887 
Aet 4 of 1E!95 (5) Act 18 of 1898 
Act 5 of 1904 
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undergoing change were defined and boundaries not mentioned in 
a.ny of the Schedules remained unchanged. A characteristic 
feature throughout was the reliance upon administrative units 
in any description of electoral boundaries. 
All tour colonies were sub-divided into many minor adm1nis-
trati ve uni to for judicial, fiscal, electora.l and other purposes• 
and there were many cases of ~verla.pping, .both for administrative 
reasons and because or the lack ,of referende between government 
departments. Municipal government had been established 1n most 
or the towns, and under the Order-in-Council or 1853, ''the boun• 
dar1es or the city of Cape Town, the municipality of Green Point, 
and the town of Graham's Town, shaJ.l, for, the purposes ot this 
Ordinance, be the boundaries assigned to or prescribed by the 
municipal regulations in foroe f'or the time being in the same 
(1) 
respectively.'' The other divisions as listed in the Order-in• 
Council were to follow the boundaries ot tiscal divisions, the 
areas or wh.ich often coincided with the mag.isterial districts ( ?) 
which were the most important territorial unit iri all tour colonies. 
Later developments, however• often result$(! in fiscal and electoral 
divisions ceasing to coincide since the former lfere liable to 
change by the executive, whereas the latter could only be changed 
by legislation. In all three Schedules of' the 1698 Act, local 
administrative units were used to describe the areas or the res-
pective electoral di-visions, field-cornetciest fiscal divisions 
and municipalities forming the basic units from which the consti ... 
tuencies were built up. The brevity of the definitions implied 
a reliance upon acquaintance with the areas ot the local adminis-
trative· unite.<3) 
The methods by which changes were effected and the results 
thereof proved highly inadequate. The legislators looked mainly 
to increased representation to provide the remedy. This means 
(l) Section 7 (2) 89 migisterial districts in the Cape in 1909 
()} First Schedule, Act 19 of 1a9S: ncathcart •••• Fiscal Divisions 
or Cathcart and Stutterheim". 
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suggested its.elf as there was no limit set on the composition of 
the House or Assembly. The most notable effect of this was the 
disproportionate size of the Lower Chamber which hampered business. 
In 1B9S, five divisions were given one extra member and Port Eliza-
beth was given two additional members. but no accurate remedy lay 
in this approach, though inequalities were made somewhat less 
glaring. The other provisions or this Act made it olear that 
this point was appreciated at the time, but even so, in 1904,{l) 
the same practice was followed and twelve additional members were 
given to urban areas. (2) Jameaon felt that the Act ensured that 
the grossly under-represented constituencies were given herein a 
certain measure ot redress, and he hoped that the House would at 
a later date be in. a. position to. deal with the wider problem in-
volved and that a oomprehensive redistribution. measure would be 
introduced. 
The basis of representation was the number of people in ea.ch 
constituency who had the qualifications required by law and in 
1907, there were 1511314 voters on the roll, which meant on a 
strict mathem.atical basis, 11414 voters per member. Even allowing 
a deviation from norm of approximately 20 per cent., only 21 con-
st1tuendes were fairly represented, 18 were over-represented(.)) 
and 7 under-represented.{J+) Not only was disproportion evident 
on a basis or equal numbers or voters. but the divisions as exis-
ting were not justified on·geographical grounds.(5) Though the 
publication of the new register in 1907 proved the necessity for 
effective redistribution measures, by this date Jameson felt that 
redistribution should be left in abeyance until closer union was 
accomplished. No reform as sweeping as that embodied in the 
1909 constitution could ever ba.ve passed the Cape Parliament as 






o.o::;.;;cJ .p~ JlfZ&z-3k 
Section ) of the A P R Act, 1904 _ . 
See Second and Third Schedules or the Additional Parliamentary 
Representation Act, 1904. 10 divisions were increased by one 
member and one by two members. 
Govt. or S.A. Vol. II, pp. 406-7, provides examples, such as 
Victoria East - 445 registered voters; Mafeking - 587; 
Vryburg - 779; Fort Beaufort - 926. 
Ibid.1 Woodstock 2,691; Cape Town 2,195; Kimberley 2 1168j East London 2,063 
~:Fa~ ~t'fihctloile P[8K1efli BlhHP1/?~!1:1tC8d'£d€lh'Cg;..8? was 
· The Act 0£ Union commended i teel! to many people in Natal 
very 
on the/grounds that it constituted a sweeping reform ot the 
system of representation. c·omp-arisons could be drawn butween 
conditions in the Cape and Natal which possib~y derived from the 
fa.ct that the areas whi,ch formed the di visions dat&d back to the 
same decade~ In both colonies. the system existing was the 
result of the haphatard growth of' the constitution. Natal covered 
an area of' J 5,371 square miles• and at the ti me or Union tbe 
Colony was divided into 17 electoral district$ among which 46 
members ot the Lowor House were distributed. There was no recog~ 
nition of the principle of equal const!Ltuencies or any provision 
tor redistribution. The constituencies could not be condoned 
either from a geographical or statistical point of view. Maps 
of the Colony reveal certain internal areas called counties, 
whose existence was probably to be ascribed to the tact that when 
the colony was first occupied, 1t was prematurely divided before 
the experie~ce necessary to show what districts would prove the 
most convenient had been gained. Up to 1910, the counties sur-
vived owing chiefly to certain provisions of the Natal Constitu-
tion which preserved them for parliamentary purposes. The mag1s-
(l} terial districts, · which were better suited to geograp,ical 
conditiona and popular convenience, had superseded tor ell prac-
tical purposes the county divisions. The gross inequalities 
in representation in Natal were largely d~e to no attempt having 
bean made when settlement began to make the unit or government 
con£ om with natural conditions. When Zululand was given repre-
sentation in 1903. an attempt was made to make the ele~toral 
d.istricts• dividing boundary conform with natural conditions. 
From statistics available before the passage ot the 19_08 Act, 
marked disparities were apparent as: between the different con-
stituencies. Durban Borough had 11 500 registered voters to a 
member, and this waa the highest figure £or any consti tu.ency. 
(1) Of whi.ch there were 40 
i . . . "· ·.· ..,. t - ·" 
-~·~ ...... ~~: ... I - .. r·~·,.:.,._ ,i ~r ~ ., --~ 'i .. .., 
.. "'.... ~,. .. ... ~ t~ 
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At the other extreme was Altred County with 195 registered voters 
for each or its two members.(l} 
U " 6 (2) · nder the vonstitution Aet or )rd July• lo93, provision 
was made £or the establishment 0£ Responsible Government in Natal. 
Up to this time. there had been a unicameral legislature in the 
form or a Legislative Council. By provision of this Act, a 
Legislative Assembly was to be elected, consisting or 37 memgers 
chosen by the eloct()rs of ten electoral districts) 3> The boun-
daries or the ten districts were not d.ef'ined 1n the Act t since 
the component units were familiar, h11;ving £orrned the basis or 
elections to the Legislative Council. The formation of these 
( 4) 





Gtit or S.A., Vol. II, p. 409 
taw·No~ 14 or '1893 
Section 22, Law No •. 14 ot 1893 which read:- "The Legislati-ve 
Assembly shall consist of thirty-seven Members, who shall be 
chosen by the Electors or tbe following Electoral Districts:-
Pietermaritzburg City ••• 4 
Pietermar1tzburg County -
Umgeni Division ••• • •• 
Lion's Ri-ver ••• • •• 
Ixopo ••• ••• ~·· 
Durban Borough ••• 
" County · ••• 
Victoria County ••• 
Umvoti " ••• 
Weenen tt ••• 




• • • 
Klip River County -
Klip River Division ••• 









Alexandra County ••• •• 
Alfred n • • • • • 2 
Section 53 of Letters Patent dated 15th July, 1656 
... g .. 
hereby give and grant to our Governor, £or the time being• ot 
8ur said Colony or Natal, full power and. authority, with the 
advice and consent of Our said Executive Council ...... to issue a 
Proclamation or Proclamations di.vising Our said Colony into 
counties, wards,·and townships, and to appo.int the limit~ thereof 
respectively.'' Accordingly, by law and proclamation, electoral 
divisions were delimited and alterations were .made to their boun-
daries from time to t1me.(l) 
Section 10 of' Law 28 of' 1887( 2) is indicative o.f the methods 
in use for setting out electoral districts and modifying the same 
and this practice wa~ continued after 1893 in the absence or any 
alternative cons ti tut.ional provisions. 
'' ()) 
Three Parliamentary representation acts, of 1S9tl, 1903 and 190 
reirpectively* were passed up to. the time of Union. In 1696, (4) 
the number of members of' the Legi.slati ve Assembly was increa.sed to 
39, and in 1903<5} to 43 memb.ers. The two f'ormer Acts each r~1..., 
lowed the acquisition of addition.al territory by Natal in lS97 
and 1902 respectively. In 1698 the province of Zululand was 
divided into two electoral districts eaoh returning one member, 
and in 1903, the Northern Districts was divided into two elec ... 
toral districts called Vryheid and Vtreeht electoral districts. 
bounded as set forth in the Schedule to the Act, each returning 
t b 
( 6) (tn = Section S) wo mem ere. 
No such acqui.sitlon had taken pla.ce before the passage ot 






Law Ho. l of 1873, l2t.h July, 1$73 t\ '1'l'o readjust the electoral 
divisions ot the Oolony ot Natal 
Law Ho. 1 or 18ft) dated 296h March, 188;, increased the elec-
tive members from 20 to 23 
taw No. 2e of 1887 dated 9th March 1 l8S7, altered and sub-
divided the Electoral District ot P1etermaritzburg County 
into the three Electoral Districts or llageni, Lion's River 
and Ixopo 
Law No. 5 of 1689dated 2,th June, 1889, the electoral distric 
or the counties or Alexandra and Alfred was formed 1nto two 
electoral districts. 
11 The Governor in Council may specify and detertdne the bounda .. 
ries or such Electoral Districts respectively by proclamation 
in the •Government Oaiette' ..... and the new Electoral Distric1 
of Umgeni shall be composed of and shall extend over the said 
Wards No. l and No. 6 of the said County of' Pietermari tzburg. 1 
Act No. 10 of 1898; Act No. 3 of 1903; Act No. 40 o.f 1908 
Under Section I+ or Act No. 10 or 1898 
Under Section I+ of Act No. 3 of 1903 
to provide for increased representation thereof in Parliament. 
Opposition to this Act was on the grounds that it was not a true 
measure ot redistribution. A further Representation Act had been 
contemplated in 1909 to increase the representation of Durban and 
Newcastle Divisions. Under the 1908 Act, the electoral districts 
of Durban and. Newcastle as defined by Proclamation$ dated 23rd May, 
1874 and 7th June 1~96 respectively were s.bolished on the grounds 
that they were grossly under-represented. Six electoral districts 
were to replaee Durban and to bear the names of Durban East, Durban 
South, Durban South West, Durban Central; Durban West and Durban 
North, with one member for each electoral distri.et. The two elec-
toral divisions of biewcastle and Dundee were to replace the former 
Newcastle and to return two members each. The boundary of Klip 
River district was altered by the loss of a portion ot its area to 
Dundee. Tho boundaries ot the nine divisions named in the Act 
were set forth in the Schedule thereto. It was not neoessat'y f tlrr 
any member of' the Legislative Assembly to vacate his seat by 
reason of the passing of this Act, during the continuance of the 
existing Parliament. , 
By the time of Union. there was an appreciation or the ano-
mall.es under the existing system. The only remedy therefor was 
by legislation. and, as a result• this \'fas only likely to be effected 
when the party drawing its support from the under-represented 
areas was in power. This made the problem a party issue in Natal 
as in the Cape. The changes made were inadequate in so £ar as 
they affected isolated divisions for the most part, where defects 
were most glaring, without any overall plan being devised. It is 
likely.that some criai.s would have arisen in both colonies had 
not the issue been dealt with by the Act or Union. 
While the systems 1n the Cape and Natal had developed over 
half a century, those in existence in the Transvaal(l) and the 
Orange River Colony at the time of Union were of recent develop-
(1) The Transvaal Constitution was drafted by~ Reyel Gommiasion, 
with West-Ridgeway as Chairman, which started work in Pretor1a 
in May, 1906. Its primary attention was given to delim1ta-
t1on. 
- 10 .... 
mant; and represen.ted a clean sweep that had been made possible 
by events following on the Anglo-Boer War. It is molt general 
in constitutional practice to leave details of the electoral sys-
tem, the distribution of sea.ts and alterations to electoral boun-
,dar1es to be regulated by ordinary laws and to become embodied on 
k occasion in organi~ laws. These provisions a~e or fundamental 
impo.rtance in the working of a constitution, yet they are mostly 
developed and modified without change by formal amendment of the 
constitution. It .has been seen how ordinary legislat1 vs acts 
governed such practice in the Cape and Natal, but the two younger 
colonies were provided with detailed instructions set out in their 
Constitutions. The salient features of' the Transvaal Oonstitu-
tion suggest more contrasts than comparisons with Ca,pe and Natal 
practices. 
One striking similarity was provided by the emphasis upon 
magisterial districts nnd to a lesser extent, other local ad:nlni/5-
trati ve u.nits, which was largely unconscious in the Cape and N8tal 
but' deliberate with regard to the Transvaal. The first alloca-
tion of seats was arbitrary. Schedule I set out the number of 
members to be allotted to each magisterial district. (l) The 
Commissioners were to divide the magisterial district or the Wit-
watersrand into five parts, h.aving regard in so doing .to existing 
administrative areas. Each of the said five parts was for deli-
mita.tion purposes ·treated as a magisterial district. It was 
attempte.d to make electoral divisions follow recognised adminis-
trative boundaries and to enable this the more easily to be done. 
(l) Section 1, Schedule I Cd. ;250, which read:-
"Members or the Leg1siat1ve Assembly shall be allotted to each 
magiste:ial di·strict of the Colony as at present defined as 
follows.-
Barberton ••• ••• l Standerton ••• • •• 2 
Lydenburg • • • • • • 2 Wakkerstroom • • • 2 
Ermelo • • • • • • 2 · Pretoria .. Urban •• 6 
Heidelburg ••• •• 2 Dist. other than ur. l 9 
Lichtenburg • • • • • l Waterberg • • • • • l · 
Marico • • • • • • • • l Wolmaransstad • • • 2 
Middelburg ••• •• 2 Zoutpansberg ••• 2 
Potche£stroom -Munip'yl Witwatersrand • • • lit. 
Dist. exol. Municip'y l 4 
R.u~t~nburg • • • 2 Total 69 
L_ 
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an electoral division could differ as much as fifteen per cent. 
from the· q~ota. of the part, magisterial district or municipality 
in which 1.t was situated. The first factor to which the Comtn1$• 
sioners were to give due consideration when delimiting constituen-
cies was existing boundaries or municipal and magisterial wards, 
and the boundaries o:f' old magiste:t"ial districts included in. exis-
ting magisterial districts. ( l). Where magisterial districts had 
to be divided into single-member constituencies, the division was 
to follow as far as possible the boundaries of the field ... cornetcies. 
This provision showed an appreciation of the importance or rra.mi.ng 
units which had practical significance. 
'Ibe most striking depa:rtu.re on the other hand was the accep-
tance of' the principle of equal electoral diatri.eta which was 
adhered to in a modified way.. The Tra.nsva<1l covered a.n a.rea of 
lll,196 square miles and.i.n 1906, was divided into 69 single-
member consti'tueneies. With 34 seats to the Rand, 6 to Pretot"1a 
and 29 to the rest of the country,( 2) tho distribution followed 
closely the arithmetical proportions except that one extra seat 
was given to the Rand in view of the increase in. population since 
the taking of the census in 1904. The Comm.issioners were to 
divide ea.eh of the five parts into which the Witwatersrand had 
been divided, and each magisterial district and municipality to 
which more than one member was allotted, into single-member else-
. tora.l divisions wh:tch, subject to certain conditions, tiero to 
contain a number of voters a.s nearly as possible equal to the 
quota for eu~h part, district or municipality respectively. The 
quota of an area was found by dividing the number of votero in 
the part, district or municipality in question by the number or 
(1) Schedule I, Section )(a), Cd. 3250 
(2) er. how the Delimitation Commissions after Union dealt with 
the Transvaal 1n these three sections. 
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members of the House of Assembly allotted to such part. The 
principle of equal electoral districts was strictly adhered to 
in many instances In the application or those provisions, as the 
' . . (l) 
number of registered voters .Per constituency in 1906 indicates. 
The prior allocation o.f members among · the mag1ster.ial districts, 
however, removed any possibility of a strict overall numerical 
equality. The eoloni.a.l quota stood at 1,527,( 2} 25 seats were 
under the quota and 44 exceeded it. A comparison in the number 
of voters in South Lydenburg and South West Pretoria revealed a 
difference of 717. Such disparities were partly due to the fact 
that other t,han atati.atieal requirements had also to be conformed 
wtth. Not only was ooneiderat!on to he given to extst.ing bounda-
ries • but due regard was to be paid to communi.ty or diversity of 
interest, means or communication and physical features. That 
the obtrnrvance of existing boundaries was considered of greater 
importance than the statistical factor is illustrated by the 
fifteen per cent. allowance. The reason for this could lie in 
the fact that the administrative units in the Transvaal were 
working well, arid their retention for electoral purposes might 
assist the Boers in more quickly adapting them.selves to party 
government, ~11th which they were unfamiliar. 
The adoption o.f the principle of' equal electoral areas was 
naturally accompanied by a scheme for automatic rediatr1but1on 
by independent commissioners. Having decided upon single-member 
conEStituencies, all idea of meeting increasing populat,ion needs 
by granting additional membership to existing divisions was over-
ruled. and it wo.s in keeping wi ~h the democratic principle here 
applied to give "attention to redistribution. In attempting to 
( l) 
(2) 
The following examples illustrate this pointt-
tydenburg Magisterial district: - ( North Lydenburg •• 
{South Lydenburg •• 
Wakkerstroom " " :- ( Volksrust ••• 
(Wakkerstroom •• 
Witwa.tersrand - Part I (West Rand) (Randfontein •• 
See paaes 412-3, Govt. of S.A., 
V.~ T¥ . 












l,549 , t!7~ ., ..,. ) 
Number of voters -
- 69 
105.368 - divided by the number of seats 
l 
gfve to each vote an equal value., it was clearly necessary to 
set· ·the redelimitations · abovo party• and this was considered 
par~ieularly important in the Transva.111 because t as a result 
of the war, parties were divided on racial lines. 
For the first delimitation, three Commissioners WGre appoin-
ted by the Governor in accordance with the instructions set forth 
in the First Schedule of tho Letters Patent. The starting point 
in their labours w;;.s to divide the magisterial districts into 
constituencies, th~ number of which to ea.eh magisterial diatrict 
being arbitrarily set out in the Constitution. They defined 
and named the various electoral divisions, and a list thereof' 
was published by the Governor in the Gazette. After every alter-
n.ate biennial regiatrat1on of voters, the colony was to be re-
divided into electoral divisions for the purpose of the election 
ot members cf tho. Legislative Assembly. (l) This meant that at 
four-yearly intervals. an independent commission of th:ree was 
to be appointed by the Governor in Oouneil to revise the con• 
stituencies. The commissioners were to proceed in accordance 
w:tth the regulations prescribed in the Thi.rd Schedule, <2 ) and 
the divisions were to be readjusted in suah a manner as to secure 
as far as possible that each constituency contained an a.pproxi-
matoly equal number of voters. They were to submit to the 
Governor in Council a l:i.st or electoral di visions with the names 
given thereto, a description of the boundaries of evory such 
division, maps showing the Glectoral divisions and any further 
particulars they might consider necessary. In the event of 
any discrepancy arising between the description of the divisions 
and the maps, the description was to prevail.(;) The prepara-
tion of maps represented an inn.ovation in practice, and the 
provision in general aimed a,t specific descriptions of bounda-
ri.es being provided and embodied in a report. 
The provisions for £our-yearly delimitations <4> departed. 
(l) Section XIV, Cd. ,250 
(3) Sects.on XVI, Cd. ,3250 
Section XV Ibid. 
Schedule 1f1·; Ibid. 
.slightly from the instructions aet out for tho first delimitation, 
as provision waa made for a further allocation of seats as well 
aa a redivision on the same lines. The eomrnissioners were to 
give consideration to existing boundaries ot municipal and magia ... 
terial wards, community of interest and means of communication, 
' 
the clause regarding physical features being omitted after the 
first delimitation. The number of electoral divisions could be 
increased in so far as the total number of voters exceeded the 
total number or voters at tho first division by an amount equal 
to the quota or the Colony or some whole multiple thereof, The 
electoral divisions were to be increased in number in proportion 
to such excess. There was t}he proviso that the electoral di vi-
sions were not to exceed 75 or fall below the number existS.ng at 
the date of such ~cdivision. In effecting a redi'V'ision, the 
commissioners were firs:t to allot members to the three areas of 
the \'.ii twatersrand Magiate:rial district• Pre tori.a urban nrea and 
the remainder of the Colonr and f'ind the quota of' each area,(l) 
'first making the allotment to the latter area and then to the 
five parts or the Witwatersrand Magisterial district. Any 
a 
number of voters equalling from one half to one and/half times 
the area quota were to form one electornl di. vision, arid a number 
not less than one and a half times but under two and a half time$ 
the quota was .to return two members and so on, provided that the 
commissioners kept within the bounds of the number of electoral 
divisions for the area concerned. All magisterial district& 
of the three areas were to be divided into as many electoral 
divisions aa there were members allotted to such districts. 
Certain provisions were made with regard to the £1rst( 2 ) 
and any s,J.cceeding delimitations()) for adequate urban repre-
sentation, which represented a marked contrast f~om Cape and 
Natal practice. Where the number or voters warranted .it• 




Section 3 1 Schedule III, Ibid. 'l'he quotient obtained by 
dividing the number ·Of voters in each such area by the 
nu!Tlber of wemhera to which it is entitled, is the quota. 
Section 3, sub-section 4; Schedule I, Ib1d. 
Section 9, Schedule III, Ibid. 
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the number or voters was not equal to the quota of the district, 
the whole or sueh municipality was to be inoluded in one elec-
toral divi.sion. 
I 
Selborne did his beat to safeguard the interests of' the 
British corttmu.ni.ty 1.n the 'Iransvaal by insisting that there should 
be no preference :S.n the distribution of the. new constituencies 
for the country areas as against the urban areas. When repre--
sentative government was contemplated in 1904, the Imperial Govern-
ment fully considered the possibility ot preserving the old con-
stituencies while adding new ones to them• but an examination of 
the resulta of current census figures revealed very serious 
inequalities betwe~n them. The whole polioy of the late South 
African Republics had been in the direction or giving altogether 
disproportionate power to the country population, of which striking 
proof is afforded by the disfranchisement of towns in 18136. In 
the last year of tho flepuhlic, Johannesburg had only one repre .... 
s0ntative and a population. of 76, ;oo whereas Rusten.burg and Ly·l'!n-
burg had two members each, with population:; of lJ,000 and 3,500 
reopectively. It was felt that the adoption of the nwner.1cal 
principle would diminish the antagonism between town and country 
and secure to the urban electorate, who were mainly British, a 
fair share 0£ representation, In a new country in which there 
were no conatitu.encies with a long histor.ical background, it was 
difficult to justify the perpetuation .of an electoral system 
which al.lowed such inequalities. The industrial and economic 
conditions o.f'the Transvaal made it desirable to have some better 
means of ascertaining the views of the different seations of the 
population than the existing system afforded. There was no 
reference 1n the Constitution that the. fifteen per cent. allowance 
was to benefit either the rural or urban popula.tion 1 in·particular. 
and the Constitution was in f'oroe for so short a period. that one 
cannot generalise on the application thereof, 
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The Ora.ng~ River Colony was given a new Constitution i.n 1907, 
the year following that i.n which the Transvaal had received res-
ponsible government. Perhaps its most noteworthy feature was 
the separate representation of the towns. By 1907, municipal 
government had been established in moat of the principal towns 
and Village. Mana$emont Boards established under general municipal 
acts. The allocation of seats was .on the results of the 1904 
census. w1th the exception that !'ive members were allotted to 
Bloemfontein town to allow for an. increase of population since 
that time. In al1 11 11 of the )8 seats in the Legislative As-
(ll sembly· were to go to the towns. Certain of the smaller 
towns which would otherwise have been swamped by the country 
vote in· their respective districts, were grouped together 1n 
(2) 
such a way as to obto.in representation. Statistics of 
registered voters as at 1907 reveal an over-representation of 
the urban areas. ( J) '£hough the quota of the Colony was 954, 
the Ea.stern Towns had a total of 701 registered voters, the 
Mining Towne 745, Harriamith Town had 531 voters, the Northern 
Towns 556, Kroonstad Town 644, the Midland Towns 599 voters and 
the five Bloemfontein urban seats .revealed the following figures, 
namely 605 • 581, 547, 601 and 573 respectively. 
The second most characteristic feature of the Constitution 
followed Transvaal precedent, The existing boundaries 0£ 
magisterial districts were retained for elec:toral purposes .• 
Only five magisterial districts were allotted .more than one 
member, Four of these were divided into two-member districts 
and the fifth, Bloemfontein urban district, was divided into 
five constituencies. Where a magisterial d1stric·t or town 
' 
returned more than one member, each electoral division was to 
(1) Section 1, Schedule I, Cd. 3;26 
(2) Bethlehem, Fouriesberg and Ficksburg • • • one member 
Jagerafontein and Koffyfontein ••• n It •• Parys, Vredefort and Heilbron n " • • • • • 
Ladybrand and Thaba 'Nchu ••• ,, n • • • (3) Oovt. of S,A., Vol. II, p. 411 
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i, 
contain a number o.r voters as nearly as could be equal to the 
(1) 
quota for such di.strict or town respectively. For the first 
division, the four magisterial districts to each of which two 
rnembera were allotted, showed the following figures. (2 ) There 
were 1.30g and 1,208 regietered:voters 1n Bloemfontein North and 
South respectively, 991*' and l,OJ$ in KroonetadoEast and West, 
79$ and 791 in Rouxville East and West and l,072 and l,165 in 
Winburg North and South. All eight constituencies mentioned 
wer:e rura.1 seats, and the number of voters .in each indicated 
that the provisions of Section 2(a} had been given effect to. 
Between the different magisterial districts ropresen.ted by one 
member, there were ofton large d.1acrepanci.es in the number ot 
voters eontnined therein, as illustrated by the two rural con-
stituencies of Philippolis and Fauresmith-Jacobsdal with 613 
and 1,757 registered voters respectively. 
· The provisions in respect of the distribution of seats ,,ere 
aimilar to those in the Transvaal, the treatment of the urban 
areas excepted. The Orange River Colony covered an area of 
50,;92 square miles and was divided into J8 electoral distr.lcts. 
For the first division, the allocation or seats was arbitrary 
in that Section l of Schedule I set out the number of members 
to be allotted to each magisterial district. Upon the comple• 
tion of the list of qualified voters, three commissioners were 
to be appointed by the Governor to proceed in accordanee with 
the Regulations aa set out 1n the First Schedule to the Letters 
Patent. '!1he powers and duti.es of the ·commission corresponded 
with those of the Transvaal commission. .For the purpose of 
redivieions, appointment was by the Governor in Council. Very 
elaborate provisions were set out in Schedule II! for the auto-
ma.tic redistribu;ion every four years so as to adjust divisions 
to changes of population. Any alteration or boundaries was to 
(l} Section 2(a), Schedule I, Cd. )526 
(2) In 1907 
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take effect at the succeeding general election, and the number 
of electoral divisions in the Orange River Colony was in no 
casa to exceed forty. 
In effectinz a redivision, the commissioners wero to ascer-
tain the number of voters int.he total area of the Colony, exalu-
aive or any towns existing therein at the date of redivision, 
and secondly in the total area of any towns existing therein at 
that date. They were to allot to each such area a ·number of 
members of the Legislative Assembly proportionate to the number 
of voters therein and to work out a quota for each area. A 
deviation from the area quota wa.s allowed to enable the basis 
of re{)resenta.tion to be the magisterial diviaione and towns or 
groups of towns in that if the number or voters in a.ny of.the 
above-mentioned areas was not less than half the quota of voters 
for such an area but less than one and a half times the quota. 
one member wlw to be roturned for such district or town.. If 
the number of voters in any magisterial district or town was 
lees than half of the quota of voters for the area, no member 
was to be returned tiy such a district or tovm. A district was 
to be included ln an adjoining district and a town to be grouped 
with such other neighbouring town or towns as the commissioners 
might determine. 
Four factors(l) were also to be given due consideration 
by the first and succeeding commissions. As with the Trans• 
vaal, prior place was given to the clause concerning existing 
boundaries, in this case of towns, municipal and magisterial 
wards and the boundaries of old magisterial districts included 
in existing magisterial districts • Community or diversity of 
. interest, means of communication and physical features were the 
other factors binding the decisiom3 of the respective commissions. 
It would then a.ppear that in the four colonies there were 
in existence two practices, one old and one new. Two con£lic-
(l) Section 2(c), Schedule I, Cd. 3526 
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t1,ng doctrines wore behind these systems, and the decision with 
regard to the Union Constitution might possibly turn on the issue 
as to how many adherents had been won over to the new ideas which 
had been given effect to for so short a period and planted in 
emeh f oreien ground. The fact that thi.s period of practical 
knowledge or the new scheme was indeed brief, might be offset 
by the faet that thtJ task of eonatitution-rnakins had been very 
much before the public eye in the Transvaal in the decade pre-
ceding Union. The 1d,eas provided therein might exert eonside ... 
rablt influence when the Union Constitution was under discussion, 
/ for a eonst:1.tution fs largely the result of political., economi.c 
and social forces operating at the ti~o of its adoption. Const,1• 
tution.s embody the interests and opinions of their framers in so 
far as the .framers think they will be accepted by the bodies com ... 
petent to ad.opt them. The "stake in the cou11try11 theory of re-
presentation which had formed thP. basis of constitutional practice 
in the four colonies until 1906 and 1907, had resulted in tha mr1l.• 
distribution of seats. Thia tbeo ry and practice had bean chQl~ 
lenged by the principle that every male citizen had a natural right 
to participate in government and that all men were entitled to 
equal votes. Certain practices were in existence whereby con-
stitueneies could be formed to give effect to this principle. 
In establishing a. system £or the delimitation or constituencies, 
the problem. to be solved. is how best can a.n exact reflection of 
the various shades of interest and opinion be obtained. A system 
whereby the whole nation was 'taken as a single constituency would 
provide. a perfect mirror o.f majority and minority groups. In 
default of this arrangement, the course open for adoption is the 
division of the country into constituencies sized according to 
convenience and equity. 
( l) 
The general idea is that from ea.ch 
geographical point a re.preaentati ve must' be sent and the whole 
territory is envisaged as falling lnto districts convenient f'or 
(l) Finer Theorx and Practi,.~~ or Modern qoyernment:. p. 910. 
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reB1Stration and polling purposes. 
Convenience implies that the constituency should not be 
too large .for the ma.intenance of personal contact between ·the 
candidates and the voters, and between local party associations 
and their supporters in the v.ic:tnity. 'i'he size of electoral 
districts strongly· at.fecta the nature or election campaigns and 
the psychological nature of representa.tion. In practice, the 
whole relation between constituen.ts and members is governed. by 
politi.cal party organisation, and the extent 0£ the divisions 
depends upon the sir.e C>f Parliament, the struggle of parties tor 
special advantage in. their own strong districts and partly upon the 
desire to represent nlreacty existing enti.ties as cities, towns 
and loaal government units. Equity implies that the constituen• 
ciee should be as nearly equal in population as possible. if the 
principle that the state is made up or equal citizens is accepted. 
Any group or citizens was equal to any other provided it was 
numerically the same. When this principle is applied continuoasl7 
as the distribution of population changes, and applied without 
management, taken over a period, there will be no undue advantage 
or disadvantage to any party. 
With regard to the area of' the di visions, the practi.cal 
question arises ns to whether there ought to be one or more 
seats per constituency. The problem raised by si.ngle-member 
constituencies differs a.a the majority required is absolute or 
relative. Where only a relative·majori.ty is required. the re-
sults may be inequitable if more than two candidates compete 
for a seat. The luck or the game may fall to either side, but 
constitutional development has shown that men prefer a control-
lable principle. In devistng a new constitution, there arises 
the further issue as to whether the £ramers would be so unfair 
as deliberately to produce or maintain inequitable electoral 
districts. Partly on the grounds or the charges of unfairness 
that in practice are aimed at the d.ifferen.t expressions of opinion, 
written constitutions establish only the general pr1nciola$ Qf 
government. Agreement could seldom be reached on fundamentals 
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were they not so vaguo that all objections could bo covered. 
The provisions of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony 
Constitutions had approximated. in seme respects to the theore-
tical ideal based on modern democratic standards nnd the pre-
cedent here established, along with whatever guidance theory 
could provide, mi~ht indicate to the delegates to the National 
Convention a line of. pol.icy to be adopted. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
EVERYTHING AUGURS WELL FOR UNI~N 
Previous attempts at a form. of union had resulted largely -----
from external impetus, but the successful attempt had its origin 
within the tour colonies themselves. It was promoted by many 
men of vision who foresaw a great.future tor a united South Af-
rica. · Although the area of the·country is large, its physical 
characteristics are uniform and there are no natural barriers 
between one part and another. The population formed one body 
politic, The Boers or the·Cape and the Ti"ansvaal were similar 
in character and ideas~ and the inhabitants of the different 
towns were connected by ties of blood and friendship. In the 
Cape Colony and the Transvaal ·the Dutch·and the English were 
living side by side and to a lesser extent in the Orange River 
Colony and Natal. 
The .first practical step towards Union was made at the 
Railways and Customs Conference at Pretoria which met on 4t~ 
May, 19osil) When r10 agreement could be reached, ·Smuts moved 
six resolutions, which were adop~ed on the 8th May, which pre-
scribed. the procedure for attaining immediate Union. The Reso-
lutions defined the constitution of the National Convention, 
. ' 
fixed the representation -of each Colony and the method or voting 
and made provision for Rhodesia to be admitted.( 2) The six 
resolutions were duly confirmed by the four Parliaments and 
delegates were appointed, twelve for the Cape, eight £or the 
· Transvaal and five each for Natal and the Orange ,River Colo~y. (J) 
Three Rhodesian delegates were appointed shortly 'before the 
Convention was opened at Durban on 12th October, 190a. Its 




The course of the Conference had been previously planned 
by S.muts and Merriman 
With the right to speak but not to vote 
See Appendix l 
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ended o.n 11th May, 1909. 
The delegates to the National Convention reflected the pre-
ponderance of farmers - always thought to be conservative(l) ... and 
lawyers, which was noticeable in South African contemporary poli• 
tics. The South African Dutch have always been a rural people, 
while those who ma.de their livings in the towns were usually more 
prominent in tho legal and clerical professions and in the civil 
service than in commerce, mining or industry. Of' the thirty-
three d.elegates, approximately one-third were farmers. Sir 
Frederick Moor was a farmer and had the rural biaa in politics 
wh4 eh made him EPrsona gra.ta at Pretoria. In addition, Smartt 
and Fitzpatrick had farming interests and Smuts, Hull and De 
Villiers were directly interested.. There was only one prominent 
trader on the Convention, namely J. w. Jagger 1 and Farrar and 
l\ad 
Fitzpatrick alone ha.d/any responsibility for controlling the 
gold-mining industry. Two journalists and three ex-officials 
were also included, but there 1aas a conspicuous absence or uni-
versi.ty men. The prominence of farmers had as a natural corol• 
lary that the two white peoples were not equally represented. 
Excluding the Orange River Colony and Natal, in which the over-
whelming Dutch predominance of one was counter-balanced by the 
equally British composition of the other, the delegates from 
l the Cape and the Transvaal comprised 
· against eight Progressives. 
twelve Atrikanders as 
Approximately two-thirds of the delegates had fought in 
the Anglo-Boer War, and among these were trusted Dutch leaders 
such as Botha, Steyn, Smuts. De la Rey and De Wet. As the 
National Convention progressed, Botha's claim to be the first 
f'Fii&e Jlinister waa undisputed. He had breadth of vision and 
a fine knowledge of human nature, and one·of his reasons·ror 
supporting Union was as a step towards the consolidation or 
the two white races. Steyn held a unique position in the 
(1) ct. the more democratic Commonwealth Constitution, and 
the composi ti.on or the body framing 1 t. 
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Orange River Colony, where hie in£luence was tremendous. and 
Smuts's intellectual ability soon singled him out. But Chiet 
Justice de Villi.er-a had the greatest reputation of them all. 
When he was appointed Chief Justice in 1873, he told his con-
stituents that he was leaving politics, but he did not do so 
because he en.joyed political life and was in touch with poli• 
tieians -and ,of.ficials who often sought his advice. 
The English-speaking element in So.uth Africa had little 
of the first quality to set-~gainst these famous men. They 
were impoverished as far as political power went, having lost 
f ' 
} their previous priv1.leged poaition when the gold magnates had 
been driven off'. . 'rhe leaders or the Bri.tish element recognised 
that :t~ Union was to come about• it 1.1ould have to be under Afri• 
kander auspices, though it was certain that union could not be 
effected wi.thout their co-operation. Farrar and Fitzpatrick 
were not of the same class as.Botha and Smuts, and Natal had 
no eminent representative. Walton's qualities did not equip 
him for leadership. In all. Jameson was the only outstanding 
figure on the British side. One opinion. given is that it says 
much £or Jameson's ability that the Union Constitution was so 
little unfavourable to British claims. (l} Jamcso.n himself• 
however. rarely thought along racial lines, and while Prime 
Minister had continued Rhodes' policy of .friendship with the 
Dutch farmers. The leaders throughout the Convention were 
Botha and Smuts from the north, and Merriman and Jameson from 
the south. Two notable absentees were Schreiner and Hotmeyr, 
who exerted external pressure on the course of events. 
Not only did the Dutch have the advantage 1n personnel, 
but in resnect of their adviser.a also. Although S~uts had 
been a ha.rah critic of the Milner Administration before Botha 
and he came into power, he understood how good the material was 
which Milner had brought from England to fill the ma.in posts. 
( l) Lonii' s Drmmona. Chapl :in, p. 1;,6. 
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He took over picked men from the Milner staff and set them to 
work .on the .frame~ork o; the new constitution(l) which the 
National Convontton W'ould have to shape. Smuts took P. Duncan 
with him to Durban and Cape Town as one or his two Law Advisers 
and Philip Kerr and a. H. Brand were his confidential secretaries 
for Convention purposes. ~mute laboured with this brilliant 
staff before the Convention met in Durban to have a draft con-
stitution ready.. Every important matter was thoroughly discussed 
by the delegation as a. whole, with the consequence that they 
arrived at .Durban united. Smuts went to the first meeting with 
~he draft in h1a pocket plus a store of accumulated knowledge 
about other o1m1lar constitutions. As a rule, it tell to the 
Transvaal delegates to make proposals and to the others to make 
amendments. 1'he s~lid front presented by the Outch and Bri.tish ( 2) 
of the Transvaal delegation had major importance on the result -
and greatly improved the chances of success. As things stood, 
the superior Dutch membership was reinforced by English br~ins.(J) 
Race at the time of Union was almost entirely synonymous 
with party. This was wholly true in the Orange River Colony, 
broadly true in the Cape and the Transvaal• whereas Natal would. 
go over to any party from which the most gain was to be had. (4,} 
The outlook of the various political parties 1.n the four colonies 
revealed.the different political beliefs between the two racial 
groups. 
There was an Afrikander revival after the Boer War in which 
the Cape led the way. At the time of Union, three political 
parties absorbed the majority of this racial group. The South 
African Party in the Cape cona.iated ot two fairly harmonious parta 1 
Merriman, and the Bond which was primarily a Dutch farmers' asso-
Largely the work of the Curtis 
The Transvaal Progressives and 
agreement with one another. 
Long's DruIUton• ~haplin, p. 1J9. 
J.bi1.., 1' .14U. 
group 
Het Volk had formed a prior 
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c1at1on, under the preeidentship or Theron. The latter group 
had the support of the extremists or the party. The Bond was 
the only really cohesive political force in the Cape. There 
was no doubt as to its policy, which it did. not lack leaders to 
direct. tt was mainly interested in ensuring that the Dutch 
section 0£ the population did not suffer any disadvantage as 
compared with the British, and was therefore more concerned with 
the welf'are of the country districts than of the large towns. 
After the Jameson Raid, the Bond had closed its ranks and be.came 
first and f'ox-emost the Afrikander Bond. It stood £or the "landed 
111d producing interests ,t. It was opposed to any change which 
would weaken its party. Botha was largely r.,sponsible for the 
:formation of the Het Volk party in the Transvaal in 1904, which 
aitned at delivering South Africa from the political domination 
of the Gold Mines. The Uni~ Orangia was f'q,rmed shortly after-
wards in the Orange River Colony. Implicit trust in a proved 
leader 1s part of the Afrikander's national make-up, so little 
oppositi.on was likely to be given by the rank and file to the 
policy adopted by their leaders towards Union. 
Against these groups, were the Progressives in the Cape and 
Transvaal and the Colony of Natal. The Progressive farmers in 
the Cape held pol1 ti cal views more in eonf orrni t y w 1th those or 
in 
the Bond/that they were opposed to increasing the political power 
. (l} 
of the towns, whereaa the Transvaal Progressives stood firm 
by the principle of •'equal ri.ghts"' and some £eared that the 
design of the Dutch for predominance lay behind the closer union 
plan. Political divisions in Natal tell more or less into two 
similar groups, though without so·much of the racial aspect. 
!he South African Party in the Cape was determined that 
federation should not come while the Unionist Ministry was in 
power, ·and on the other hand, it had been Milner's intention 
to wait £or federation until the British section was strong 
( l) Formed under 1'~arrar when the mas a of urban British 
accepted the Lyttelton scheme 
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enough to write the federal constitution. By the end or 1906, 
it was clear that the British would never be in a position to 
dietate a. constitution, though it seemed that the Af'rikanders 
would soon be .in a position to do so. When on 23rd July, 1907, 
Jwneson seconded Mala.n's resolution regarding cloaer union, it 
was revealed that the Bri ti.sh .,1ement were prepared to SU:pport 
a Union introduced by the Dutch. 
Jameson's Parliament was dissolved on 19th September,. 1907, 
and Smuts wrote to Merriman that South African af'f'a1.rs would turn 
on the latter's victory in the Cape. ln such an event, the 
opportunity would be grasped to unite South Africa. Shortly 
afterwards, the set-up 1.nside and outside South Africa was pro-
pitious. In Novembert 1907, Fischer became ?rime Min1eter of 
the Orange River Colony and Hertzog Attorney-General and Director 
ot Education. In Ha.tal, there was a well-disposed government, 
and the Afrika.ndera had a majority in the Transvaal but not a 
stable one. When Merriman became Prime Minister of the Cape on 
:3rd February, 1908, the Cape., Orange River Colony and the Trans-
. vaal were all more or less completely under Afrikander control. 
The final tact.or was that there was a libe.ral government in 
Britain which also favoured South African federation or union. 
From the time of the Pretoria Conference until the National 
Oonvention met, the.leading figures continued to thrash out the 
main principles on which they hoped to reach agreement behind 
the scenes. As early as 24th February, 190g, I-1erriman ha.d sent 
to Smuts a draft or his ideas on union and 111 a letter in the 
following July, ha stated that he regretted the acceptance of 
manhood suffrage in the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony 
as he regarded it to be •1the most anti-liberal among all the 
(l) ' 
idols of the modern market-place". On 6th August, 190g, Bothe. 
(1) Lawrence's hif~ of Merc6man, p. 271 
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WI"ote to Merriman for his opinion on the representation principle 
of one vote one value* and informing him that certain parties 
were prepared to go any_lengths tor· it in the Convention. Botha 
_bimse~t feared the election results in Natal and the Cape if the 
principle was adopted~ Replying on 17th August* Merriman stated 
his opposition to the syetem. He favoured a high franchise with 
no exclusion on racial grounds of anyone who could reaoh it. He 
believed that the balance of power should be in the hands of the 
landed intereat, and attribu.ted the financial ruin 0£ the Cape to 
government by the floating population of the towns. Merriman 
did not doubt that there was Capitalist inf3.uence behind the one 
vote one value agitation. For the distribution ot seats in the 
Assembly, .Merri~an felt that some rule-of-thumb method would have 
to be adopted, and he regarded any scheme for automatic redistri-
bution as a failure to obtain a unif'ied people, and would result 
in. local division~ being perpetuated. 
Merriman studied the Cana.dian and Australian Constitutions* 
but in the main his ideas were governed by Cape practi.ce, where 
wealth, population, area and the native population had all been 
deciding factors. He hoped that distribution or members would 
be in respect or population and not based on the voters' rolls, 
as this would throw power into the hand.a of the large urba.n com-
munitie.s-. which were chiefly non:...south African. 
how Australia was governed by .its large cities. 
He instanced 
"I can conceive 
no greater misfortune for South A£ri.ca, with its overwhelming 
native population, than a reproduction of. Australian conditions, 
in which a white democracy. without any of the responsibilities 
that land ... holding confers, should dominate our policy.n(l) It 
was his view that people \lrging democratic principles really 
"wished to see the Capitalist from oversea the master instead 
or the man on the land". 
Meanwhile• Smuts was carefully studying steps taken by the 
United States, Canada and Australia to secure federation. At 
(1) ,-.,, of' M., p. 276 
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; 
the end of August, 19ot1, ·smuts circulated his memorandum on 
Closer Union. Ir 1ts main ideas were a,pprovedt he e,cp);"essed 
his willingness to proceed with the drafting or a constitution, 
but he was anxious for criticism of his proposals. In his _reply, 
Merriman remarked how the system or la.rge constituencies for 
returning aena.tors in the Cape had not worked well. He ~ient on 
to say: "The mode of distributing the seats in the Assembly and 
the Franchise are both highly contantious matters upon which it 
is difficult to lay down hard and fast rules."(l) 
In despatching his draft acheme( 2j to De Villiers, Smuts 
s~id that, to base representation on the total population or the 
.number of registered voters would be "tantamount to the annexation 
by the Cape Colony or the rest of South Africa".(3) His scheme 
favoured the members of both Rouaes being elected undor propor-
tional representation to protect minority rights. De Villiers 
expressed his pleasure that Smuts favoured proportional represen-
tation. Jameson, on the other hand, held that it wae an expe-
riment and a fad and quite unsuited to the Cape's scattered com-
.munity. Smuts• scheme also suggested that a special commission 
was to mark out electoral areas on the basis or population, 
thereby avoiding gerrymandering. Redistribution was to take 
place eve~y f'ive or ten years according as the census was taken. 
Smuts was looking to a semi-federal constitution which might in 
the course or tim.e become completely unitary. De Villiers thought 
that Smuts had weighted the scales too heavily against the Cape 
and favoured a closer ro.rm of union. Under this scheme, pro-
visional re;preaen.tation in the House of ilepresentat1 ves was to 
be fixed arbitrarily for a term of years at some multiple of 
the reoresentiation of ea.oh Colony in the National Convention. 
Smuts had recommended the division of the Cape into two provinces 
on account of its enormous size and scattered community. This 
p. 271+, Ibid. 
The respictrve drafts prepared by Smuts and Merriman prior 
to the meeting or the National Convention are not available. 
Walker's Lord de Villie.rs and His Times, p. 1+)8 
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memorandum formed the bas.is of' the draft constitution which the 
Transvaal delegates used with such effect in the Convention. 
Rumours of the interchange or ideas between Merriman, Smuts 
and De Villiers were beginning to leak out, and in September Smuts 
round it necessary to issue a public denial or what had been going 
on to the effect that no draft constitution was being prepared by 
the Transvaal delegates and that other delegates had not been ap-
proached. Four days later, Smuts and Hull were in Bloemfontein 
to confer with Fischer and the ministry of the Orange River Colony 
ostensibly with regard to railway m.-~tter.~. These r«achinations 
seemed to have escaped the notice or most members of the respec-
t~ve Parliaments. 
The six resolutions moved at tho Pretoria Conference were 
put before the four pa.rl.iaments in June, 190$, Expression was 
given to 1the view in the Cape Parliament that Merr.iman had approache 
the question °absolutely dissociated.from party". In moving that 
the resolutions be concu.rred with in the Legislative Asse:rnply • 
Fischer spoke in a tolerant and unbiased tone, which was calculated 
not to offend tbe English in the least particular. The absence 
of party feeling which characterised discussions in the Upper 
Chamber was also commented on. In the 'l'ransvaal, .it waa made 
clear from the outset that there was to be no party .fight on the 
issue when Botha's motion on the six resolutions was seconded by 
the Leader of the Opposition. Some Progressive members d1d assert, 
however, the.ir belief that the government of the various colonies 
had already got the system 0 cut and dried 11 • '.l'he l~atal Parliament 
gave voice to the undercurrent of suspicions. Though it was con-
stantly being put before the public that there was no racial issue 
in South Africa any longer, this hardly seemed possible. Oeneral 
de la. Rey was quoted as saying ••• "We have lost a tremendous lot 
during the war, but by Closer Union we hope to regain the whole.,l) 
It was in the Transvaal Legislative Council that some indication 
( l) Natal· Le,iislative Asse:raoly JJebates, p .198. 
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was giv-,n of the trend eventsmight take at the National Convention. 
Curtis thought the four Parliaments should attack the row ot pro-
blems which remained to be solved as well as accept the principle 
of Union. In discussing constituencies, regardless or whether 
they were delimited on n voters' or population basis, the principle 
of equal rights laid down by Botha and Smuts would have to be 
adopted, if. a long and bitter struggle was to be a.voided.. Unless 
one· section or the population were prepared to vote down the town 
population .by the sheer force of the country vote and round union 
on the dictum of a party .and not on national oonsent 1 they would 
find that the simple and straightforward principles embodi.ed in 
the· Transvaal Constitut,ion would have to be accepted. In the 
matter of redistribution, the Cape would have to make concessions 
to the Tra.nsvaal. He argued that there were those who were fond 
of arguing that square miles as well ae people must be represented 
- supported by the contention that a population concentrated in 
towns can make .its op!.nions heard and accepted better than a popu-
lation scattered over large rural districts. He pointed out 
that against theoretic arguments ot this kind, there was the actual 
experienea or all South Africa that a country populat1on ia f'ar 
more solid than a toi1n population with all its varied and conten-
ding interests. In actual pra.cticet 10,000 people in the country 
did exercise fnr more influence than 10,000 in the towns, they 
formed a. more compact and potent political .t'orce. Only the simple 
principle of equality between man and man would secure the conf'i• 
den.ce of all parties. Ir this was once established, the burning 
question or redistribution would be placed beyond the arena of 
politics for all time. All he asked for were the principles em-
bodied in the Transvaal Constitution and which were accepted by 
both parties. Botha replied that there was no question of one 
white race lording it over the other. "True equality in all 
respects should be our goal."(l) 
(1) Transvaal Legislative Council, 1908, p .• 61 
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On 27th October, shortly be.fore the suspension 0£ business 
at 12/30 p.m., General Smuts opened the debate on the House ot 
Assembly by mov:f.ng "The House of Assembly shall be compcsed of 
members directly chosen by the voters of the Union, and the 
number of such members shall be as nearly ,as practicable three 
times the n.umber or the Senators. u When. business resumed at 
3 .;o p.m., Smuts moved that "The members of the House ot Assembly 
shall be distributed among the flrovinces in proportion to the 
respective numbers of their registered white voters, and shall 
be quadrienniall.y redistributed on the same basis. All frac-
tional quotients shall.be disregarded and shall be given to the 
.Pr6v.ince ,1lth the. smallest number of white voters." 
The distribution of seats on a voter basis was criticised 
on the grounds that people would reject any proposal placing voters 
in one part e.t a disadvantage compared wl th voters elsewhere.. The 
Transvaal had white manhood suffrage, whereas the Cape and Natal 
had fairly high qualification teats. The proportion of white 
population to each voter(l) in the four Colinies ehow~d a more 
or less uniform figure for the Cape, Natal and the Orange River 
Colony, whereas the '!1ransva.al figure waa much lower. On the 
voter basis,,the Cape would have been allotted 52 sea.ts, the 
Transva.al 43, the Orange River Colony 15 and Natal 10, giving a. 
total of 120. The Cape delegates stood firm against,the adoption 
of this basis for the allocation of sea.ts. Merriman contended 
that it would encourage fraud, and moved that the distribution or 
seats should be on a European population basis, which would have 
resulted in the Cape having 62 seats, the Transvaal .32, the Orange 
River Colony 14 and Natal 12. Malan supported Merriman by stating 
that the accuracy of the estimated number or European male adults 
was very much in doubt. He further contended that a purely 
mathematical basis would never satisfy the smaller Provinces. These 
motions were discussed until the Convention adjourned at a quarter 
past five o'clock p.m. 
(l) Walton's Inngr H~ator;y: of tqe National Convention...! p. lo". 
Cape - 4.4; 1ransvaal - 2.7; Uatal - 4; Orange ~iver 
Colony - 4 
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Business commenced on the following day with the adjourned 
debate on the distribution of members. Smuts had also given 
notice or two additional motions on electoral areas and the elec• 
' (l} 
ti.on of members. Merriman was against the principle contained 
therein of equal value attaching to the votes of town and country 
resident.s, since the .former were a · shifting population incapable 
of stabi.lity. He felt. that their lack of interest in national 
affairs was revealed by the fact that a higher percentage of 
town people neglected to cast their votes at elections. Con-
necting this issue up with tho question of the allocation of aeats, 
Farra.r argued that men on the voters' lists were residents, not 
floating population. Sa.uer suggested that the £our motions moved. 
by Smuts a.nd the amendments thereon should be referred to a com ... 
mittee for consideration, a.nd that the committee should consist or 
the President, the Prime Ministers of the four Colonies and two 
delegates nominated by each Prime Miniater. Thereupon, the fol-
lowing delegates were nominated t.o the commi ttae • namely J ameaon 
and Sauer for the Cape, Greene and Hyslop for Natal, for tho Trans-
vaal* Farrar and Smuts, and Hertzog and Browne r.or the Orange 
River Colon.y. The Convention adjourned at 10.JO a.m. 
On the following mornin.g, there was no quorum present at the 
usual hour of meeting, as the committee appointed to consider 
the question of the Assembly was still enga~ed on its task. The 
President adjourned the Convention until the hour of the afternoon 
sitting, when he laid on the Table the Resolutions adopted by 
this Committee. 
lutions: ... 
The President read out the following four Reso-
"l. The House of Assembly Ghall be composed of members directly 
chosen by the voters of the Union, and subject to the pro• 
visions hereinafter mentioned, the said members shall be 
121 in number." 
(1) The members of the House of' Assembly in each Province shall 
be chosen in electoral areas to be delimited on the principle 
that in each area the proportion between the nllllber of members 
to be chosen therein and the number of registered voters 
therein shall as far as practicable be identical. 
The members of the House or Assembly 'shall be elected accor-
ding to the principles of proportional representation. Each 
electoral area shall return not less than three members. 
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This Resolution was agreed to. 
«2. For the period hereinafter mentioned, the members of the 
House of Assembly shall be allotted to the several pro-
vinces in the following proportions:-
Cape or Good Hope 
Natal ••• • •• 
The 'rrans,raal ••• 
Orange River Colony 
••• 







There was a certain amount of discussion on this poi.nt 
before agreement was reached. 
"l. Until the number of members or the House of Assembly has 
been increased as hereinafter provided to 150 the repre-
sentati.on of no original Provlnce in the House of Assembly 
shall be less than that specified in the foregoing resolution~ 
Resolution 3 was put and agreed to, but there was con-
siderable discussion on the J-4-th Reeolution which read: -
"4. In 1911, and every :C'ive yea.rs thereafter, n census or the 
white population of the Union shall be taken for the pur• 
pose of the constitution. Immediately after the comple-
tion or such census a readjustment of members of the House 
of Aseembly among the Provi.nces shall take place in the 
following ma.nner:-
The total number of white male adults of the Union at the 
la.at census bofora such read,justment shall be divided by 
the number ot members of the House of Assembly to give the 
quota. .• Every Province whose total number or white male 
adults has increased since the last census, so that, after 
deducting therefrom the quota multiplied by the number of 
members representing it in the House of Assembly, it has 
a surplus above the number of white male adults at the 
.last preceding census equal to at least the quota or any 
multiple thereof, shall be entitled to an additional. member• 
number or 
o.r additional/members equal to such multiple in respect of 
any such increase. No such additional member or members 
shall, however, be elected before the first general elec-
tion following such readjustment. As soon as the number 
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of members of the House of Assembly reaches the total of 
150, no further increase of representation shall be given 
to any Province, unless Parliam.ent otherwise provi~es. n 
Malan's amendment that white male adults on active service 
of the Imperial Military o:r Naval .forces should not be included 
in this calculation was agreed to by 16 votes to 14. Further 
discussion followed. The Oape felt considerable anxiety on 
this point, and Merriman moved tha.t the debate be adjourned until 
the next maeting of the Convention. 
The ad,journed debate on Resolution 4 was resumed on Friday, 
,::1th October. Smuts moved a f'urther amendment concerning the 
wording of the mathematical calculation involved. An amendment 
moved by Jagger was not carried, and amendments moved. by both 
Smartt an~ Smuts were later withdrawn. Resolution No. 4, as 
emended was put and agreed to. The discussion on the House of 
Assembly was continued, and Smuts moved a motion for quinquennial 
parliaments, wh:tch was carried. 
Other business abaol"bed the attention of' the de.legates until 
the resumption of business at 3.45 p.m. on the 2nd November, 
, when Sir Percy Fitzpatrick moved aa an unopposed motion eertain 
vorbal amendments to l1esolution t.,,, ln connection with the calcu-
lation or additional membership. On )rd November, the President 
brought up the Report of the Committee appointed on 28th October, 
which recommended the following iurther resolutions, namely:-
1. Immediately on the passing of the Constitution Act a Commis-
sion. shall be appointed by tho Government of each Colony, 
consisting or a Judge of the Supreme Court of such Colony 
and two other members. Sueh Commission shall thereupon 
areas for the first elections to be held under the said Act. 
2. The whole number or voters in each Province, as nearly as 
can be ascertained, shall be divided by the number or Members 
of the House of Assembly to be elected therein for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the Prov.:incial quota. 
l 
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In making any distribution of Provinces into electoral divi-
sions, the Con"'imissioners shall give due consideration to! 
(a) qommuriity or diversity of interest, 
(b) means of communication, 
(c) physical features, 
(d) existing electoral boundaries, 
(e) sparsity and density of population, 
and subject thereto the quota of votera shall be the basis 
for the distribution, and the Commissioners may adopt a margin 
c;;f allowance - to be used wheneve.r necessary· ... but in no case 
shall such quota be departed from to a greater ex.tent than 
15 per cent. more or 15 per cent. less. 
J. The number of members to be elected in each electoral division 
shall be three or more, unlese the Commisaioners decide in 
favour of a smaller number in special cases or sparsely popu-
lated areas. 
4. In every fourth year after the establishr.ient of the Union the 
·Gov. a. in C ohall appoint one or more Commisaiena, each of 
or High 
which to be presided over by a Judge of the Supreme/Court 
of a Province, to carry out any redistribution which may have 
become necessary as between the different electoral divisions 
1n each Provino a, and· to provide for re-adjustment of' any 
additional members to which such Province may have become 
entitled under the provisions 0£ the Constitution. In car-
rying out such redistribution and re-adjustment the Commis-
sioners shall proceed upon the sarne principles as in the 
original distribution and re-ad.,1uatmerit. 
5. The members of the House of Assembly shall be elected according 
representation, with the 
single transferable vote •••• " 
These resolutions covered the important issue of the first 
delimitation of constituencies and the redistribution of seats, 
upon which the different delegates held such diverging views. On 
4th November, the Convention proceeded to consider each resolution 
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in turn. The form under which Resolution l was agreed upon was 
as a.mended. by Farrar and Z.'itzpatrick of the Transvaal. The 
Oornmisai.on was to consist of four judges of the Supreme or High 
Court.a 0£ the constituent Colonies, appointed £or the first deli-
mitation by the Governor i.n Council ot each Colony. The Commia-
sion were given authority to appoint other officers to assist them, 
but all delimitations were to be made and signed by the Commission. 
The original resolution and the amendments proposed by Jagger and 
Malan were accordingly dropped. The manner in which the Transvaal 
and Cape Progressives led the debate on this point indicated their 
vory definite ideas on this matter. 
Resolution 2 called fo~th no discussion and was carried forth• 
with. There was no indication at this stage cf tho debates that 
the third Hesolution waa to cause such a deadl.ock later,. Jagger 
gave some indication of the difficulties of the Cape <)Wing to the 
extensiveneso of her territory, in his attempted amendment to limit 
the members per constituency to three. Browne's amendment• which 
was also negatived, aimed at iuoreasing the discretionary power 
of the Commission. by adding the phrase nor for exceptional circum• 
stancesn. Resolution Mo. 5 wa.s agreed to Without amendment, 
which i.e of interest in view of later eventsi. When Resolution 4 
was put. Farrar again opened the debate by moving that the Com-
mi.ssion should , consist of three Judges of · any of' the Superior 
Courts or the Union. !fa.lan moved that the Commissions should 
be appointed five-yearly. Both amendments were agreed to, and 
the Convention then adjourned, These issues were not raised 
. a.gain on the 5th November; when the Convention adjourned until 
Monday, 23rd November, at 10.0 a.m. 
The Mational Convention reassembled at Cape Town for its 
second session. The clauses of the Act dealing with the deli-
mitation of constituencies had been given workmanlike form by 
this time and were set aside while other matters were brought 
up for discussion. Up to this date, the procedu:re followed by 
the National Convention had been to adopt a series of resolutio.ns 
on subjeots to be incorporated in the Draft Act. On ieth 
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December, Smuts m.oved that a Committee be appointed. for the pur-
poae of preparing a Draft Bill embodyin~ the Resoluti.ons alrea.dy 
passed by the Convention. Here again, Smuts is seen indicating 
the course of events. Smuts suggested tha Committee should be 
granted certain powers to enable them to frame amendments in the 
wording of the resolutions and, where necessary, in particular 
cases, to suggest amendments of the substance of resolutions for 
the consideration of the Convention. All new ma.tter and altera-
tions of resolutions was, for tho sake of clarity, to be indicated 
in red ink. HJ.s suggestion for the composition ·of the Committee 
w.:;.,s the President, one member from ea.ch delegation nominated by 
the respective Prime .Ministers and one representative from Rhodesia. 
Assistance could be obtained by th~ Committee from non-Committee 
members. These suggestions met with the approval of the dele-
8ates, and those appointed to the Committee were Merriman. Greene, 
Smuts, Hertzog a.nd Mitchell. 
The cornpoeition of this Drai't:ing Committee was such as to 
give considerable satisfaction to the Dutch element in the four 
colonies. Smuts had by this time made his superior intellectual 
powers felt in debate even i.f Botha was acknowledged as the domi-
nant personality. He was responsible for a high percentage of 
the moti(ms on which the resolutions were baaed, and .backed by 
his advisers, was in an unrivalled position to offer invaluable 
leadership in the actual business of drafting. His prior consul-
tations with Merrimrm and De Villi,rs, and no doubt with Hertzog; 
gave him a. tremendous moral advantage in the event of any diffe-
rence arising or any opposition being forthcoming, since.he already 
knew how far he could take Merriman and De Villiers along with 
him. Though in essential tho task of the Committee was th!3 
formal drafting of resoluti.ons already agreed to by the Conven-
tion, Smuts had made provision for certain discretiona.ry powers 
to f'all to the Committee. The Convention then adjourned until 
11th January. Members were allowed to move tho resolutions 
agreed to, but only the Drafting Comoittee ware to be allowed 
to remove the Minutes of the Proceedings. 
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The delegates reassembled on 11th January, and on the fol-
lowing day the President, as Chairman of the Committee• submitted 
the Draft.Act.{l) On 14th January; tbe delegates proceeded to 
discuss it clause by clause. Clause 37 introduced the section 
dealing with the constitution of the House or Assembly. Smuts 
moved that clauses 37 and 38, embodyi.ng the principle of propor-
ti.ona.1 representation, should stand over and thi.s was agreed to. 
Where it was known that clauses involved principles upon which 
. no seeming agreement ~ould bo reached, the policy .followed \vas to 
defer a discussion of the same, in the .hope that when all other 
iesuus had been aa.tisfactorily resolved, no delegate would wish 
to see Union lost on one or two isolated points. Clause 39(i) 
eame up for discussion. and Malan moved an amendment along the 
same linea ao hie previou.a rejected amendrnents of this clause. 
Discussion followed, lt was not until Hith January that Clause 
J9 again came before the Convention when discussion on the Draft 
Act was :resumed. When no agreement was forthcoming, tho clause 
was referred back to the Dra.fting Committee. When. clause 42(3) 
was brought. up for consideration, the President m.oved· a minor 
amendment which was approved. Further amendments were moved by 
Fischer and Hyslop, and as general agreement aeemed a long way 
off, on Smuts' motion, this clause also ·was referred bnclc to the 
Drs.fting Committee. 
(4) 
Clause 43 was then put to tho Convention, and certain ver-
bal amendments were made to the clause before it·waa agreod to. 
'l'he clause concerned the nature of the information which the Com-
missions were to submit to the Governor in Council.. They were 
req,uired to submit a list of electoral divisions• with the names 
given to them, a description of the boundaries of' every such divi ... 
sion, and the number of members to which each division was entitled. 





It was incompl~te, as no resolutions dealing with f.inance 
and railways had be.en adopted by the Convention. 
Resolution l of the Committee appo:tnted on 28th October 
Resolution 4 of the above Committee .. 
Not found .in the Resolutions of 28th October Committee 
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into wh,.ch each .Province had been divided and any further parti-
culars thought necessary. The Governor-General in Council was 
to proclaim the names and boundaries of the electoral divisions 
as fi.nally settled. If any discrepancy a.rose between the des• 
criptiona and the maps, the description was to prevail. This 
clause followed very largely the similar pro·visione i.n the Trans-
vaal nnd Orange Ri.ver Colony Constitutions. There was no dis-
cussion on Clause 44, and all discussions on the Draft Act were 
terminated on 21st January. 
On the following day, it was resolved that the Prime ll!,inisters 
should have tho Draft Act revised by their respectiv~ drau.ghtsmen, 
jointly. On 23rd January, the Drafting Committaets proposed amend-
ments to Clauses J? and 42 ware referred back to the Convention. 
Clauses)$, 39 and 42 as amended by the Drafting Committee were 
agreed to. On 26th January, the whole of the Draft Act was re-
ferred back to the Drafting Co;l",mi ttee so that alterations in 
phraseology, necessary for purposes of clar.ifie.ation, could be made. 
On 28th January, tho President intimated that the Committee had 
now completed its labours. It had agreed to a number of the sug-
gestions made by the Pri.me Ministers on the report or their respec-
.. ti ve draughtsmen and had also ma.de other amendments. The amend-
ments made to clauses 39, 43 s.nd l+J. were agreed to. 
On the 28th January, 1909, the Draft Act was finished. ·rt 
conta.ined departures from, and additions. to, the resolutions. No 
record was kept of the Drafting Comn1ittee ts proeeedines - nor of 
any o.f the other committees ... a.nd it ia therefore impossible to 
establish ln what manner the various alterations and additions were 
made or by whom they were proposed.. 
When the Convention met; on 29th January, the President laid 
on the. Table proofs of the Draft South Africa Act. From this date, 
the original Draft Act was discarded and printed proofs were before 
the Convention when making amendments. The amendments embodied 
in the Second Report of the Drafting Committee .had been agreed to 
in anticipation by the Convention on 28th January. The Convention 
then applied itself to the task of determining the manner in which 
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the result·s of their deliberations should be brought before the 
publice It was determined that the Draft Act should be published 
simultaneously in the five capitals on a date to be fixed later. 
At the instigation of BmutR, a Committee(l} was appointed consis-
ting of orie delegate appo.inted by each Prime Minister·and one to 
represent Rhodesia, for the purpoae of preparing a preois of the 
conclusions embodied in the Draft Act. A Committee consisting 
of the four Prime lUnisters settled the question of t~he procedure 
to be adopted after the publication of the Draft Constitution. 
Merriman moved that the President alno should be a member of the 
Corm,;1 ttee ~nd thia was agreed to. Revised proofs of the Draft 
Art were tabled on 30th January and the report of the Prime 
Ministers' Committee submitted. It had been determined that 
extraordin.a:ry sessions of Parliament were to .be held in. the £our 
Colonies on 30th March, 1909, to discuss the Act. If necessary, 
the Convention was to reassemble in Bloemfontein ·in the following 
May to prepare a final Draft for submisoion to the respective 
Parliaments in June. '!he ·rour Parliaments would then appoint 
a Commission to take the Dr1Jft Act to London. On 1st Pebruaryt 
the Chairman brought up tho report of the Cominittee appointed to 
make a precis of the Constitution. On the following day, a 
minor amendment to clause 39( 2} was made. 
It was agreed that the Draft Act(3) should not be published 
before eight o'clock on Tu.es day evening, the 9th instant, and 
the minutes or the proceedings were to be treated as private and 
confidential. The Convention met at 10.30 a.m. on 3rd February, 
for the last day or the second session. lt was resolved to con-
fine the information given to the Press to the arrangement in 
regard to th, publication of the Draft Act on the 9th instant and 
the meeting of the several Parliaments to discuss it on 30th March. 
The Convention ad.journed at ll.4.5 a.m. to meet next at Bloemfontein 
on 3rd Ma:£, 1902• 
(l) Walton, Watt, Smuts 1 Hertaog, Coghlan (2) Clause 42 or the original Draft Act. 
It should be ren1embered that the numbers of the clauses 
necessarily changed with the different Draft Acts which 
were brought up. 
(;) See Appendix 2 
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CHAP'I'ER TWO 
THE CRISIS IS SUCCESSFULLY OVERCOME 
The Draft Act was accordingly published on 9th February, 
and there was an end to all the speculation and rumours. At 
Morriman's suggestion, the Convention had met in camera. Nor 
ware any records kept of the speeches, but from 9th February to 
the opening of the Parliaments on 30th March, members ex.plained 
the Act to their constituents and aired their own views. Of 
the four Colonies, the Transvaal was best pleased with, the Act 
and for good reason. Praise and criticism equally issued from 
Natal. 'l'he Cape and the Orange River Colony voiced the complaint 
that too much power had been given to the towns as against the 
country and this cry was taken up in the Cape by Hofmeyr who 
strongly opposed, the Bill, and was in fact the chief amender. 
During the debates in the June sessions of 1908, the impres-
sion had been conveyed that an altru5.stic and patriotic approach 
was about to be made to the problem of Union.. In. support of this, 
delegates were appointed from both parties in the four Colonies. 
Behind-the-scenes manoeuvres had belied this to some extent, and 
the criticisms of the Draft Act provided further material to cast 
doubt on those June orations. If it is considered that but a 
few years had elapsed since the war between the two racial groups, 
suspicion grows apace. In actual fact it would appear that there 
was constant1y in mind the racial effect which a particular method 
of dealing with a problem lli£ht produce, and it WAA f~om ~his 
point of view that Hofmeyr and the Bond viewed the provisions of 
the Draft Act. 
Hofmeyr put forward his views through the channel of the 
Cape Town branch of the Bond, and on 14th March, the Bond Congress 
at Dordrecht adopted eleven resolutions expressing generil agree-
ment with the Cape Town branch. On 17th February, the latter 
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hnd passed a number of' resolutions urgimr, that the pt-ovj;so in 
clause 39 should be made general and obl:tgatory to the th1,nly 
populated areas and warning against the introduction of propor-
.tional representation without any expat'ience thereof. Ho.fmeyr 
felt that the Draft· Act was ca.lculated to put the. farming popu-
lation at a serious disad:vantage, and he objected to the under-
representation of the Cape. It was mainly through hia influence 
that the system of threo-c1ember constituencies was deleted, tor 
an organised attack wan mad.e by the Bond on these: points. 
The Bond Congress left the Bondsmen who ware members 0£ the 
Hc.mPe of Assembly f'l"ee to vote in Parliament as they wished as 
they did not want Union wrecked on any of' their resolutions. 
'l~e anitmdraents proposed by the Cape Parliament did, however, . 
follow closely tho recommendati.ons which Hormeyr had made, and 
the indignation of the Tranavnal was aroused because of this. 
Because of the ha.eking from the Bondt tho Cape Parltament 
a.dopted a firm tone w.ith regard to the amendments she proposed. 
'fhe under-repreaontation of the Colony was a bitter blow and 
made the Cape attack on unpopular features of the Act·more vehe-
ment .. 'fhe propcanls for dali.mitat:i.on ~1ere thought to be ve.gue 
and too much was left tc t,he Commisnicners' discretion.· The 
Cape still clung to the idea that delimitation was the business 
of the Legir.;lature. The torms used in the Draft did not gi.ve 
a sufficiently clear indication of the duty of the Delimitation 
Commission in seeing tha.t certs.in electoral uni ts had proper 
representation.. It was argued that proportional representation 
could not be applied to the huge country areas, and farm.era on 
both sides were afraid of increasing the cost of ~lections and 
difficulties of canvassing. Jameson favoured the accepta.nee of 
a. principle rather than the "rule of thumb 11 method, but he con-
sidered it was carrying the principle to an idiotic point to 
attach equal value to town and country votes. Three-member con-
stituencies would be so vast that only cars could cover them 
and there ought to be no divi.sions of that size where there were 
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(l) no railways, bridges or newspapers. Malan thought that party 
considerations had erept into clauses 39 and 4.0, which made it 
necessary that they should be re-written so that the Convention 
could make its meaning perfectly clear. 
The Cape Colony amendments involved the practical abandonment 
or proportional representation and the re-opening of the whole 
question of ''equal rights". It was generally accepted that pro-
portional representation was fair and got at the will of the 
people as represented by the various sections. But the majority 
in the Cape d.id not hold this of value. Merriman rete:rred to 
these two priinciplea as "ri.diculous • democratic 1deasn. ••South 
(2) 
Africa was not a democracy. and they could never ma.lee it one." 
The debates in the Lower House on els.uses )9 and 40 exten.ded 
over five days, at the encl of which Molteno moved an amendment 
to clause 39 which was adopted without a division. The tunentiment 
stated that the delimi.tation of divisions in which less than 
three members were to be returned was to be obligatory in all 
sparsely populated areas, and t.he term "sparsely populated" was 
to be clearly defined.{)) The second amendment was t,o clause 
40. It aimed at the 15 per cent. allowance either way being 
graduated down in intermediate cases between densely and sparsely 
populated areas and a clear expression being given to when 
departure from quota was to be made. The Cape wiohed the Com-
misaionera to be le£t with as little diaoretion as possible to 
prevent gerrymandering. Those members who supported the prin-
ciples involved in the two clauaes could not believe that, the 
ar:1endmonts merely aimed at elucidation, while there was talk 
or eliminating a bad and pernicious principle. The division 
on the vote on the second amendment was largely on party lines, 
Merriman, Malan, Sauer, Beek and Maasdorp voting with the Ayes, 
Jameson, Smartt, Walton and Jagger with the Noes. Though thei.r 
reluctance was obvious, the delegates from the govennment side 
---------------------------·---
{!) Gape House ot· Asser.tbly .uebates, p. o;j. 
(2} ltii, p. 115. 
(3) Sec Appendix 3 
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round themselves obliged to follow the rank and £ile of their 
party and vote for the fundamental:alterations in the documents 
they had just signed .. They had been ::11.ven a lead in this by 
the Orange Rivor Colony, for a few days previously, amendments 
which were practically identical in .form and substance had been 
adopted there. 
Three factors, however. tended to make the Orange River 
Colony less critical of the Draft Act. 'I'he allotrnent of 17 
members :ln the House of Assembly exceeded the number to which 
population figures warranted her. Secondly, under the Union 
C · t ti . i .a ( l.) · onst1 u · on, 1t was est mate1,,1. that the number of urban repre-
sent a ti vea wou,ld be reduced from eleven to two. Furthermore, 
there was in the colony no force comparable with the Bond to 
unite the forces of opposition to the principle oi" equal rights. (2) 
Despite these factors. concern was expressed as to whether these 
provisions of the Act wherein diaeretion was given to the Commis-
sioners would be interpreted so as to mitigate the difficulties 
of the rural districts. Though the delegates realised the danger 
of re-opening issues upon which compromises had already been 
reached, Fischer and Steyn voted with the Ayes on the first reso-
lution passed and Hartzog voted with them in favour o:f the second 
resolution. The resolutions aimed at more·elearly defining cases 
wherein discretion was to be exercised under clauses 39 and 40. 
The first resolution asked.for a definition of the terms "sparsely 
populated areas" and "sparsity and density of popula.tionn, occur-
ring respectively in clauses 39 and 40 of the Draft Act.. Some 
thought it illogical to restrict the judges to a 15 per cent. 
allowance and leave these terms undefined. The Legi.slat1 ve Coun-
oil was not in agreement with thio resolution, but did concur in 
the second amendment, calline: for a clearer expression of when 
the quota could be departed f'rom. 
The Oranp,;e River Colony and the Cape were on the point of 
contemplating rejection of the Act of Union if the amendments 
(l) l:ape House o:f Assealtly lJetates, p. 11;;. . 
( 2) The Orange River Colony experience of the applicat.ion of 
this principle had not been such as to secure her adherence 
thereto, for the urban areas had been grossly over-represented. 
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suggested by them were not passed. Aa against this anxiety• 
there was a general atmosphere of satisf act:J.on in. Na.tn.l and the 
Transvaal; which produced the desire to maintain the Act in its 
dra.ft form. 
Considerably little interest was evinced in the Natal Par-
lia.ment over the delimitat,ion of constituencies. Their main 
prooecupatison was to ensure that the allocation of members should 
not be altered at the Bloemfontein session, and to attempt to 
provide against any decrease therein after a lapse of ten years. 
tihon Chapter IV came up for discussion, clauses )$ to 50 we:re 
{l) 
tr.ken ae read as "they are all formal clausesn. Clause 4,0 
was, however 1 reverted to, primarily because or the knowledge 
that this clause had boen the subject of considerable discussion 
in the Cape Parliament. Some explanation o.r sub-section 3, 
clauses (a) to (e} was sought. 'fhe reaaone for including this 
sub-section and its likely effect on the pooitions of the elec~ 
toral districts were queried. Hyslop, who had represente.d Natal 
on the Committee appointed on the C1..1nstitution of the House of 
Assembly. (lave a somewhat hazy explanation, as he understood the 
position. He felt that the Commissioners might give a place 
like Zululand 15 per cent. more power than 1t wa:3 entitled to, 
"but how it will work out in practice, seeing the Commissioners 
have to take into consideration other things than the density of 
population, means of communication, physical features, present 
olectoral divisions and so on, I do not know, but it would pro• 
bably be in only a few cases they would make these allowances. 
. (2) 
It is dirficult to say what view the Commissioners wili take. it 
When Evans., who had always fought £or. equal rights, declared that 
he thought the 15 per cent. was fair and just, clause 40 was .re-
passed. Moor indicated as an outstanding feature of the Dra.ftt 
Act that equal rights for the t.wo white races had geer1 secured. 
{l} Natal Le~islative Asse•ily LJeiates, p. 16,. 
(2) liit, p. 16~. 
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In the p~st, town.amen had not had equal riehta ln Natal, but to 
have maintained the rural bias after Union would have prevented 
the two races from being set on a footing of absolute oquality 
with regard to civil rights. Some small concern was felt by 
certain members over the interpretation. given to particular clauses 
by delegates in the other colonies, but Watt attached no impor-
tance to the intorprotation put forward by individunl delegates. 
No comparisons were made between the pant "lack of system" 
and the more democratic principles of the Draft Act, nor was there 
any reference to pro;,ortionai representation. The Transvaal had 
ima~'ined that. any opposition from Natal would derive from her 
unfamiliarfty with thr:i principles and mach.i.nery introduced. This 
did not prove to be the case. While extravagant adjectives or 
. {l) 
praise were used to describe the principles underlying the Act, 
the consensus of opinion was that until the anomalies were removed 
from the T:ransvaal-Mosambique 'l'reaty, it would be impossible for 
Natal to enter a Union 1 which she had been led to contemplate 
largely on economic grounds. The absence of any real rae:.tal 
problem in Natal probably accounted for the laek of interest in 
the deli.mi tat ion provisions, and Natal 11 ved up to her old reputa-
tion o.f preoccupation with money matters. This does not mean 
that tfatal had no recommendations to make. Sundry trifling amend-
rnents were adopted, but no principle was tnvolved. 1'r1e Transvaal 
Parl.Lament, on the other. hand, passed no a.mendr.nents at all. 
Botha felt that Transvaal interests ha.d been well protected 
1n the Draft Act, and therefore considered i.t would be better to 
make suggestions to tho Conve_ntior1 rather than frame amendments. 
The Proeressive ?arty, too, were able to feel that the barga:tn 
they had at:ruck with Het Volk. had paid good dividends and they 
were anxious to maintain the status guo. Farrar quoted from 
American history, "If the Constitution is our choice, n constitu-
(l) The British South Africa Act prepared by Natal Colony is not 
a.vailable; it was derided by members during the debate on 
the Draft Act. 
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{l) 
tional door is open tor amendment." · Farrar added that there 
were certain principles in the Constitution dealing with the allo• 
cation .. of seats, the voters' basis, the basis or representation 
and proportional representation for which.his party had fought 
for years and upon whi.ch they eould accept no amend.mant whatsoever, 
though he was aware that the Cape was.determined to move amendments 
in this connection. It was hoped that the provi.sions regarding 
equal rights would be a sine gµ'i1 ru2!! as far as the Transvaal were 
concerned. 1'he English-speaking population wanted equal political 
fights and they in turn wanted the Dutch to have. complete equality 
regarding_language. During the d:r~1f'ttng of the Transvaal Consti• 
tution, the idea of automat,ic redistributi.on hnd equal constituen-
cies had brought forth heated arguments, but when Het Volk won 
the General Election. in March, 1907 under this system, they were 
satisfied wi.th the principles. 
The clauses on delimitation tn the Dr.aft Act followed closely 
the wording or the Transvaal Conetitution. The one importar1t de-
parture therefrom. was the provi.sion .for proportional representation 
·as against the exist:ing system of single-member constituencies. 
Smi1ts had been largely responsible .for the introduction of this 
principle, havinff, carefully eone into the figures beforehand to 
estimate the probable effect on party results of such a principle. 
The advocates of proport:i.cmal representa.tion in England hnd won 
over adherents. in South Africa, and literature on the subject had 
been. c·irctilated among the delegates to the Convention. The mem-
bars 0£ Parliament felt on fam!.liar ground when 1Hscu.ssing the 
µrov:5.siona or the Draft Act, and Fitzpatrick oontended th.at if 
the Colony had managed to get many of its suggestions accept&d, 
that was because the Transvaal had had the patrio.tism to consider 
others' rights beforehand. 'l'he suggestion has been put forward, 
however• that no amendments were ma.de because the political educa-
tion 0£ the Colony was not so advanced as that of the Cape. <2> 
(l) l~ANSVAAL l~islat",1.1e, f\f..St.,tibl:, !J>qfis, ~lut>tl'I f~. 
( 2} L. of M. • p. i99 
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As it was, the clauses on delimitation were barely mant.i.oned• 
Cha.pter IV beinr. agreed tc as a whole. 
ness was felt. 
On two points, uneasi-
Some concern was expressed as to how many young men would 
qualify to vote 1n 191.l. Smuts remarked "The whole race of' 
young men in South Africa have migrated to the Transvaa.l/'{l) 
Another speaker felt that clauses 39 and 40 had qualified the 
pri.nciples of "equal ·rightsn and proportional representatton. 
and hoped no further departure would be considered for one moment 
within the range of practical politics. 
In all, it can be said that in no Colony was there any 
comprehensive critical appreciation of the whole framework regardint 
del.im.i tat ion. The delegates felt the ground. had been covered ao 
often before Parliament met•· that there waZJ frequently reluctance 
to make another stnrt on an explanation of the Draft. One notable 
feature was the absence of any comment on the plan for redelimi-
tations, though the idea involved was completely revolutionary 
to both tho Cnpe .nnd Nat.al. There seemed little appreciation 
in tho Cape and the Orange River Colony of the fact that equal 
political rif;hts and automatic redistribution went hand in hand. 
Both colonies sour.ht to remove the one, while retaining the other. 
In the CapE''s suspicion of the body who were to effect the rc-
dclim1.tat1ons, there is evidence of outlook being conditioned 
by past experi enae, for in both ?fatal and thEl Cape, pa.et redia-. 
tributions had been a party issue. The Cape and Natal had no 
alternative scheme to propose as against that adopted in the 
Act of fi ve-yee.rly re-delimita.ti<.ms, the Capo delegates being in 
the mo.in preoccupied with maintaining the rural bins in the 
Each Colony concerned itself with 
those clauses of the Draft Act the application of which might 
diminish its political power. 
---------------------------------
( l) Transvaal Hansard, 1909, CfeL ~ll. l Leiisl1i1.tive Assembly .uebates) 
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Sundry amendments and resolutions passed by the respective 
Parliaments faced the Convention when i,t reassembled at Eloem-
fontein on 3rd r:ay, 1909. Though small in number, t.he amend ... 
ments touched vital. issues and heated debates took place. The 
session only lasted n:tne days, but there were throughout signs 
of weaken.ing in nthe Convention spi.rit" and the Convention came 
(l" 
nearest to breaking over the issues raised. ; Tension wa.:1 
high because it wai:., the final i'orm of the Constitution that was 
at stake, and the delegates would have to £ace their respective 
flarliamerits and justify the:i.r decisions with regard .to the final 
draft, There wa.s also the time e.lement :tnvolved. When the 
Convention met. the President read a letter from the High Com-
.missioner expressing the hcipe that the deputation would be in 
Lonrlon to rot the Act adopt,ed not later than 17th July. 
For political reasons also, an early decision was sought. 
'The Afrikander partios were determined to do two things in par-
f ti.cular, elitninate proportional repre$enta.tion a.nd strengthen. 
the clause regarding the 15 pe:r cent. allowance, so as to secure 
for themselves an iml"lediate poli.ticul advantae;e. The main drive 
came from the Cape •. The Draft Act represented a slight con-
cessi.on by the Afrikanders in that the 15 per cant. variation 
was in no way so great as had previously existed in the Cape and 
f:l.ata.l. In this respect; the Progressives thought the Act was 
an advance, and. they went to the Bloemfontein seasion equally 
determined to maintain the clauses as they stood. 
1\ printed paper contairdnc; the resolutions adopted and the 
d h i f" l (2) amendments suge;este by t e var ous , fir iaments was laid 
upon the Table and circulated among the members. Though no 
n_m0nt:hn1:>r1t.s had bean put fo:rward by the Transvaal Parliament, 
Smuts gave notice of eome on behalf of the 'l'ransvaal delegates. 
They numbered twenty, and were mostly concerned with termino-
logy. Clauses 38 to 43, dealing with the electoral districts, 
(l) As revealed by Merriman'a private correspondence 
(2) See Appendix 3 
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were not included therein. 1'he President read a letter dated 
3rd llay, 1909, fron1 the Prime i-iinister or the Orange River 
Colony, transmitt,ing the resolution(l} adopted by the Legislative 
Assembly of his Colony, but not concurred in by the Legislative 
Council, regarding a definition of the terms ttsparsely populat.ed 
areas" and "sparsity and o.ensity of population". 
ness then began. 
'rhe real busi-
Nata.1 had shown considerable concern over the wording of 
clause 32( 2) of the Draft Act, and Hyslop moved to omit all word& 
after-"diminishod", nnd the motion was carried. Natal hoped by 
this amendment to ensure that the original Colonies would never 
J.-ave fe.wor men1bcr3 than provided for the first division. Farrar 
ob.,jected• and asked for n reconsideration of the clause because 
this represent.ed a departure from the principle of equality under 
Union, an except,1011 to wh:i.ah they had agreed for a period of ten 
years. (3) Bearing in mind the pledge made by Hat Volk to the 
Transvaal Progreaai. ves, Botha indi~ated it was doubtful whether 
he and his co-delegates could sign the Constitution if tho amend-
ment was not negatived. Merriman than moved that tna amendments 
proposed. by the Cape to clauses .39 and 40 stand over. Fitzpatrick 
objected boeause his party were not prepared to go further until 
some definite arrangement was reached on this clause. The debates 
revealed that there ,1ere throe extremists against the rural popu-
lation, namely Farrar, Fitzpatrick and Jagger. Jameson was 
neutral. Having stirred up this hornets' nest, tho delegates 
moved the adjournment of tho Convention untii the following day. 
On the following day, Smu.ts soueht to ease the minds of the 
Transvaal. Progressives at the outset by making a vain attempt to 
get Hyslopts amendment to clause 32 negatived. Again on i1Ierri-
{l) Seep. 45 above 
(2) "J2. The number of members to be elected in the original Pro-
vinces at the first election. and until the number is altered 
in accordance with the provisions or this Act shall be as 
follows:-
Cape or Good Hope - fifty ... one Natal - seventeen 
Transvaal - thirty-six O.R.C. seventeen 
'l'hose members may be increased as provided in the next suc-
ceeding section but shall not in the case of any original 
Province be diminished until the total number of members or 
the House of Assembly in respect or the Provinces herein 
provided for reaches one hundred and fifty or until a period 
(cont. on p. 52) 
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man's motion, further consideration of the clause was to stand 
over. To complete the dilemma of the delegates, shortly after 
11.15 a.rc. .• , Fischer moved the addition of a new sub-section (iv) 
to clause l.,O, covering his Colony's proposed amendment. It read:-
In carrying out the provisions of section thirty-nine, 
and of this section the Cor:imissi<m shall regard areas 
containing ono registered voter or leas to the square 
mile as extremely sparsely populated; and areas con-
taining ten registered voters or over to the square 
mile aa extremely denBely populated. In extremely 
nparsely populated areas the full fifteen per cent .. 
ahall be deducted from the quotn, and the mult,iple of 
it and the quota referred to in sub-soction (ii) of 
this section shall be 1. In extremely densely popu-
lated areas the full fifteen per cent. shall be added 
to the quota. The Commission shall tn regard to areas 
not being either extremely densely or extrernely sparsely 
populated deal with the same as far as practicable on 
a sliding scale of departure frmn the quota with1.n the 
limit of percentage as above fixed." 
Botha agreed that further clarification of thi.s clause was 
necessary- to remove the suspicion that hod been aroused us a 
result of the amendments and resolutions of the respective Par-
llaments, but some of the delegates still wished the inte:rpre-
tatton of the terms to be le.ft to the Judicial Corc.11.liasion. 
Diacusnion on this motion occupied the delegates until the meet.ing 
was ad,jcurned at 5 p.m. 
Merriman later wrote of tho scene on 5th May. Both sides 
put up a tret1endous fie;ht over Fisher's motion, ·~...-hich was uraa-
tically the same as the amendment proposed by the Cape. Fis-
(2) cont. from R• i!,: .•• of ten years has elapsed after the 
establishment of the Union, whichever io the longer period. 
(3) fl:'om p. 51: Walton's Inner H*-stor;z: pf the N.ational Co~ven-
tfoo. p. 179/1ao. 
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cher's definition of the terms involved, and the proposal of a 
sliding scale, were thought to emanate .from tho Cape '!'own Branch 
of the Bond. Some Progressive delegates aceiden;tally came across. 
certain calculations on the eff~9~ of this interpretation in the 
Cape Colony which revealed. that out or 46 constituencies, 27 had 
( 1) 
leas than one registered voter per square mile. Jagger quoted 
tliese effects at the Convention to the annoyance of Merriman, who 
had intended their circulation. to be strictly limited to members 
.of his own party. In support of Fischer•s amendment, Merriman 
insisted that the interpretation which some delegates had put on 
clause 40 would have the virtual effect in the Cape of a political 
revolution, and before he could sanction the sr~me, he would have 
to hold a referendum on the issue. He privately expressed the 
view that Selbclrne wns behind all the trouble over "equal rightstt • 
and he regarded it as a case of South Africa against the Rand. 
~'/hen no conclusion was forthcoming, De Villtars put forward his 
suggestion, which entailed the substitution of' a. new sub-section 
(ii) in section 40, to read:-
0{ii). Each Province shall be divided into electoral divis1ona 
in such a manner that each such division sha:llt subjeat 
to the provisions of sub-section {iii) of this section, 
contain a number cf voters as nearly as niay be equal to 
the quota of the Province." 
De Villiers wanted equal treat.ment for town and country within 
the Provincial boundaries. The consensus of opinion was. that 
all delegates would be likely to concur except Fitzpatrick and 
Farrar. The ensuing discussion took on a somewhat disturbing 
note; and Botha moved the adjournment of the Convention at 11.45 a.m..: 
Consi.deration or the amendments vronosed by Fischer and De 
Villiers was resumed on 6th May. Fischer had amended hfs new 
sub-section (iv) to read that the Commissioners were to make the 
full 15 per cent. allowancea therein referred to 11 as far as cir-
(1) Walton, p. 1~9. 
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cumstanees permit". Despite this small concession; deadlock 
again resulted, and further consideration o'f the amendments was 
adjourned until tho afternoon sitting, when they wera before 
the Convention again. No progress was made to the time of the 
adjournment at 4..50 p .• m. Still the same issues faced the dele-
gates on 7th Mny. On the one hand, there was Fischer's motion, 
whtch had first been moved on the 4th, and amended on the 6th, 
while the Pre&ident'a motion stood over from the 5th May. The 
Convention wav: beginning to split up into party factions, GO 
Botha reverted to the practice previously adopted of r€ferring 
conten.tioua points ba.ck to a Cammi t tee. He movod that sections 
)9 and 40 and all other .provisi,ms connected th€)rewith be refer-
red to a committee consisting of two delegates appointed by the 
Prime Ministers of each Colony and one .from Rhodesia, the ?resi• 
dent to be Chairr.tan. A few hours later, the Cr.a1 .. rman of this 
CommitttH.!(l} brought up its report which recommended the adoption 
of the President's amendment with the further proviso that the 
sixty-fourth section should be amended by providing that all 
bil.lo repealing or amending any provisions of Chapter IV under 
the heading "House of Assembly" shovld be reserved for royal 
pleasur8. 'l'his compromise was adopted unanimously by the Con-
vention ,and the amendment proposed by Fischer to clnuoe 40 was 
withdrawn. Relief and pleasure were general at· thia progress 
having been. made. 
Trouble was soon stirred up ngain, however, when on Sauer's 
motion, the Convention reverted to clause 39. Gauer was as.so-
ciated with the Bond Party ahd had been charged with getting the 
Oape amendments passed, the most important factor being the 
abolition of proportional representation. Ja.geer stronr;ly 
opuosed the 5.dea of single-member constituencies, particularly 
as, in the Cape, on the basis suggestod, there would be 23 such 
divisions. The Orange River Colony attached such importance 
(1) The Com~ittee was made up as follows:- Sauer and Jameson 
(Cape} , Moor an.d Groene (Natal) , Smuts and 'F'arrar { Trans-
vaal}, Steyn and Fischer (Orange River Colony) and Coghlan 
(Rhodesia}. 
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to the abolition or the principle of proportional representation, 
that Hertzog asserted thnt he would not feel justified in recom-
mondine hie Parlinment to ratify the Constitution if the amendment 
was not carried. Merriman became impatient with these expressions 
of party politics. The tone throughout the Conventi.on had been 
a hir,h one and a spirit of patriotism had permeated the proceedings. 
Th:i.s spirit was beginning to flag and motives and ambitions, indi-
vidual and racial, war~ revealed. It was uti.£ortunate that the 
question of the delimitation of constituencies hud brought out 
the politician in every delegate. The Progressives took their 
stand on the point that the Convention could not rightly go back 
01, the resolutions adopted in Durban. 'l'he Natal delegates quite 
believed that proportional representation would inconvenience the 
northern parts of Natal, but believed the advantages in introducing 
the new system merited the trouble which would have to be expended. 
Any interpretations of the Draft Act which were unfavourable to 
the Afrikander pnrties were said to differ from the interpreta-
tions givfln at the previous sessions, and Jnuer seconded the pre-
vious remarks of !:erriman that a referendum would hn ve to be held 
in the Cnpe if these interpretations were persisted in. 
Fitzpatrick clarified the standpoint of the Transvaal Pro-
gressives still further by explaining that the two clauses under 
a 
dispute were as e5eential/part of the agreement to the English 
section as the lanfluage question to the Dutch. Jhen the princi-
ples of proportional representation and ttequal rights't had been 
accepted at Durban, they had been prepared to build further. 
'!'he 'franavanl, as well as tho Cape, would have difficulties under 
the Act, but he thought the solution lay in leaving the matter 
to impartial judges. The difficulties at the Bloemfontein session 
arose from the delet;ates trying to impose the wishes of their 
respective Parliumcnts, who would not appreciate that Union would 
have to be a compromise if it was to satisfy all parties concerned. 
jhen controversial issues were re-opened at Bloemfontein, all who 
had not been completely satisfied with the Durban arrangement 
took the opportunity to show their dissent. 
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As had happened on previous occasions, De Villiers inter-
vened to put an end to the deadlock. He raised three points. 
1'he Cape had only }?een given- 51 members, whi.ch was unfair numo- ·. 
rically, whether worked out on a population or European ma.le 
(1) 
adult basis. The arguments of the Cape delegates were largely 
based on the difficulties of that Colony due to its excessive 
size, this difficulty being aggravated by the concession tho 
Cape had made in regard to its number o.f representatives. The 
whole argument on the controversial clauses turned on the accep~ 
tc:1.nce or othondse of proportionul representati.on. He himself 
• 
favoured tha principle thereof, but admitted thot the system. was 
unknown in South Africa and was perhaps unsuitable for a country 
of such size, nnd a serious pra.ot.ical objection to its adoption 
would be to get competent ret,urning officers. De Villiers sym-
pathiaed with the attitude taken up by the Cape delegates and 
thought concession was warranted in viaw of the generosity shown 
by that Colony. On these grounds, he put forward an alterna-
tive scheme, which he and Merriman had worked out together, £or 
tho adoption of s:tngle ... member constituencies for the whole Union. 
The Cape amendment thereforQ fell away. 
/+O could be left unchanged. 
By this means, clause 
F'arrar regretted any departure from the Durban compromises, 
but intimated that he would accept De Villiera 1 motion provided 
amendment of clause 40 was subject to a two-thirds majority of 
Parliament for ten years or until Parliament numbered 150 members. 
Fitr;patrick stated he was prepared to meet those holding opinions 
opposing his own 1 if the principle of "equal rights" was entrenched 
a.long with the language clause and Native franchise in the Cape 
Colony. Malan was prepared to accept the President's amendment 
1£ the Transvaal did so, but he desired to see the provision on 
the departure from quota because of sparseness of population added 
·to sub-a action ( i) of clause 40 and not (iii) • 'l'his suggestion 
(1) Which would have given 62 and 55 members respectively. 
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went unsupported. The amendment originally proposed by the 
Presid(mt to sub-section (ii) on 5th May WflS put and carried. 
Agreement was therefore finally reached on- clauses 39 and 40 on 
?th May. 
Malan then made the suggestj.on that ten-yearly delimitations 
would prove adequate. Farrar wac alarmed that his part.y might 
be cal.led upon to make further concessions, e.n.d indicated that up 
to that. time, there had be~n no talk of other than. five-yoarly 
d&limitations. Ifa.lan did not move an amendment on the point. 
On Elth May, Smuts moved an amendment to clause. 42, to make 
it con.form with the amendments substituting s:i.ngle-member divi-
si.ons for proportional representation. 
Two da.ys latnr, consideration of the fe'.·1 remainfng amendments 
waa resumed, whereupon the Convention referted to clause 32 1 
which was standing over. Smuts was successful 0n this occasion 
in getting his amendment thereto carried, whereby the words 01uit-
t,ed .f'roxa thi.s clauee on the Jrd instant were restored. 
At the end of the Bloemfontein session, the Draft Act, (l) 
further amended, was printed with G second and final report. 
On 11th May, the Convention proceeded to the signing of the Draft. 
'l'en copies were si.gned• one in Dutch and oae in bne;lish for each 
of the four colonies and .for the archives. Merriman moved & 
vote of thanks to the President, whereupon the Convention came 
to an end. 
'1'he final form of the Draft Act differed .from the Draft 
published with the First Report mainly with regard to claaaes ;9 
and 40. The r.!oat significant change herein was the rejection 
of the principle of proportional representation. The Transvaal 
delegatea 1.n.forrned their Parliament that they had only acquiesced 
in this when the quostion or Union was endangered. In view of 
all the publicity given to the idea. of "equal rightsn, all clauses 
·pie 
f- / ( contained in Chapter IV could only be altered by a two-thirds 
\, ma,jority of a joint sitting and the amending Bill was to be re-
(l) See Appendix 4 for the final form of the South Africa Act 
----\ 
\ 
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served for royal pleasure. Some considered that "equal rights" 
had not been provided for on the grounds that the Constitution 
d1.d not secure the rights of minorities and the amendment to clause 
40 favoured the rural as against the town population. It was 
felt that proportional representation was the logical development 
of the principle of "equal rights". The rejection of proportional 
representation would mean that as before, particularly in the 
Transvaal and the Orange River Colony, the rural areas would return 
mainly Dutch members and the towns mainly British, and the sharp 
lines between town and country would be intensified by race pre-
judice. Within the provincial boundaries, the electoral divisions 
were to contain an almost equal number of electors but. as with 
the Transvaal Constitution, no complete country-wide equa.lisation 
of electoral areas had ever bePn contemplated during the framing 
of the Act. 'Ihe opinion of the majority was that, in a vast 
country, it was desirab~e that discretion should be afforded to 
the Delimitation Commission to make the country constituencies 
smaller than the number of voters therein warranted. After the 
Bloemfontein session, it was clear that the sparsely populated 
divisions would expect the benefit of the full JO per cent. allow-
ance. 
The Parliaments of the Ca;)e, the 'fransvaal and the Orange 
River Colony met on 1st June, 1909 and adopted reaolutions and 
addresses respectively approving of the Draft Act and requesting 
the Kinn: to cause the necessary steps to be taken for the autho-
risation of tho proposed union. Delegates were appointed by 
theae Parliaments to proceed to London. There aould be no simul-
taneous action in Natal owing to the fact that a referendum was 
taken on the issue. A Proclamation dated 14th May was issuod 
by the Governor fixing the 10th June as the date for taking the 
referendum, the results of which proved to be 11,121 against 
J,701, which meant a majority of 7,420 in favour. On 16th June, 
the Natal Parliament met and adopted 1:1esolutiona similar to those 
or the other three Parliaments with modifications rendered necessarJ 
by the passing or the Referendum Act and the decision of the elec- / 
tors thereunder. 
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The delegates proceeded to London under the instruct.ions 
that thay were not to agree to eny changes in the principles 
and provisions or the Act. In consultation with tho SecrGtary 
of State for the Colonies, they agreed to a further 53 amendments, 
which were of a purely technj_c;il and verbal nature, prior to the 
Act's introduction into the United Kingdom Parliament.. The 
Draft Act was :i.ntroduced i.nto the Lords and passed through that 
House and the Com1.ona without further amendment, and received 
the royal assent on 20th September, 1909. The 31st May, 1910, 
was fixed as Un.ion Day by a proclamation datod 2nd December, 1909. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSONALITIES, CONVENTIONS 
AND FORMAL AMENDMENTS 
The Aet laid down that the Governor-in-Council of each or 
I ti.zr~~our colonies should appoint a Judge of any of the Supreme 
or High Courts of the Colonies to form a joint commission to 
. ' . (1) 
effect the delimitation of the electoral divisions. This 
provision was o·ne of several to be found in the Act which entailed 
some concession or a temporary nature to the federal principle. 
The framers were prepared to permit this recognition of the 
geographical factor in the first division, each colony being res-
ponsible in a sense for its first delimitation, but future altera-
tions were to be effected by a commission of three Judges appointed 
by the Governor-General in Council after every quinquennial c~nsus! 2' 
On a consideration of the personnel of the ten commissions,()} 
certain factors reveal themselves. No judge or the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court has been appointed to the cornmissirm, 
but the nominations have fallen upon judges of the Provincial 
and Local Di v.isions • other than Judge Presidents. Appointment 
to a commission involves the absence 0£ the judges .from their 
normal duties for a period of approximately six months so it is 
naturally found more expedient to continue to spread the appoint-
ments over the several Provincial and Local Divisions and at no 
time were two or more judges from the same·division appointed at 
one and the same time. The Cape has been represented on every 
Commission, the Transvaal on eight and the Orange Free State and 
?iatal on four Commissions. On three occasions a judge was ap-
poin.ted from the Oriqualand West di vision and twice fro.m the 
Eastern Division. Pressure of work on the respective Benches 
no doubt indicates where nominations shall be placed to a certain 
extent. 
Whereas it is laid down in the South Afl4ica Act 'that appoint-
ments are to be made by the Governor-General in Council, in practice 
(l} Section JS, South Africa Act 
(3} Seo Appendix 6 
(2) Section 41, Ibid. 
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11, this prtv-ilege tall& within the functions of the Department 
of the Interior. Tho Head of this Department is also respon .... 
sible tor raising a.dvocatea to the Bench and he ii in the best 
position to determine how the appointments can be made with the 
least disturbance to normal judicial. functions. 
It necessarily followed that the first. year.s of Union "Were 
- largely an experimtntal period • .1-~ Lawrence was elected to the 
Ohair on the First Commiasiorf p:resumably on the grounds that he . 
. . . (~) 
had been a member ot a Transvaal Delimitation Commission. ' It 
was thought advisable to preserve continuity of personnel between 
the first and Second Commissions, with the modification in the 
omission of w. H. Beaumont. who had in the first instan9e repre• 
sented Natal, in order to conform with the .numerical requirements. 
In this way, it was sought to give a certain stalility to procedure 
and interpretation. There was a complete change in personnel 
on the Third Commission, but again two of these commissioners 
found their way on to the following commission appointed in 1922, 
Likewise with the tW'O .succeeding commissions. On the former, 
there was a complete ehange of perBonnel while two of its members 
were retained for a secorid Comnd.ssion. Continuity or personnel 
was maintained as · between the Se.11enth, Eighth and tanth Commis-
sions, with c. w. H. Lanedown in the Chair on the two former bodies 
and J.M. Murray and J.E. de Villiers serving on the latter two 
commissions. The 'l'enth Commission again. represented a complete 
break in personnel and precedent would suggest that al.l or eome 
of its members will find their way on to .the next Delinritation 
Commission to bo held, However, since statutory provision has 
been made tor ten-yearly delim1tat1ons·in the future. it may be 
slightly more difficult to maintain such eontinuity i.n view of 
retirements and elevation to a Pres1.dency or to the Appellate 
Division of the Supreme Court, 
Membership on the first commissions tended, to £all to judges 
with many years of public service to their credit, but the prac-
(l) L. of M,, P• 286 
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tice has arisen tor nominations to fall on judges r~cently raised 
to the Bench. F. o. Gardiner who sat on the Third. Oommit.1eion 
had been raised to·the Bench on 16th October, 1914. On the Fifth 
,1;:'·'" 
Commission were found w. Pittman and J. H. F. E. R. c. Gey van. 
Pittius whose elevation to the Bench dated trom 22nd April, 1925 
and 1st January, 1926, respectively. o. J. Maritz was raised 
to the Bench on let Hay, 1930 and ont on the Sixth Comm1es1on 
in 1932. Similarly there was a lapse ot approximately two years 
between the elevation of A.. v.d. s. Centlivres and h1a appointment 
to the Seventh Commission. J.M. Murray and .r. E. de Villiers, 
who were members of the E:f.ghth Commission, received their jldiei.al 
appointments on 15th February, 1937 and. 1st March1 19.39 respec .. 
tively. They were assisted on the Ninth Commission 1n 1947 by 
J. o. de Wet. whose.elevation to the Bench dated from lat April, 
1946. t'lith regard.to the commission held in 1952-53, all tbe 
members thereon had but recently been raised to the Bench, c. P., 
Brlnk on 1st .Octobel", 19481 J. w. van Zijl on 1st, April, 1950 
and D. o. K. Beyers on lat August, 1951. 
Thie growing preference tor younger personnel may be based 
on the practioal reason of the comparatively arduous nature or 
the work facing tht Commissioners.. As experience ha.a suggested 
a certain course or procedure, t.he commissioners now find them-
selves faced with a task which occupies them continuously over a 
period or around eight months, during which time they are required 
to visit the larger towns throughout the Union and make_trips 'by 
air and road to gain a first-hand knowledge of topographical and 
economic conditions and means or communication. Furthermore, it 
may be rel t that the older judge~ can be .m.ore profitably en.g-aged 
in their normal duties than taking part 1n. an inquiry which in 
. . . (l) 
other countries is performed by people with no judicial training. 
However, it cannot be ignored that charges or corr\lption may be 
(1) cf. New Zealand and U.S.A. 
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made under this pt'actice which a perusal ot the South Af.ri.c_a 
Act does not SU(geot. In establishing that appointments to 
the Delimitation Commissions were to be made by tbe Oovernor-
Oeneral in Couno1l, it was intended that they were to be made 
on non-party lines, ae the selection or a judicial membership 
would suggest, but in the same way as the Crown has lost all 
real power, so tbe functions ot the aovernor-Gtneral have since 
1910 become even more ot a tomal nature a,nd his appoi.nting power 
has become vested tn the Ministry in office, In practice, the 
Department of the Interior ha.s the responsibility tor raiaing 
· advocates to the Bench and appointing three cf their number to 
the Delimitation Commiaeions, Since it is desirable that the 
workings of the Oonetltution should be held. 1n respect by the 
people, it is unfortunate if, by a combination ot factors such 




. active participation in political aftair& by one or the appointe"3&, 
coupled. with outopoken criticism of a Commission Report, the 
Constitution sbould be held in disrespect and the ju.d1oiary of 
the country laid open. to suepiclon. 
t.. consideration or how tar complete breaks in personnel 
followed a change or government may perhaps indicate to some 
extent how far the party 1n office tries to utilise this appointing 
power to it& own advantage. The first break in government came 
in 1924 when Smu.ts was defeated at the Oeneral Election and the 
"Pact Governmenttt of Hertzog allied with the Labour P.aX"ty was re-
turned to power. The Fifth Commiesion, appointed in 1927, repre-
. (1) . 
sented a oompl.ete break in per&onnel, the appointment falling 
on judges whoae academic background was mainly South Atrican as 
against men whose early legal training had been received overseas. 
After the tusion between Hertzog and Smuts in 193), there waG another 
break on the Seventh Commission, the membership of which was of a 
more composite nature, as was the ease on the two succeeding Com-
missions, after the United Party successes in 1938 and 1943. The.re 
(l) See above, p. 01. 
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was a change or government again tn 1948 when Malan became Prime 
Minister and the.Oommisaion appointed by h1sm1niatry again repre-
sented a complete break in personnel and the appointment of th~ee 
judges with a s~ilar kind ot background .. 
The interpretation to be put on the choice of' Commissioners 
in 1927. 19)2 and 1952 should be• that with the eaae ot Hertzog 
in particular• the airn was not so much to ''pack" the Commissions 
as to set the t,ro language groups on the Bench on. El tooting ot / 
complete ttquality. At the outset. meinbers ot the Jud.iciary with 
an Etjgl1sh background had monopolised the Commis~io~s. In addi-
tion. if' it is to he established that the Commiasions in question 
delimited in favour of the pat"ty in power, the significant £actor 
is that the decision of a judge-depends upon the nature of the 
. {l) 
premil!u.,s from which he proceeds.· It is not so much .tho ques-
ti.on or the integrity or the .judges that is disputed., but recog-
nition is given to the tact that an unconscious bias will prooably 
be diacern1ble, since every man 1& to a certain extent the viotiJm 
ot h1G environment. and his decision, will be conditioned by the 
poli tloal ·- creed$ and standards und,~r which he wae reared. ( 2) To 
this extent alone can it be alal~d that he was biased. This 
very factor, however, emphasises the importance of the nature or 
the me.mbereh1p ~f the Commissions. Where the diff erencES between 
the two leading political part1'~s touch fundamental. issues, such 
a bias 1e likely to be the more marked. During the framing or 
Union, De Villiers t sense of fairness led him to e.upport .Propor• 
tional re,resentation though he admitted a natural bias in favour 
ot the rural population.()) 
Under Section 38 of the South Africa Act, the Commissioners 
1.· 
were to elect one or their number as Chairman. and to appoint such 
other porsons to atrord them assistance as they might deem necessary. 
In terms o.f this provision, ea.eh commission has appointed a Secre• 
tary to assist it and the Tenth Commission saw fit to appoint an 
See Finer, !~dei:~ Gov3rnment., p. 214 
See Walker's t2r de illi (!t,¢,. and His Ti-~~s ; p. 4 71 
Witness hew tlie Seventh Commission refer back tot.he Fourth 
Commission, but in no instance to the F.ifth or Sixth. ../ 
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Assistant-Secretary in addition thereto. G. 'l\ Doyle, who was 
i ' 
a member 0£ the· electoral division ot the Department ot the Inte-· 
rior, served as Secr&tary to th$ Seventh, Eighth and.Nint.h Com-
missions and was able to render .valuable service to the Commis ... 
,toners, The comnrlssion were empowered under the s1.1.me eJeet:ion 
to regulate their own procedure. It ia unlikely that the framers 
envisaged the different capacities i.n which important peraonages 
would take part in the deli.mi tati·ons. When the Seventh Commie• 
Si.on were £aced with the problem of· eliminating one seat in the 
Orange Free State, Dr. Donges of the Cape Bar put fon1ard certain 
.significant and well-founded.arguments on behalt" of the people 
of Hoopstad, expressing local opposition to the elimination ot 
(l) .· ' .· 
that constituency. On.the strength of these arguments, Hoopstad 
wae .retained. In 1947, J. \1. van Zijl presented the Nationalist 
Party plan for the Cape Province to the Delim1tation·commiss1on. 
The commissioners drew on the assistance ot various persons 
in their oft1oial capacities. Tho Fi~st Commission acknowlei/.ged 
the assistance rendered to them by magistre:teG and othe:r loc~l 
of fi.cinls whose intimate knowledge of local condi ti.ens was unri• 
(2) 
valled. The Surveyors-General 0£ the tour Provinces. were 
responsible for the preparation of maps in accordance ,witb the 
provisions or the principal Act. (j) When the Delimitation Com• 
mission has decldedon its scheme for a partioular province, 
it .is handed over to the Surveyor•General, who is responsible 
tor the description ot boundaries. It he finds the bc>undariea 
impractioal, he may on these grounde make suggestions tor minor 
changes. Later commissions secured the assistance of the Direc-
tor of Trigonometrical Survey in the preparation ot preliminary 
maps.< 4> The Government Printer and the Director of Census 
were also called upon to give assistance, and under the Ninth 





~eventh Del. Com. Report, para. 95 
,trst Del. Com. Report, P• 19 
Section 42{l}(b), South Africa Act 




Under ihe Electoral Laws Amendment Act of 1940• · 
the registration of voters-we.a to be performed by specially 
trained eloetoral officers assigned tor dutie, at ten d.iftertmt 
pofnts with!.n the Union, and the officials holding these positions 
were called upon to provide much of the information tbst the Com-
missioners required, As the x,eoognised procedure in delimiting 
1nvol"18d more travelling, reference is ma.de in the rr,ports to the 
-~ 
assistance given by the General Manager and System Manager of the 
Railways(~) and by the Department of Defence and the South Atrican 
Air 1'-toree. (3) The Organisers of the political parties and other 
party represtntati ves a£to~d the eommissions considerable assistance 
in the torm of suggestions. 
It was set out in the South Africa Act that the First Deltmi• 
tation. Commission should be appointed between the d~te of the 
passing of the Act an~ the date fixed tor the ostablishment of the 
Union.(4,) Accordingly, the Oovernor~in-Counc1l of' each of the 
tour coloniea nominated a judge trom his own colony to form a jo1klt 
eoinmtas1on and on lat November, 1909, a meeting was convened by 
the High Commissioner at Bloemfontein. Union Day had been ·.r1xed 
£or )l$t May, 19101 and on 10th May the Fir.at Delimitation Commis-
sion submitted their ieport to the Govornor••:Oeneral. Section 4l 
ot the Aet formed the statutory ba,1s or the second Delimi.tation · 
Com.mission, which was appoi.nted at the ,.md or· March, 1912 and 
handed in its report on 19th F~bruary, 1913, This t'epresented 
a space of under three years since the first report had been sub ... 
mitted, whereas the Act provided tor rive-yearly delimitations.CS) 
As the wording of tho Act was such that the Govern.or-General 
had to appoint the Commissioners as soon as possible after every 
quinquennial census, the appointment had or necessity to be made 
after the census held on 7th May, 1911. The Act. had anticipated 




Act No. 20 or 191+0 (2) Ninth Del. Com, Report, p. 48 
Tenth Del. Comm. Report, P• 42 {4) Section 38, South Africa Ac1 
Section 41, Ibid, {6) · S!otion ;4! sub-.saQttnn (ii), 
· .:iouth A£r1ca. Act 
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further statutory provision was made .thorefol' by an early Act 
of the Union ·Parlia.tnen.t. {ll '.Chis redelimi.tat1on was not su.per-
tluous in so far as the first delimitation comJr1.1rmion ha.d ba.sad 
its decisions on the census of 1904, so in this respect it could 
be expected that greater changes would be found necessary than 
the lapse of three yeara would suggest~ 
Seven years elapsed before the third commission was appointed, 
\ o\1ing to th& misfortune of South Africa being involved in War 
\ during this experimental stage under Union. The commiss.ion h.eld 
their first .meeting at Pretoria on 4th August, 1919, and were 
continuously engaged on their duties until .30th December, 1919. 
The ·ti11e factor would suggest a greater expectation of change 
when. coupled with the possibilitiy· of a dif.ferent interpretation 
being put on the Act with tho change in per8onnel. The Fourth 
Commission sat from 16th December, 1922 to 2nd July, 1923 and the 
census figures upon v1hio.h they baaed their c~.loulations wei-e 
those of 3rd May, 1921. It will be observed that the census 
was held. on a date as established by statute, which meant that 
the delimitation which followed soon afterwards represented a 
lapse of between three and i"our years from the preceding commts .. 
a1on. 
· After this date, there being no extraordinary conditions 
prevailing, the eommtssiona sat at five-yearly intervals, and 
in each instance, with the exception 0£ the Tenth Commission, 
based their oaloulat.ions on the results of the quinquennial 
census. The Fifth Commission was engaged on its duties from 
15th August, 1927 to 29th February., 1928. The Sixth Commission 
applied itself continuously to its task from 2nd March, 19.32 
to 23rd August, 1932. At intervals or £iv~ years. the Seventh 
and Eighth Commissions sat between the months of June and November 
an.d the Ninth Commission, though appointed :ln the same month, 
did not complete ita task until the month or December. The work 




Under the new Section 41 as substituted by the Electoral 
L A ~ t A 19~2 ( l) . 11 . i l ... . aws r.oenomen ·. ct, ., , a.a· mi tat ons were to be no onger 
tied to thf! censuG. The Oovernor-Gonaral was to appoint a 
commission 1n 1952 and thereafter at intervals of n.ot less than 
f'i ve and not more than ten yeara. F.. s. Malan had first sug ... 
geated ten-yearly delimitations at the !Iational Convention but 
no resolution had been moved. ('.2) Provision ·ror ten-yearly de-
limitations had been made in 1937(3) at Hof'meyr's instigation 
when an Act. waa passed p:rov.iding that ·rrom 1951, a census should 
be taken every ten years. !te reasons advamced by bim were that 
the existing practice of' tive•yearly delimitatlons was expensivG• (/+) 
that three judges had to give up at least one year to the job and 
that too frequent changi.ng of boundary lines caused lnconvenienctt 
generally and tn particular to moa1bers representing those consti-
tuencies undergoing eha.nge.(S} Tho first argument falls away 
when delimitations are no longer ti.ed to the census.. The actual 
expense of the commission itself could. not alone warrant a obange 
rx-om flve-yonrly to ten-yearly delimitations, though it could be 
argued that the judges'·aalo.ries for the period of the commissions 
should al so be added to these .figures• and this has been done 
with regs.rd to the Tenth Commission. The sala:ries of the three 
acting jud0es appointed to act in the absence or the: thrGe judges 
on. the Commission amounted to approximately £5,000, and this 
figure we.a included in the total cost of the Commission. Certain 
factors have changed the circumstances upon which Hofmeyt- based 
his decisi.ona at that time. There had been phenomenal industrial 
development resulting from the war years, with 1ta consequent 






Section l of "The Electoral Laws Amendment Act (Act No,55 ot 
On 7th May 1909 · at Bloemfontein . 1952) 
Electoral Quota Act, 19)7 (Act No. 21 of 1937). The Census 
Act of 1910 (/\ct No. 2 of 1910) was amended by the Oeneus 
Amendment Act, 1935 (Act No. 5 or 1935), Section l of which 
provided for a quinquennial enumeration. up to 1941 and there-
after a decennial enumeration. Section l ot the Electoral 
Qu.ota. Act substituted the J4\!lr 1951 for 1941 as the date up to 
which. quinquennial censuses were to be taken. 
See Appendix 7 £or the costs of the 'Various Commissions. 
Columns 748;-6, 19;2 Hansard 
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Free State Ooldfi.elds, and even around more settled areas, the 
great increases in population which had taken place, of which 
Parow provided an excellent example.(l} In Britain, Canada 
and Australia statutory provision ia made £or ten-yearly delimi-
tations, but it was argued that only five-yearly delimitations 
would give fair representation in South Africa because of the 
unrivalled development which waa taking place and because or 
the c:onoantration of mineral wealth. (Z) When this legislation 
was introduced by the United Party government in 19.37, the pro-
posal met wlth £'1.erce opposition.. They themselves put up an 
equally valiant tittht to have the Electoral Laws Amendtuent Act 
or 1952 rejected when they.,w&re out or office, wbieb would suggest 
that it is in the interests of the party in power to have a v 
furthEtr delimitation delayed for as long a term as possible. 
It is interesting to speculate whether the results of the 1948 
election would have been the sarne, had. the original provisions 
of, the Census Amendment Act of 1935 rema1.ned in force. 
Under Section )8 or the Aet, the eommtrusion, which waa 
esaent1ally judicial both in torm and practice, was empowered 
to regulate its own procedure and in the course ot time, a more 
cleax- expression thereof was given in the Reports, It would 
appear that the duties of the commission take i.tp approximat$ly 
six months. The Second Commission, which lasted tor eleven 
months, explained thnt £01 ... only three months had its m.embers 
been comparatively lree from their judicial !\met ion a and· been 
. . ll . (; ) Th Fi t able to devote their fu attention to the Report. e rs 
Oommission asserted that at the commencement or its labours, 
it thought it advisable to invite suggestions from P1Jblic 'bodies, 
political org.aniaationa and other interested part1es(4) regarding 
the manner in which the vax-ious districts should be delimittd. 
Information was also sought from magistrates and other o£fieials. 
(l} Under the 194.7 delimitation scheme, the constituency had an 
electorate of 9,81+7 which had ir1creased by 4,952 up to .31st 
March, 19S2. 
Oolumn 6772, 1952 Hansard 
geeond Del. Com. Report, p. 29 
First Del. Com. Report* p. 16 
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All the many suggestions received were carefully considered. 
Tho various political organi.sations had submitted schemes for 
the delimitation of the whole of ea.ch Colony, and in eome cases 
the schemes were worked ou.t in considerable detail. 
were received which affected particular localities. 
Suggestions 
On the 
basis of all these sources of information, draft schemes were 
prepared for the respective colo.nies by their Commissioners and 
during a lengthy session held at Cape Town during January and 
February, 1910., these schemes were carefully examined. During 
this session, the preliminary publication of provisional schemes 
was mooted. Thia latter course had been adopted by the West-
Ridgeway Commission in 1906 irt the delimitation of the Transvaal, 
and. since the Comrnisoion aould not claim to. possess local know-
lodge, such a course might prove to be highly advantag$oue. 
However. since the suggestion to modify the boundaries.of one 
constituency could not be complied with without 1;1a.king changes 
elsewhere with which these affected eonetituencies could not 
ag:ree, the publieation of. a.ny provisional scheme was deemed 
impracticable. The politicnl parties have in £act, up to the 
present day, come to realise that the Commission :rs.rely departs 
from its proViaional scheme. 
The procedure adopted therefore was that meetings and 
representation& by all parties were arranged without the nature 
of the draft being revealed. To effect thi.S, an itinerary 
was planned, and the Commission were impressed with the display 
of interest and the marked ability in the manner in which views 
were presented. As a result thereof, the Commission made some 
modification in the draft, but in many cases the proposals coin-
cided with the scheme drafted by the Commission. Alternative 
schemes had bean prepared for a considerable section of the 
coun.try districts in the Cape and the· Transvaal, and a final 
choice was made as a result of' the meetings. 
Under the second commission; the tendency is already 
becoming apparent for t:.he political parties to acti:1roly ~urttue 
a course of action to ensure a favourable delimitation. In 
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po:tnting out the procedure.they had adopted in regard to the 
(1) 
Wit·watersrand aree., the Commissioners indicated ho\'t they 
determined to submit their two alternative provisional schemes 
to the representatives of the three political associations. 
Though no radical alterations were ma.de.in the draft schem+:r• 
they considered tha.t some of the suggestions drawn from the 
three divergent opinions improved their plan .• 
In t)le fulfilment of their dut1ea, the Third Delimitation 
Commission visi.ted the capitals of the four Provine.es as well 
as certain or the larger towns, including Johannesburg, Durban 
and East London.. In each of these centres, they interviewed 
representatives of political parties and public bodies, indivi-
dual citizens and deputations from the neighbouring districts, and 
reoetved written repres.entations too. More representations, 
written and oral, were ma.de to this Oomm1.ss1on than to their pre-
decessors... These increases were attributed to the £acts that, 
.a new political party had oom.e into being sinoe the holding 01' 
the Second Delimitation, and the. organisation of Labour appeared 
to have made great advances in recent years.·· ' Personal inter-
views were found more satiefaotory than written suggestions• 
which were of'ten based on inC()ttect statisti.cs.. From ill the 
provinces except Natal, proposed scbtmes of delimitation were 
received from the political part1ea 1 aometi.mes covering the whole 
province.· The Commission thoroughly investigated thttse schemes 
and then tramed their provisional scheme for ea.eh Province, w'hioh 
.. 
was again discussed with deputations and. other persons interested. 
Useful inf'onnation was obtained .from magistrates and ex-magistrates 
regarding their districts. 
The procedure adopted by the b'ourth Commission followed the 
~ame pattern:'(2 ) They. 1nv1ted represtttntations. both written and 
I 
oral from the various political parties and others. Thereupon, 
(l) Second Del.· Com. Report, p. 27 
(2} 'third Del. Com. Report, }:)• 13 
~ 
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provisional schemes were drafted and lu:td open for inspection. 
Deputations were aga:tn received be!ore a final decision was 
reached. To gain first-hand information of the po:t.nts a.tissue, 
the Commissioners visited East London, Bloemfontein, Pietermar1tz-
burg, Durban, Pretoria, Cape Town and Johannesburg. A.s with the 
Second Commission, apecial consideration was given to meetings 
held to frame the scheme for the Rand. All interested parties 
.were invited to discuss whether twenty or twenty-one seats were 
to be allotted to tbi$ area.(l) 
The Fifth Commission visited many towns and held .meetings 
thore, giving the public ample opportunity to put forward their 
vie'ds .. It drafted provisional delimitation schemes which it 
sub1n:ltted to the public and to political parties and public bodies. 
It received in its turn schemes which were submitted by the poli-
tical parties. ltepresentativos of the political parties expl'11ned 
the respective party schemes to the Commission( 2} and dtaeussid 
with it any points arising therefrom. Written representations 
and petitions were also received from associations and individuals. 
In this way the Commission obtained valuable assistance in 
framing i·ts final plan. 
The Sixth Commission referred to public meet~ngs which were 
held at Johannesburg, Durban, Port Elizabeth, Eaat London, Kim• 
berley and D1.1ndee, and listed the sources from which they had 
obtained considerable useful information, mentioning private 
\ 
interviews, correspondence, representations by the various poli~ 
tical parties and public bodies and by persona acting in a private 
capo.city. 
The Seventh Commission held it& fir.st meeting at Pretoria 
on 8th July, 1937. P~blic meetings were held at twelve centres, 
Pretoria, Johannesburg, Bloemfontein, Pietarmaritzburg, Durban, 
Dundee, East London. Queenstown, Grahrunstown, Port Eliza.beth, 
limberley and Cape Town, and other places were visited to gain 
(1) ~ourth Del. Com. Report, p. 12 
(2) Fifth Del. Com. Report, p. 5 
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local information. · The Commission adopted the pract.ice of 
automatically viaiting the most impo~tant urban areas, and then 
towns 0£ lessor importance where difficulty was experienced in 
arriving at a scheme of delimitation. Full opportunity was 
given to the publiq and to political parties to submit sugges-
tions, and the C:ommiesion 2ubmittad its provisional schemes to 
es.eh province .for criticism .. 
thes~ offered opportunities. 
Ample advantage was taken of 
Likewise the Eighth Commission held meetings in many t,owns, 
but in the main the work was <larr.ied out at the seat of the f'our 
Provincial Governmflnts .. The procedure.adopted by the Comrnisoion 
was to invite the political parties to submit proposals a.tits 
first public meeting in a. Province. Schemes were recei'ved from 
tho parties, and on this occasion t'eference was made to the £act 
that the parties also submitted maps to illustrate their schemas. 
One o:f the parties in tne Cape Province failed to submit a s~he~R.Ot 
signifying its intention of confinlng 1tae1£ to comments on th<J 
Commission's provisional proposals. After receiving suggestions 
at its first public meeting in a Prov·inoe, a provisional scheme 
and sometimes two altornative .schemes were drawn up. The draft 
or dra.fta we1·e wi.dely distributed and criticisms invited. Repre-
sentations ·which were then made often proved to be most uae.ful, 
being rounded upon a looal knowledge which the Commissioners 
could not olaim to possess. All·criticisme were cat'efully con-
sidcred. The Cor.:nniasion found, however, that where proposals 
were made regardi.ng isolated di visions only, tho adoption .of such 
proposals would have had dis.advantageous results elst?where. In 
rega:rd to general f?Chemes, sugge$tiono wh1.eh were logically and 
geographically permissible often had to be set aside on the 
grounds that they were statistically unsound. (l) 
The Ninth Commission gave the clearest expression up to 
that date of t.he procedure adopted, and remarked that the pr.a.c-
tices whi.ch had grown up were in their opinion of considerable 
{1) Eighth Del. Com. Report, P• 3 
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va.lue. The Commission :r.ade its first real start on 2tth July ,c,14.7 
,at Pretor.ia. In the same way as its predecessors, it held 
,Jir'V public mee~ngs on arrival at the four capita.ls and at the larger 
centres st1eh as Johannesburg, Durban. Kimberley, Port Elizabeth 
and East London. Advance notice or each meeting was published 
in the local newspapers and given. to the repr~sentatives of the 
various political parties. Th& Commissioners asked for the 
submission of desired schemes and then drew up a provisional 
schem0 or schemes and invited public criticism thereon. The 
Commission expressed the belief that full publicity had been 
given to the1r deliberations; of which the public took full ad.• 
vantage to bring the views or all sections of the community 
before the Commission. Personal visits were paid to certain 
rural towns and districts where changes were GO?\templated, but 
it was oft@m found that local wishes had repercussions elSe\.tbera. 
The pr,ocedure adopted by the Tenth Commission in the fulfil-
ment of ita duties :represented a culmination of the practie9a 
which had been steadily growing up, and which were amplified in 
certain respects by them. The procedure adopted by all the 
Commissions to date has foll.owed the same cour.oe, no deviatio,n{ 
of any significance having been w1tne$sed. Mowapapers were 
used more extensively to acquaint the publie with the Commission's 
decisions at the different stages of' their task. Their acti-
vities commenced at Pratoria. on 15th July, 1952, and when the 
allotment of seats had been determined, tht:i Commission announced 
its findings in the press. 
each Province in turn. 
Thereupon. it proceeded to tackle 
Representatives of the political parties in the province 
in question were notified of a public m<:_!~ing in the eapital to 
hear evidence and receive represente.ticns. Notice of the 
meeting was given in the press f and all inte.rested parties were 
invited to appear. After similar notifications, further publ:1.o 
meetings were held in the larger centres, Johnnne.sburg, Durban 1 
Kroonstad, Por~ gl!e~bath, East London and Kimberley. The 
parties submitted plans and maps, gave oral evidence and ma.de 
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criticisms of their opponents,' plans. The "Witwatersrand again 
posed a problem. ~nd the meeting in Johannesburg on this area 
last.ad for three days. 
Another aspsct or the procedure to which the Coomisaioners 
drew special attention was the travelling which was dono to 
provide the Commission.ors with fit'St-hand inf orma:tion, and refe• 
rence was made for the .first time to the use of air transport. 
Local tours were undertaken in the larger oities with rapreeen-
tatives of the political parties, and the Commission acknowledged. 
their indebtednesn to the local knowledge of the political parties. 
Tours we.re al.so made in the company of electoral officers and 
independently.by the Cornrniss.ion. The O .1''. a. was toured by car, 
particular attention being paid to Kroonatad and the goldfielda. 
The Defence Departoent plnoed fill aeroplane nt the disposal of 
the Commission for uae in the Transvaal, Natal and the Ce,pe which 
proved to be of great assistance in deciding what was ·to be .in ... 
eluded in the u~ban eloctoral divisions. The topography of 4/he 
rural areas of' these three provinces \fas studied from the a.tr, 
and this practice proved most helpful in determining what were the 
natural features, comr:,unications, density a.nd sparsity of popu• 
lation and to o certain extent, \fegete:tion and the nature of 
£arming activities. 
After the tours, a. provisional delimitation scheme was 
.· 
prepared by the CommiGsion. Ample notice was given. and the 
schemes were made available for inspection by the public and 
the political partie!l in each provincial capital. after which 
a further public oeating was held in each province • Full use . 
was made of the meetings, and tho Commission effected some. 
improvements to their provisional schemes. 'Ihe Comr.1ission 
rr...a.de reference to the representations made by the "Wa.r Veterans 1 
Torch Commo.ndo"{l) lthieh presented a memorandum with atatistios, 
(li Tenth Del. Com. Report, p. 7 
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graphs and histograms. They did not find that tbe memorandum 
afforded them any assistance, as they contended tbat the state-
ments contained therein were often based on a misconception of 
the delimitation provisions of the South Africa Act. 
It 1s apparont by this time the.t the Comm:1.s~ionere rely to 
a gre~t extent on the comprehensive plans submitted by the poli• 
tieal parties &s the C'lajor source of suggestions and recommenda-
tions.. This docs n.ot mean that they do not frame an independent 
seh.,eme of their own ae divisional groupings augge~t themselves. 
Here the judges call upon the Electoral Officer of the area con-
cerned to point out areas which would yield desired numbers or 
voters. From the outset, there was no sign or apathy in. regard 
to delimits.ti.on, and by the time 0£ the Tenth Commission, the 
accepted practice is tbat the political parties are occupied for , 
several months on their plans befo.r·e the a.ppointoent of tho 
Oelimitation Commission. A scheme covering a whole provin<:e 
is more likely to find favour with a Commiasi.on. than isolated 
reoommendatioris from private individuals which leave the Oommia-
oioners to smooth out the difficulties which result therefrom 
elsewhere. Accurate statistienl information is necessary before 
an acceptabla scheme can be formulated,. (l} which would suggest 
that no start could be made on the party plans until the Commis-
sion havo announced which voters• list it will use~. In prac-
tice, however, the parties havo shown themselves. capable ot making 
fairly judicious guesses• and are re-rely more than 50 ottt in 
their estimated Provittcial quotas. The .finishing touches are 
put to the party plans when the Electoral officers furnish them 
with deta.1ls of the voters at the chosen date in every polling 
d1etriot. In the absence of the necessary statistical infor-
mation and a complete understanding of the provisions of the 
South Africa Act, their labours would be fruitless, and their 
( l) See p. 14, para. 2.3, Third Del. Com .• Report 
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recommendations or little a.ss:l.stance to the Commissioners. The 
different constituenci.es are bu.tlt up of polling districts varylng 
1n number according to the density of the population, (l} nnd the 
parties must be able to set out tho number of voters in each 
polling district to substantiate their recommendations. 
t.t·he procedure having become so specialised, it 1.s clear that 
the suggestions of private individuals are likoly to be valueless, 
and in fact the Cora.mission makes little reference to sueh. In · 
the cas~''Of· New Zealand, the form of the Representation Comr.i1es1on 
Roports demands that the name and address of the body or person 
lodging an objection to a provi.sional plan and the verdict of the 
Commission thereto shall be appended to the Report. The Schedule 
to the 1946 Report reveale that there ,.,are several instances or 
( 2) as ( 3) 
individuals, supported/in one case · · by 167 other private 
persons, lodging complaints. but even these were mostly regarding 
the renaming o.f divisions, and very few of them are acceded to. 
During inter-election periods, the partyOrganisers keep their 
finger•s on the pulse of public opinion :ln every pollir\g district 
and \then delimi tntion comes around, they have a sound idea as 
to how each Polling Di.strict will votet 
'l'he public are kept informed of the different stages ot the 
procedure by such devices as the publication by a particular party 
in its party newspaper of an abridged v~rsion of its scheme and 
. ( 4} 
a small-scale reproduction of its map. A vital decision of 
the Com.~iasioners in so far as the parti.es are concerned is the 
selection of' the seat or seats, if any, to be eliminated. If' 
the Commissioners' choice coincides with tba.t of one of the 
parties, that party's plan will necessarily have tote followed 
to a great extent throughout. As a decision is reached by the 
Corn.'nissioners regarding a particular division, a verbal descrip-
tion and map of the constituency concerned will be round in the 
(1} 
(2) 
rn \ 41 
Dokaburg (Transvaal) - 2 polling districts; 
56 polling districts 
1946 Report of the Representation Commission 
Kuruman (Cape)T 




dated 6th No~ember, 1952, pp.land 6 
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daily press, usually ac~ompanied by some forecast as to the 
probable party successes at the ensuing election,. Certain woll-
informed individuals have been able to give amazingly accurate 
forecasts of election .results 1 and the period over which the 
De.limitation Conm1iijsion sits can be rega.rded as an election pre-
view: both from the point of v.iew of pu.blic interest a.nd party 
activity. At the present, day, the f'acts which come to light 
during delimita.tion largely obviate any element of surprise from ·-
the actual general election results, for even a landslide in 
public opinion would most likely have become apparent during such 
tilne. The actual working of the provisions or the Co11stitution 
relating to delimitation have naturally been conditioned by the 
political party raotor in modern govern.eu~nt. In establishing the 
broad outlines, it ia unlikely that the National Convention foresaw 
the role the political parties would play, particularly in the 
1:1.ght of the uncertainty at that time .of the party l1ne ... up attar 
Union. 
The nature or the information the Reports were to provide was 
laid down in the Aot.(l} In accordance therewith, appendices to 
the Reports indicate in an .alphabetical 11st the natnei> of the elec-
toral divisions. r1urther alphabet.ical lists of such diviei.ons 
give descriptions or boundaries in the Cape, Natal, the Transva.til 
, ( 2 ) which and the Orange Free State respectively. Finally, maps/ are 
provided in respect of each ·of the Provinces are listed, it being 
found necessary to submit larg~r scale maps for the densely popu-
lated urba.n areas. The manner in which the report itself was set 
up has shown little change throughout the peI"iod. 
At the outset, the Commissioners state under what sections of 
the Act they derive their authority and comment on any o.mendments 
thereto. The First Commission established that t,heir duties had 
been set out in sections J8 to 40 and sect5.on 42 or the principal 
Act. The Second Commission were bound. by sections :32 to 34 and 
(ll Section 42(1) South Africa Act 
(2J Section 42(l)(a} !Jµd. 
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JS to 43 respectively. This increaDe in the number of relevant 
clauses was due to the fact that the first allocation of seats 
had been arbitrnry, whereas provision was made £or an increase 
in the number of members under certain conditions at future deli• 
mitatirms. The four succeedinu Commissions confined themselves 
to the assertio"n that they had been appointed under Section 41 of 
the princtpal. Act. A minor amendment was made to Section 41 
before the appointment of tho Seventh Con:nnistdon. (l.) The words 
nqutnquennial census" were deleted and the phrase ttcem:lUS rGfe:rred 
to 1.n para.graph {ii) of section thirty-four" substituted.. In 
addition, women voters woro to be taken into account in the 
. (2) 
redivision of any province into electoral districts. Certa:i.n 
further amendments ha.d been made to the relevant clauses p:d.or to 
the appointment of the Eighth Cow.mission. Under t.he Electoral 
(3) 
Laws Amendment Act, 1940, Section 4,0{1) was amended t.o read:-
1140(1} For the purpose of any division o.f the provinces 
i.nto electoral divieions, the quota or each province s:1all 
'be obtained by dividing the t,otal numbor of voters i.n the 
province as ascertained from an examination of the current 
votere' lists a.nd if the comniesion is appoi.nted in a year 
in which a biennial registration of voters is commenced• 
every list of voters which has been framed for the purposes 
of that biennial registration and has been revised and 
certified by the revising orf'S.cer in accordance with the 
provisions of the ilectoral Act, 1918 {Act No. 12 or 1918} 
as o.nended, by the number· of members of the House of Assemtly 
to be elected therein. tt 
The Act al&o stated that 
'tSe.ction forty-one or the South Africa Act, 1909, as a.mended, 
is hereby amended by the subati tut ton .fur the words 'same 
powers and proceed upon the same principles as are bf this 
Act provided in regard to the <>:riginal di.vision' of the 
words •rmwers and proceed upon tha principles set forth in (4,) 
soctions thirty-four, thirty-eight, thirty-nine and fortyt". 
More extensive changes were made under tho Electoral Quota 
Consolidation Act, 1942._ Sections 33 a..11d :34 were repealed ( 5) 
nnd Section l of the Act substituted a new Section 32 or the 





Under Section 2 of ffThe Census Amendment Act, 1935° (Act No. 
5 or l9J5} 
Under Section 2 of "The Electoral Quota Act, 1937n (Act No. 
21 of 19J7) 1 repealing Secti.on 3 0£ the "Women's E.nfranchise-ment Aettt (1\ct No. 1$ or 1930} 
Section 22 of the"Electoral La.we Amendment Act, 191.t.0" 
(Act No. 20 of 1940) . . (;) Section 4 of ttThe Electoral 
Section 23. Act No. 20 of 191+0 Quota Consolidation Act" 
(Act No. 10 of 1Qk7l 
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to the determination of the number of' members of the House of 
As:zembly to be elected in each Province and the division of the. 
Union into electoral divisions. Section 41 o! the South.Africa 
Act as o.mended above was deleted and the following new seetion(l) 
substituted:-
"41. ( l} In thia secti.on the expression t adult Union 
· nationals' means persons {whether males or females) or 
the age of twenty.one years or over who are Union 
nationals or deemed to be Union natlonals in terms of 
the Uni~n Nationality and Flags Act, 1927 (Act No. 40 
or 1927,. 
( 2) Ae St>on as may be after every census which the 
Governor-Genaral ... :1.n .. Council was obliged to cause to be 
taken in ten:na or section three or the Census Act, 1910 
(Act No. 20 of 1910), the G.G.in C. shal.l appoint a deli• 
mitation commission consisting of three judges of the 
Supreme Court ot South 1\frica, which shall divide oach 
province of tho Union into so many electoral divisions 
that their number bears; as nearly as poasiblet the same 
ratio to one hundred and fifty, as the number of European 
adult \!nion nationals in the province in question (as. 
ascertained by means of the said census) bears to the tota.1 
number of European adult Union na.tiona.la in the Union, as 
ascertained by means of the said census. 
('.3) In dividing a province in.to electoral divisions 
in. terms of sub .... section (2) the said comm:1.ssion. shall aot 
in accordance with the provisions of section 40." 
The Electoral Cuota Consolidation Act also consoU.dated 
legislation pertaining to the takil'1g of a census. The provisions 
regarding the tRking of a centJua throughout the Union in 19.ll and· 
from time to time thereafter for the purpoeea of delimitation of 
eloctornl divisions were set out in the Census Act, 1910.{2.} The 
census was to bo or· the population of' the Unicm and any other 
particulars whatsoever that might be prescribed by regulation. 
. . . 
The 7th May, 1911, wss appointed by the Oovernor ... 1eneral as the 
first census day. Act No. 1:5 o! 19lt provided for the taking 
of a censu:s in May, l91S, to be regarded as the quinquennial census. 
the next census to be taken in 1921. The Census, Delimitation 
E 
. (JJ 
and lectoral Act, 191+1 1 amended the Census Act of 19101 made 
special provision regarding the 19l~l census, defined the duties or 
(l) 
{2) , . ' 
Section 2 of "The Electoral Quota. Consolidation Act" {Act 
No. 30 of 1942) 
Act No. 2 of 1910 (3) Act No. 23 of 1941 
.,.~.·..,,, t ,#" .,,....,. ..... h .. 1 
t .... 
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the deli.mitation oommission appointed under Section 41 in respect 
(l) 
or persons so included, and made special provisions regarding 
the compilation of voters t lists under the Elec.toral Act of l9lS 
because or war conditions. '!'he Commiss:ton was to· tnlte i;1to 
consideration the number of European adult Union Nation.ala who 
had bean included in the census for each province in accordance · 
with tha provisions of section three of the Act, when determining 
. 
under e,ect:i.on J4 of the South Africa Act, the number of member.a 
of the Houee of Assembly to be elected in each such province.( 2) 
With the exception of sectionR two and thirteen, the Act waw to 
expire on the d&te fixed by the Oovernor-Oeneral. In 1942,(;} 
proviaior1 wna made £or ten-yearly censuses a.fter those taken in 
· tha years 191+6 and 1951. It t.ra.o theref'ore found necessary to 
legisla.te on the frequency of delimitations in 1952 tQ olarif.".y 
the position. The Eighth Commission, in view of these amend• 
ments• established that it was appointed under Section 41(2} 
as substituted by 3action 2 of the Electoral Quota Consolidation 
Act, 19i2, to carry out any redelimitation in terroa of Section 
4 of' the Ce~sus, Delimitation and Electoral Act 0£ 1941 and 
Sections J2,. 4C &'l.nd 41 (as amended) and Sect.ions :,a, 39 and 42. 
A further amendment was made to Section 40 in 191.6, (4) 
prior to the appointment of th, Ninth Commission, in that the 
words 11and if the eo:n.-nisaion ••• (Act No. 12 of.1918) as amended" 
were deleted. Similarly, the Electoral Laws Amendment Act• 19!i) 
substituted a new section for Section 41 of the South Africa Ac!~) 
so that the Te.nth Commission ware nominated 1.n terms of the 
provisions of Sections 32, J-,.0 and 41 as amended and sections )8, 





Clauses 38 to 42 inclusive of the Sou.th Africa Act cover 
Section 4 or Act No. 23 or 1941 {2) See p.~8 
Section 3 of Act No. 30 of 1942 
Section l of' "The Electoral Laws Amendment Aet, 1946" 
{Aot No. 10 of 1946) 
Section 1 of "The Electoral Lo.we Amendment Act, 1952" 
(Act No. 55 or 1952) 
See Appendix 5 
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the pro?isions for the actual delimitation of constituencies 
as di.stinot £?'om the provision regardinr the composition of the 
House of Aase~bly. (l} 'fhrae of the f1 ve clauses, ;8: :39 and 42, 
havQ undergone no amendment at all since the passage of the Aet. 
1rurthermoret sub-sections (2) and (3) of section 40 have undergone 
no change. The five factors listed under sub-section (J) of 
Section 40 consti.tute that part oi' the provittJions which afford 
the judicial commisoion tlle greatest discretionary power, an.d thty 
ho.ve been. maintained 1i/the same form and in the same ordar ne 
first brought up by the Drai"ting Committee at the National Conven• 
tt<JU on )rd November, 1908. It follows, therefore, that the 
am:endments made to these provisions have affecte<l only Sections 
40(1) and 41, which are concerned with the numerical aspect or 
the delimitations. 
(1) Covered by Section 32 as amended 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE APPLICATION OF THE NON-DISCRETIONARY PROVISIONS 
I J 
REGARDING THE DELIMITATION OF CONSTITUENCIES 
I f i 
The .first stage in the process of delimitation is the deter-
mlnation of the number of electoral divisions in each province. 
The provisions established under the Act in this regard remained 
in force until the Seventh Commission. A further change preceded 
the appointment of the Tenth Col'nr.lission. It is of intorest to 
estimate how far the rural bias in politics affected the determi-
nation of the basis for the allocation of scats. Under the New 
Zea.land Constitution, a rural bias revealed itaolf in two ways 
(1) prior to 1945. In the first place, there was a country quota, 
and in the second place seats were allocated according to the 
distribution of the total population. There was considerable { 
outcry when in 1945 statutory provision was made for a. change 
from the total population basis to that of the adult population. 
It is significant that this amendment was made at the same time· 
ae the country quota was abolished. 
The loading device was also found in the South Africa Aet, 
but without its natural concomitant of the total population basis. 
Such a bn.sis is in £act only equitable where the number of voters 
in each constituency bears a fairly even ratio to its total popu• 
lation, which conditions did not prevail in South ,\frica at the 
time of Union. The adoption of the adult population basis, as 
had been done in the Transvaa1( 2) and the Orange River Colony~)) 
probably represented concessiono to the English section of the 
population to secure their support in the cause of U~ion, being 
indeed a corollary of the "one vote one value" principle. In 




It first appeared in 18Sl to the equivalent or· an addition of 
33-1/J per cont to the country population. 
Section 1, Bchedule III, CD. 3250 
do., CD. 3526 
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population is envisaged. In two of tho original colonies., there 
was no colour har in regard to voter qualifications, but the in-
clusion. of the Native populat;i.on in the calculation of tho alloca-
tion of seat~ was not 2eriously considered, (ll though the framers 
or the Constitution had bcforo them the precedent ostablished by 
the Uni.ted Stntcu where reprosentnt:i.ves were to bo apportioned( 2) 
among the several states according to their respective number&, 
t;o be determined by "adding to the whole number of free persons ••• 
thr~e-fifths of all other personsff. (J) 
14) In 1936, th0 Cape Natives were put on a separate voters' rol, 
and in 11,ght of recont ottampts • tt io likoly that the saiµo prac-
tice will be followed with regard to Coloured voters. 3ince after 
1952, tha allocation or seats is on the basia of white reeiatered 
voters, anr incl.us ion or the Native population in thi.s calculation 
is clearly not envisaged, though one auggest:ton put forward con .. 
templates the inclu$1.on or tho Coloured voters in the caloulat1.on 
of the Union quota. 
Thi.s flrst step had bean covered for the first · delimitation 
by section )3 of t.he South Africa Act wh:tch gnvo 51 seats to the 
·cnpe, )6.to tho Transvaal and 17 to both the Orange Free State 
and Natal. Provision was made for an increase in membership; 
but there was to be no diminution theroin until tho number of 
members of the House of Assombly in respect of the four provinces 
reached 150 or until ten ycArs had elapsed ~fter the establishment 
of Union, whichever was the longer period. When the Second 
Cormnissi.on met, changes they might :m1ko in the allocation of 
members could involve only increases. The statutor}" provisions 
for a.11oc:ittons are round in Socticn 31,.., sub-sectionn (ii,l, (1i1} 
and (iv) • Thr:1 quota of tho Union had been fixed at 2 • 891 (;) and 
would so rema1.n subject· to amendment of the Act, in conformity 
with the provisions of Section 1;2. The number of the European 
male adults in each province as revealed by the preceding oensus 
was com12~~ed with the number of European r:1ale adults ::i~ ~t thG 
(l) There waa some d1ssatis£a.ctiol'l in the Cape over the omission 
0£ the Native population frol(!l.~hi~ldti.ti~X:J?i See p.26; 
Cape Hansard, 1909. r'j 7 IVeq..ning $laves ~- .. 
(2) Article ,J _ SiO~i .... 1t, •• S . . · ; _ .n:~ o,f: - /, 
( b.)~,ff~Jtl:'t'~"~bf•"ffat..,iv'es . ·ct··';, ct :·t·12 of 1936) 
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1904 censue. 'lbere an increase was shm1m 'Which was equal to 
the quota or any multiple thereof• an additional member or 
members was/were to be allocated. The 1911 census figures 
revealed a d.eorease in population in the Cape and Natal and 
increases in the Transvaal and the Orange Free State. No 
additional allocation could be made to the Free State until 
the population reached 52,036 and with the foa"mer two provinces 
protocted under the Act against any decrease, the only change 
in membership waa in regard to the 'l'ransvaal which acquired 
nintl additional members on the basis . aet out above, bringing 
her total up to 45. 
The Commission established that had the Union Quota or the 
' . ,-.._) 
\ elocto:rate been taken as the basis of represe.n.ta.til'm, the Cape 
figure would have remained at 51 whereas tho Transvaal 'ti'OU.l.d 
barely have reached 40. With a House of 1)0 members, if tbe 
allocation of members were made on the pritlciple of equal el!.iO-
toral areas. the number of representatives for each province 
would be 58 for the Cape, 45 for the Transvaal, 16 for the -Free 
State and 11 for Natal. · l'ho\l.gh there was equal treatment meted 
out to the four provinces in regard to the practical division 
of.' the constituenqiee, the Commission emphasised how the !'ounda-
tion.s upon which the system was built were numerically unfair, 
f 
which was ·an anomaly rrom the point of view of the principle be-
hind £ive ... yearly redistributions. 
The Third Delimitation Commission had to take int,o consi-
deration certain temporary provisions made with regard to the 
census taken on 5th Hay, 1918, which was to be regarded as the 
. (1) 
quinquennial census of 1916. The census was to include 
' all !i.turopean male adults dor:iiciled in tho Union at the date of 
the beginning of the war who we:re on a.oti.ve service. ( Z} The 
(5) from provioua page: Section 31.,, sub-so~~1on d li) • Ar~i:~: nt by dividing the number of European mt}..l.e au s aa a· 
1901., census by the number of members in the House of Assembly 
in 1909. . p 1 i Act" {Act No. 15 of "The Electoral Censtus Further · rov s on 191g:) s~et-t~!t 2(4), Act No. 15 of 1918 
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Director of Census estimated that he had not· got more than. halt 
the Europenn male adults contomplated in thie-:i provision. He 
apportioned to tho various provinces lS,~78 but 4,703 could not 
be traced, so it was left to the Delimitation. Commission to deter-
mine the process or allocation• it" any, to the different p:rtovinces. 
The Commisa1on felt, however. that they were bound by the statu-
tory provisions aa to their powers and duties, whit-:h laid down 
that Europtan male adults in the regular forces on full pay were 
to he oount,ed in the census ( l} - which represented a departure 
from Section )/+(vii) 0£. the Aet; but the South Africa A.et also 
stat6:d that the aensus was to diselose the European male adults 
'
11n eaeh province" 1 and as the latrter fact was missing tlith re-
gard to the 4,703, the latter were left out of the Comtnissionts 
cn;teulntions. Their inclusion would have had the effect or the 
allotment or one further member to the Transvaal.. While Cape 
figures still represented a decrease upon those of 1901..,, Trans-
vaal incl:6eaaos of '39 ,.505 European male adults since 1904 entitled 
the lat.tor to 49 memb1ers. The National Convention had never 
enviaa~ed. one ot' the Provinces losing 15,91,l. of its European 
male adq_lts as the Cape had done in seven years.. This loss had 
operatod with peculiar hardship upon the Capo 1 as even its :re.-
duced numbers oi' 1911 were suffici.ent to give. it 51 members on 
the basis ot the Union quota. There were no means of redress 
or C~pe inequality until the total or tha members of the Rouse 
0£ Asser:;bly was 150 or unless Parliament exercised its powers 
under Section lS2 of the South Africa Act. The Commission felt 
that; it was likely that the Orange Free :Jtate would secure addi-
tional membership at the next delimitation, but this did not 
prove to be the case, and a.t the fourth de,1.imitation, :tor the 
third time the 'I'ransvaa.l a.lone secured add:1 t iiinal Ll'l.e&1bersh:tp' 
bringing up her total to 50. The latter province needed only 
( l} The Electoral Di vi siona Redelimitaticn A.mendmerit Act 
(Act No. Jl or 1918) 
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369 1:'!uropean male adul rs to entitle her to the a.rune number or 
members as the Cape. 
at 13;. (l) 
The compoa:i.tion of the House then stood 
On the calculations of the Fifth Commiaslon; the membership 
of the Hou:'ie was increased to 148, which was the largest increase 
to be made at any single delimitation. For the first tima the 
Transvaal.. wM.ch acquired 5 addit:tonal seats, was not~ t,ht! only 
roctpien.t. of t1ddit:i.onal representativ.as, for seven s,eats were 
allotted to the Cape and · on~ t'o t.he Orange Free .Stat~e. It seemed 
probable that the l'!!1aximum co:mpoatticn of the House 1,muld be reached 
at the £ollowtng dt;tl.imitation. 
When the maximum membership was reached in 19)2, two of the 
prov1.nces experie~ced a diminution or their original membership. 
Natal and tho Orane;e Free Sta:t':e wore redu.ced to 16 members each, 
while 61 were allotted to the Cape and 57 to the T.ransvaal. 
Sect.ion 33 had been interpreted by the Commissioners in ouch "' · 
way that~ no province had its original membership l"educed until, .the 
maximum hav.ing been reached, re-allccation was impossible in any 
other way. .From this tir.ie ,mwards • the upward trend or popula-
tion in .one pro vinoe wao · bound to have ropercussiotts in some or 
all of the other protinces who would be callad upon to sustain 
a loss to counter an increase in meraberahip elsewherr;,. ·1 
• a·J,J 
With this development, the r.ea.son for the retention or the ----
provincial boundary lines in the scheme of delimitation no 
longer hold good. Tho calculations underteken by the aeventh 
Commission differed from those of its predecessors owing to the 
amendment of Section 31 .. of the principal Aet t { 2 ) to read that 




Cape 51; Nn.tnl l?, ·rransvaa.l 50; Orang0 Free State 17 
Section 1 of "The Electoral Quota Act, 1937" {Act no. 21 or 
1937) 
In terms. of Section 4l ( 1) · of the South. A.ft·ica Act as 
amended, the expression 'tadult Union Nationalsn means persons., 
whether male or £om.ale, of the age of 21. or over who are 
deemed to be Union Nati.onals in terms of Sect:i.on 1 of the 
Union Naticmaltty and Flags Act• 1927 
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moles and tamales, as ascertained at the 1936 eensus, should 
£orm the baa is of their esJ,oulations. Under the South Africa 
Act all European mEi.le adults, i.ncluding aliens, but excludi11:g 
members of British garrisons and naval personnel., had been counted 
in the calculat.ion, whereas after 1937. aliens were to be omitted. 
'l'he 1936 Cons us figures inel.uded Walvls Bay and. the Islands. 
The total or Eu:rop0D.n adult Union Nationals under hhe 1936 Census 
was 1,114,.598 and. thtl diviaion of' this figure by 150 gtwe a Union 
quota of' 7,431, in terms o.f the def'initiori contained 1.n Section 
)1+ of the 8outh Africa Act, a.s emended by the electoral Quot,'.J. Act, 
l937. , By dividing tho numbe.r of European adult Un:tcm Nation,a1s 
in each province by 7,431, the resultant quotient was the number 
of' members to the House of Assembly to which each Province was 
entit,led. On this basis, the Cape lost two members givin.g a 
final figure of 59), 'l'ra.nsvaal gains brought its tot.al to 60 from. 
57 a.nd for the flr5t time the Transvaal representation tJxceeded 
that or the Cape. The Natal numbor$ remained static• the third. 
seat the 'fr•a:nsvaal gained being at the expense: of the Oran.ge Fr~o 
State. Thi.s was the first delimitntion at wh:ich nQ extra seats 
were availahlG for distribution, but gains in ona province had to 
be balanced a;a.inst losaas eli.;ewhero, so that alt,erations :following 
re-allocations would ~oe twofold, The three sea.ts allocated to 
Native Representati ve~1iera not included in the calculati.ons. 
The Eighth Commission established that tho Transvaol had 
shown a considerable tne:rea~) and was allott.ed four extra seats 
at the expense of the Cape and the Orange Free State, who lost 
three and on.e respectively. 
The Ninth Commission reported that the same trend was evident 
as under the previous Commission. The Transvasl had a gain 0£ 
two seats at the expense of the Cape a.nd the Orange Free State. 
who both 1.oat one seat. The Commission was in agreement with its 
predecessors that the 646 European adult Union Nationals of Walvis 
(l) Section l.3(b) "Representation of Natives Act, 1936n (Act 
No. 12 of 1936) · 
NPrtov1
1n1e!0al !1iguTres as a.t the 1. 9!1-l census were: - Ca~e . lt64 175. , aa . . .1 ,3o; ransvaal 523,071; O.F.s. 111 903 ot"l' • 
... • 2 29, 53 O ' • • Cl, 
-'-" \ ,it j 
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Bay should be included with the Cape figures, but on this ocoi~1on 
t.heir inolusion did not affect the allocat.ion of seats in any way. 
Under the.Fifth Cormnission, there was the anomalous situation o.f 
th1s small number of Union Nationals involving the difference of 
one aaat to the Oa..pe Province. 
In determining the division of the 150 seats between the 
.four ?rov1nce~, the Tenth Commissi.on n.ot only had to excludf.? those 
seats allocated to 1;ha Nati vs Representatives but also thcH3e allo-
cated to South West Africa. (l) The quota of .seats was to be deter-
mined as under Section 41 of the South Africa Act ati amended .. {
2
) 
By 1949, ()} the t.erm 11 Union National tt wa.s obaol~te .• and the Union 
quota w.na now to be arri.ved at by dividing the total number of 
whi ta votern as shown in .tha eu:rrent voters' lists• diily corrected 
to the latest possible date, by 150. The eurront voters' lists 
I 
wor.e defined as thoso prepared undet" the provisions or the Elec-
{ 4j , 
toral Consolidation Act · nnd corrected from. ti.me to time in tel'.ll,i.:i 
of section 18 of that Aet, as amended.( 5) The Conmlisaion ascet-
tained from tha Secretary for the Interior, in his ea.paclty G/3 
Ch1~f E,lectora1 Officer, that the lista had been correctod up to 
)0th April, 1952, and that the lists to 30th May could not be 
duly corrected before the end of August. Whereupon, the Cornmis-
si.on accepted 30th April, 1952 as the latest possi.ble date · fo.r 
the corrected current voters' 11.stn, and this was the figure upon 
The total number or white 
voters in the Vnion was 1,;J9.ao2, which gave a Union. quota of 
10,265.35. On this baa is, the Cape was allotted 514' seat a, Natal 







"South \:lest Africa Affairs Arnendmen.t Actn (Act. No. 23 of 1949) 
By Section l of "The Electoral Laws Amendment Act of 1952" 
(Act No. 55 of 1952) 
"The South African Citi'lenship Act, 194911 (Act No. 44 of 1949} 
ttThe Electoral Consolidation I.ct, 1946'1 (Act No. l1-6. of 1946} 
By Section g of ''The Electoral Laws Amendment Aot, 1948" (Act 
No. ;o of 1948) and Section 2 of Act No. 55 of 19;2 
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'1.'ho ma.in reason. offored fo:r no longer having delimitation 
tied up with the census was that delimitations hnd taken plae~ 
over o. yes.r after each census was he1!11o that the figures re-
. (2) 
vealed wer0 not nufficient,l y up ... to-date. Cr:tticisn1 was aimed 
at the change in view of t;ht1 fa.ct that there was always a lag 
between actual registrations on the roll a.nd the number of adult 
If .i r.t . 1 • () ) 'Ii.A \.ln en nations a i.n any area .so that .tho inaccuracy undor tu.a 
new system would b, even greater. Former Commissions had prov1 ... 
ded statistics showing discrepancies between census figures and 
the number of p~ople registered as voters, (4) and had found tha 
e,rplanation in faulty regif4trat:lons • accepting the assurance of 
the Director ot Census that such big mistakes could not have been 
made in the census figures. 
On the assumption t.h&t t.he census figures were the more 
accurate, an al.l(t)cation of soats baaed thereon would be more 
equitable. Some saw in these provinions a major departure f t-ou1 
the South Africa Act~ »'rhl":! Union quota. still exists in the Srruth 
Africa Act~ but. for al1 p:rac.t1cal pm:-poaes :tt ~h;!;ls lapsed." { 5) 
The nmend.ment fixed the quota not on a Un1.on basi.s but on a pro• 
vine:t&l baa.is at one step, since previously the Union quota had 
been based on population figures as reveal.ad 'by the preceding 
census, whereas it was the provinci.al quota which was established 
on the basis of th.e voters t rolls. 
amendment,, 1;he only distinction between the method of establishing 
the Union end Provincial quotas wa.s that only· white voter a .figured 
in the former cnlculation, whereas for the latter, in the case of' 




Golumn 6763, 1952 Hansard (2) cf. 1951 census figures with 
t,he number of voters in the 1953 General inaction. 
Column 676fs. 1952 Hansard 
See Fourth ~el. Com. Repo1"t, p. 4. In the Transvaal. exclu-
ding the Rand and the six Pretoria seats, there were at this 
da.te 106 voters for every 100 male aduJ ts. In the Orange 
!i'ree St.~te_ country dist~iats1 t~ere werl!ia 102: S3 voters for 
each 10\~ qualified adults. l.n ... he Ca.pe, only 75.44 per cent. 
of the European male adults in the Peninsula were registered 
as voters while regiztration figures for tho remainder of 
the Cape embraced 96.89 per cent. of the European male adults. 
Column 7476, l9t;2 Ha.ns~rvt 
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degree o.f difference between the two quotas in each provinco would 
depend upon the number of Coloured voters therein and the extent 
to which the number of voters exceeded the multiple of the number 
or seats allotted to it. (l) 
In support of the change it can be said that it :iimplif'ied 
the procedur~ to base all c~lculationa on th9 voters' rolls, and 
did not constitute so drastic a departure from pri.nciple, since 
the Unir:n quota was baaed on the nu.Inber of Europesn adult r.ialee 
and later Union nationals, both male and female, and not the total 
population. The number of South African citizens nearly approxi-
mates to the number of white registered voters. The latter ex-
ceeded the f(.)rmor at; t.he 1953 General Election, being bused on 
more up-to-date figures than the 1951 census. 'the process by 
which the Union quota was determined involved no exerci3e of 
dlscrotion, but was a matter of pure mathematical calculation. 
This was also the case with rog:ard to the determination of the 
!our ~rovincial quotas. 
Under Section 39 of the .Sonth Africa. Act, the commissions 
ware tc divide each province 1.nto electoral di visions• ea.eh re-
turning one member. 'l'he first step in effecting this division 
'U- - r h { 2 ) was to entabJ.Wh a quota or eac province, nby dividing the 
total number or voters in the prorlnce, as ascertnined at the 
last registration of voters-, by the number. of members or the 
House or Assembly to be elected therein". Tho word "European" 
does not occur :!.n tho orovisions t'er,arding tho Provincial quQta 
i~ view of·the fact that in two o.r the colonies, Mon-Europeans 
were to be ·round on the common voters' roll.()} 
When the first Commission met they considered the best 
method of carryinit out the provisions of the Act with p9.rticula.r 
reference to section 39 and 40. To ascertain the quota raised 




The Provincial quotas of the four provinces as at the Tenth 
Delimitation were l·ransvaal 10,193; Natal 10.477; O.F.S. 
10 1 509; Cape 11,132 
Section 40(1) or the South Africa Act, 1909 
cf. method of arriving at Union quota 
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ffthe total number of vote.rs ••• as ascertained at the last regia-
trat1on of voters". The la.ck or uniformity of conditions in the 
four provinces made this difficult and pi"'ovented. absolute accur~Jcy 
boi.ng achieved. In the Cape and the ·1·ransvaal • a registration 
had just been complat,ed before the Comrnission met. The register 
in foree tn the Oranee;-iti ver Colony was t,hat .of 1907 which had 
'been declared dfif ecti v& and ob5olete. 'l'he now r&gister :res11lti.ng 
from tlie first hiermi,al r~gistretion was not C<'Hnpleted until 
Au1&ust. 1 191tJ and. tl:e judges dtsmissed as lmprscticablt'J the idea 
cf poetprmine the !Starting-point of their wo.rl(, but -intimated 
their w:i.sh to get the results of thc1. new :reeistration as soon as 
possiblA. The n~w regi.ster ev~ntually revealed that no material 
changes tn the::tr "tecom.11endations seemed raquiEJite. .It ah.owed an 
inc:reaFSe of 2, COO voters which would have ra.i.sed the quottt by 
120 voters. T. h,., '.':fi,.,t:"1 1· b i t "' I'/,, uff> reg Ster was a recent one' . ut ' naccura e 
and unsatisf actnry. A new list; was hu.rriedly completed by tae . 
. "'"' 1 . {l} ndddle OJ.· uecember,, but its reau ts were remarkable. 'I'h.e 
Comm.i$:sior1 felt. thllt if all unqualified persons ha.d been elii,;.iaated, 
tho total would have been c6nn;tders.bly redu.ced. So as with the 
Orange H.i vet> Colony; while the Commission did not ign·oro the new 
register, it. was not thought necessary t<.> change their former 
reco:mn:u:mde~tions. Ir the :f'ranchise for the Cape had b~en the samfl 
~s elsewhere, the quota w.ould have been su.batantial.ly higher. :f'he 
Comr.ljissS.t)n th1.:ni proc$eded. to set out the respective quotas{ 2 ) ae 
established by th1;im on the basis of nection l,1,0• showing t.he minimum 
and. mru:.::l.mum fir.;ures permissible .f<,r the respective provincial aon-
stituerH::ies on the basin of «' doparture from quota to tht~ axtent 
-· 
(1) P. 5, First Delimitation Cornmissi,(.m Report (2} p.11. ditto 
Mini.mum Quota Maximum 
C;apt, • • • " .. ,. .. ·· 2, 3·r1.·· 2;791 'J-210 
Tr.:mavaal • • • . " .. 2,JO$ 2,715 3:122 
rratal . . ~ • • • • •• 1,400 1 t.47 1,$91+ ... .. 
Orange River Colony ... l,t311 2,lJl 2,1..,51 
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of fifteen per cent. either way. The figures rangtld from a 
quota of 1,64.7 for Natal to one of. 2,791 for the Cap{,\, which 
ree,ul.ted in a differ<ince of 1,761 votars between the moat 
haav1ly looded Cape seat, Capo Town (Castle), a.nd Zululand di vi... ). 
,t if IJJ t 1 i \. i.,. b . 1 d i th ,. . . 1 . . ( l) 1.{ s ... on .1.n .~a a w t1i. tuo iggest un · oa, n e J.atter p:r.ov nee. · 
Under the First, Delimitation Commission the Provincial 
quot;.rn had in every oa.se b0sn below the Union quota, whereas at 
the second dolimitation thnt of the Cape exceeded it,, while t.he 
Transvaal ?rovinciul quota ha.d decret;ised by 15fl. 1f.h<l quota at 
the Cape and :in the T.r.ansvnal h!:ld at. the first genc:ral election 
been very similar. These discr~paneies iu 1913 were caused by 
the two different methods of a.rr:i.ving at the quotao, and from 
the mere statistical ~oint of view, r0presente,d unfair tr·aatrnent 
of the Cape electorate. While there had been an increase in 
the number of regist~red vot6rs in the Cape exceading one-third. 
of the eorres';?ondi.ne :i.ncreRSt'L in th\S Trans:vac1l, because of a de-
crcas<-1! in the Cape tn the number of European male ad.ults to an 
&xtant of 15, 91.1, no new soat.s hnd bt1~n rec Qi ved as agai.nst the 
TrDnsvaal nine. The quota o.f! Nata.land the Orange fi'rae State 
stood at l,729 and 2,342 respectively. 
Una.er the Third Delimitation Corr.n:ission, the fS.gures used 
were those of the registered votera at the registration or' 1919 
in ·eaeh provi.nce. Increases had been made in each Provincei:on 
the number of voters on which the second delimitation wa~ based.( 2) 
The number of representatives allocated to the Cape had remained 
stationary since 1910,. whilst Transvo.nl members had increased 
from 36 to li9. This fa9tor accounted for the great increase in 
the quota of the Caps as compared with that of the Tre.nsvaal •. 
The Transvaal quota in· 1919 st_ocd l\t 2,869 and that of the Cape 
(3) 
at 3,655. The Electo!"al Act, 1918, SOtlght to impose more 




See pp. 28 and 4li F'lrst Del. Cmn. Report 
The increases on 913 figures were Cape 37, S49, · Transv,aal 
25,52.9,. Natal 3,572 and the Orange Free State 7,665. p.11, 
Third Del. Com. Report 
Tho Electoral Act, 1918 (Act No. 12 or 1918) 
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called upon to deeide whetht1r !he n1ast reg,.stration of voters" ( l.) 
implied the biennial ragistra.tion or that regi.stration aa amerided 
... b}7 supplementary registration .. It was determined that the bian-
nial rogiatration list.a which carno iuto force on 1st August, 1921 
nnd the s1-tpplementary registrati.on' lists which came :i.nt.o force 
on 12th August. 19i22 should forra the baais of the delimitation. 
The four _provinces had shown an increaoe in the number of 
their regiotared voters. Tho Capo Provincial quota exceeded 
that of the Transva5d by over 1,oco, and that of Natal showed a 
consid~ra.ble decreatH~ on the 'rranavaa.1 figure, whereas the quotas 
of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State more nearly a.pproxi ... 
d .h ( 2 ) "' C t> l f mato tine a.not. or.. ::he oromiasion ""a t, that these igures 
called for an inquiry into the reasons £or the discrepancies 
between the quota of, the Cape and the Transvaal, and found the 
:reasons lay in seviaral factors .. They estimated-that four-fifths 
of the dtfference wus due to the inclunion in t,he Cape of l+l ,086-
non-European voters. On the other hand, the Cape franchise ,ms 
restt"icted by qualifications and, in the rrrunsvaal, there was a 2 .4:: 
higher registration of European adult males es voters. 
'l'he Fifth Delimitation Comuiiesion confined thcir;sol vcs t.o , 
set,ting out the various quotas without further co:m.m.ent thereon. 
By· 192g, the Cape quota .5tood at .3,381, Natal at 2,259, the Trans-
vaal at 2,506 and the Orange Free State a.t ~,641. The Sixth 
Delimitation Cor!liiliseion hafted thoi.r calculations on t.he 1931 regis-
tration, and because o.:C' th'l loss of one seat each by rlatal and the 
Orange Free State their reopcctive quotaa'showed a considerable 
increaser Natal ts ris:1.rig t;o 2,832 and that of the latter Province 
to.3, 145. The two remaining quotas also represented an increase 
on 1928 fleurot;, and the difference between the highest and lowest 
figures was around 700. In the Cape and the Free State, which 
sustained a decrease in ropresentat:i.on in the House of Assembly 
) 
(l) Section 40, South Afric~ Act 
(2} Cape 3,S6J; Natal 2,035; Transvaal 2,824; O.F.S. 2,8S4 
' I 
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in 1937, the provincial quotas under the Seventh Commission 
were the highest, that of the Free State even exceeding the ~ ..... 
Cape quota, whereas the Natal and Transvaal figures were almost 
the same, a.nd over 1. OOC, less than the two higher figures. ( l) 
The fom ... quotas were double those of the preceding Ccimmis:.don 
. ( ;: ) 
on account of the inclusion of worn(~n voters in tho calculation. 
The issue o.f the meaning behind the phrase "as a.scertaiued 
at the last ro.giutration of voteratt was re-oponed by the Seventh 
In t~king into account the supplementary li~ts, 
the Commission arri.ved at the sarr;e conclusion as the Fourth 
Co111';liszion. The main lists uaed were those of voters enrolled 
in the 1935 biennial registration along with combineri January, 
193 7 sup:,leri1enta:ry lists. ( 3 ) These latter lists incorpox•ated 
the previous three supplementary registration liet::1, which came 
into operati()n on 15th ~<.arch .. All voters whcse naraes had been 
removed un to and including r;,a:rch, 1937 were excluded. 
Wi.th thC? Eighth Commission, t.he current voters' lists 
ware deemed to be the 1941 main lists and the January; 1942 
supplementary voters' lists es adjusted by returns reoaived 
up to and including l1ay, 1942~ As at 1942• the Cape quota 1t1a.a 
( 4} 
considerably larger than that of the other throe provinces, 
between wh:i.ch there was no great disparity, and. this was largely 
due to the inclusion of 43,093 Coloured voters. lf the Coloureds 
had not been taken into consideration, the Cape provincial quota 
would have been a,135. '£he Cape lost three seats under the 
Eiehth De.lioitation, while its quota was fixed a.ta figure ex-
ceeding that of any other Province by about 1,000, due to the 
fact that the Coloured. voter.s were not counted for the purpose 
of the allotment of seats. Although there was a non-European 






Cape,. 7,077; Natal, 5,850; Transvaal, 5,996; O.F.~. 7,321 
Act No. 21 or 1937 
Supplementary lists completed at four-monthly intervals 
in the months of January, }L~v and SP.ptember 
Cape, 8,905; Natal 7,515; Transvaal, 7,956; O,F'.3. 7,846 
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In establishing the quota at the ninth delimitation, the 
cm~rent voters' lists were rega:i:·ded to be the list a framed in 
1946 and amended by the electoral officers, under the provisions 
of the 1nectoral Co:nsoli.d!Jti.on Act, (l) up to and includ_ing May, 
1947. '!'he figures for the Provincial quotas showed an all-
round incroasa. The lowest quota waa again that of Natal, with 
S, 4.02 registered voters, and the Cape was aga.in tho highest with 
9,508 regiotered voters. The Tranavaa1 nnd the Oran~e Free State 
had. quotas of 8,769 and 8,909 respectively .. So between the maxi-
mum quota for t,he CaJ;le and the minimum quota for Natal there was 
a difference of 3,792. The Ten.th Commis.s}on considered that tbe 
30th April lists duly corrected shcmld be accepted as the "'Current 
Voters' listsn. The figures for the 'l'ransvaal and the Orange 
Free ~tate tallied with those used for the calculation of the Union 
quota, whereas int.he Cape and Natal the figures were tncre.ssed 
. by the addition of Coloured voters numbering 47,008 and 1,190 
respectively. Increases ,:>n the respect! ve 1947 quotas ranged 
from 1,424 to 2,075. As at 1952, the maximum limit was 12,802 
in the Cape and the minimum wns the Transvcu1l' o 0,665, a. diffe-
( 2) rence of 4,137. 
Though the manner of arriving at the Provincial quota. has 
undergone no chsmge since 1910, the Provincial qucto. itealf has 
boen considerably affected by changes made to the Eloctoral Laws 
{J) (4,) 
in 1930 and 1931. At the National Convention, no uniform 
franchise could be agreed upon. The South Africa Act provided 
that Parliament could prevcribe the qualifications for voters 
under certain conditions, but until such time, the laws prevailing 
in the tour colonies were to remain in force. In the 'rransvaal 
and Oro.ng,e River Colo!ly th<'re was European 1/ianhood suffrage, while 





Scc;;ion 1$ of Act No. 46 of 1946 
The 1952 Provincial quotes:- Cape 11,132; Natal 10,477; 
Tra.nsvai1l 10, 193; O.F.S. 10,509 19JO) 
Section 1, "Women's Enfranchisement Act, 1930:, (Act No, 18 of/ 
Section 1, "Franchise Laws Amendment Act, l9Jl" {Act No. 41 
of 1931) 
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qualif.iest1.on nnd educnt,.on test. In 1930, al~white women 
were enf.rAnchis~d, and thi.s had to be countered in the following 
year by providing for· full Eu.rope an .adult, eu.ffra.pe to raise male 
rights to t~ho same level. '!ha property qualifieatlon, .however, 
still remained .tor the Coloured voters. · The Electoral re~istar 
was more thf:ln doubled :Ln 1930/1931, and tba ratiio be.tween white 
and non ... white voters increased. The tfomen ts Enfranchisement 
Act of 1930 stated that women who were registered Ets voters were 
not to be taken i111,o account in the rod1 v1.sion of any provinae 
into electoral di viaions. ( l) In 19:37, ( 2 ' this provision was 
repealed; and at thB seventh delim.itatlon which followed the 
Coimnissionere dealt: w:tth Provinctal quotas which had doubled. in 
number. 
The followin:;; table ~ihovrn the number of r.egi~torad voters 
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hand and in thG Transvaal and Natal on t,he other. 
The natural increase in population and the fix:i.ng of' a 
maximum tnembership for the House of Assembly has resulted in 
the i.ncr~ase in the provincial quota .figures J as the prec,3tiing 
remarks reveal. In both 1910 and 1953, the Cape quota was 
the highest.. The anomaly of' a considerably higher Cape qu.ota 
would be removed by putting the Coloured voters on a separate 
roll. This disparity had repercussions in the application of" 
Section 40( J), in that the. more e:xt.ensi ye Cape ru.ral districts 
required 1,000 more voters than rural divisions in the other 
thr8e provinces. 'I'he proVisions of the. Act relating to the 
determinat1.on of the Union and Provinc1 al quotas cloarly did 
(l) 
(2) 
Section 3. 11Woroen's Enfranchisement Act, 1930n (Act No. lg of 
1930} 
Section 2, "Electornl Quota Act, 1937n (Act, No. 21 of 1937) 
J 
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not ll!nvlaage the oliminati0n of the provincial boundaries, 
which inie:ht have given a more equitable result generally. 
In considering the allocation of seats and tho dotermina-
~ r h ' 1 1 1 u '* 1 (l} tion o t e prov.~nc a quotas s nee n.on, certain popu ation 
trends came to light. Prom the holding of the Third Commiesion 
in 1919, there is already evident the tendency which is to mark 
future delimitationri, of tho influx of' voters into the same 
urban settler.:ents :.rhich represent so sr:iall a portion or the 
actual territory of the country. ?1tich com:1isoion wa:; to be 
faced with the problem of deciding whether to spread the voters 
out or to grant ~n additionc:.l scat to such areas. The recent 
devalopmnnt of the ernnge Pree 3tate Goldfields provided anothor 
magnet for population in sparsely populated areas. In 1932, 
it was shown thnt there had ber,n a large increase in the numbers 
of voters re~istered in ~rban and quasi-urbun divioions, while 
in the country divisions th(jre had been a small increase or e,en 
n decrease. In tho Transvaal, tho urr .. an and quasi-urban con• 
stituencie~J of the '!itwatersrand area and .Pretoria had increased 
their voting strength from 7C,224 to 8$,19S and the 29 rural 
seats had increased from 67,635 to 75,228. Fieures showing the 
average increase for the town and country divislons clearly indi-
(2) cate this po:i.nt. Four of the five new seats allotted to the 
Cape and tho Transvaul in 1932 went to urban and quasi-urban 
divisions. Sacrifices in the country areas were ma.de in Natal 
and the Orange Free 3tate. 
The lirhth Commission observed that there had been a substan-
tial inct'ease in the number of European adult Unlon Natiorw.l 
voters on the precedinr. Commission's figures. 'l'hi2 increase was 
chiefly confined to the large urban areas, there having been no 
notable increase of voters in the rural areas, 1:P1d ln fact, in 
many CQ$OS 1 there had been deore~ses. Populetion trends in the 
Cape we:re such that in addition to the three seats which were 
( l} The word "population'' used in the meaning given to it by the 
fir·st Delimitation Commission i.e. "electoraten, when Reports 
referred to. 
(2) Capa 609:199; Natal 596:302; Transvaal 691:261; Grange 
Free State 763:78 
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lost to the, Transvaal which had to be taken from tho rural divi-
si.ons, a fu1~ther rural seat had to be e11.minated as the Cape 
Peninsula warranted an addit;ional seat. There were approximat~ly 
3,0CO surplus voters in both Port Elizabeth and East London which 
had to be given off, rmd in oach case the boundaries cir the urban 
electoral area were curtailed • In the 'l':ranevae.\l • th(i Rand required 
. 
six new divisions and Pretoria onej so three rural .seats had to 
be eliminated t.here. Natal acquired a new se.:ni-urb11n constit\1.ency 
north and west of the city at tho e:xponee of another area ~:md, 
in the Oranee FreE~ :3tate t the boundaries of the two urlHan seats 
of Bl0emfontein were curtailed. 
The Ninth Oom!'lisnion cOmMt.!nted on the substanttal lncreases 
made i.n the Pretoria urban P.rea and the ~1it;1 1atersrand over 194'1 
figu:rae, whereas the erowth of voting strength in the ruralo was 
less marked and, in snme cases, even fell below the 1942 figures. 
'l'he Tenth Commission, too, commented on the fact that the 
increase in the number.of voto:rs 1n rural araas d:i.d not keop pa,ce 
with the increase tn the cities. They drew special Ht;tention 
to the·complications ;irising because of the Lrregular increases 
as between .tho different areas. The increase in the number 0£ 
voters in ce:rt~,in rural areas was much larger than i.n others 
and in the case of the cities, the new areas showed. a large in-
crease while in the older areas, t.ha increase was only slight 
t i. . 1 • 11 (l} Th 1 d h d or · t1ere was no ncrea.se a~: a • e :r pre ecessors a 
revealnd t,hat, in the Transvaal, thnre had bonn t:;1. drop :3..n votfng 
strength in only six rural divisions. Jn eleven, a substantial 
lncrease was sho-wn, while :Ln the rema:l ni.ng eight, increases varied. 
from 5.0 to 300. 
It has naturally followed that the number of rural seats 
ho.s decreased in accordance ns thf:-}re was A.n increase in the 
number of' urban voters. By the time of the Fifth Commission, 
there were 18 urban or quasi-urban as against 40 rural divisions 
in the Cape, 26 urbnn and 29 rural di visions in the 'fransvaal 
{l) te•tk Del. ~oa. neport, para ;j4, p. ~. 
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and 6 urban and J.1 rural Sf".'*ats tn M~tr1l. By l953t(l} the balance 
w,:u:i weight.ad mo.ro in favour of the urban popul.ation. In the 
Ca.p(~, therG v1aro 22 urban as n.gainst 3 2 rural seats. In the 
Transvaal, ther4;, ware 11-; urban and 2'j~ :rural divisions and :i.n Natal, 
li urban as against 7 rural seats, while in tho predominantly 
rural Free State, thore were only 2 purely urban seats (2 i and 
11 rural divisions. 
From 1926 to 1949, at. which year dev~loproent o.f the gold-
field.s was in progress wit,h rt1suJtant influxes of population, 
the European populat.icm in the Free State had been more or less 
atatirmary i hut as .from 1st;. Ja.nuary, 1950, two new. r:nagisterj.al 
dintricts of OdendH.alarus a.nd Bultfontein were created and a new 
town. Welkom, astnhliahed near Cdcndaalsrus. The gold-rninin.g 
development on the lland had been largely responsible for the 
weight of population bei,1g moved from the Capo to the 1'ranevaal. 
Under the 1911 census, 42.91_.. per cent. of the total populati<.>n 
was in the Cape. but by 1946, thi3 area contained only J5.5 per 
cent. of the total pop1 .. i1ation, ir1he:.rean Tr~m .. :ivaal figures rose 
from 28.J per cent .. in 1911 to 37.51 per cent. in 1946. 
bas been very little change throut;hout in the natal figures. 
Some explanation of those trends hao been offered by the 
Ninth Commission. ?rotagon1.sts of he;rvy loading on the tm·ms 
accepted tha explanation that the voting strength of the rural 
areas had drifted to ond boen absorbed by the towns. '1'he ifatio-
rwlist Party, whose m(lin support derives from the rural popula-
tion, has observed thnt its supporters a.re dri.ft:i.ng more and more 
int<) thf:i: urban a.rerrn and in rogard to the Cape Colony, they claim 
·that this trend has rosulted in their win~ing seats n~~rer to 
the hen.rt of thl1 c:i. ty than evor before. In frn~ine their deli-
mi tlltion plans fen" the tenth delimitation, they anticipated 
furthtt::- influxes of this nature and the probable effect on. the 
-----------------~-----------·------~--------------------
(1) l'entn .uel. ~Olli. neport, paras ~:, a.net ~6, p. ~/10. 
(2) !Di1., para ~?, p. 10. 
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two elections to be foueht; on that plan. In support of_ this 
assertion, they contested aeot.s which had hitherto be<i."!fl unopposed 
United Party seats. Tern Ninth Com1ission, however, held tha 
oxplanatlon of.' thee.e trends la.yin tho fact that a general increase 
in the number of ree;isterad voters throur.:hout th!:? Union h,·:H3 had 
tho r0sult of s1.1bstantially increasing the Provincial quota for 
each affixec number of House of Asser.ibly seats. (l) In 194'7 this 
meant, i.n the case of' the Transvaal, that an extra 813 registered 
voters were needed in each constituency to maintain the previous 
percentage of londine or unloading. 
There were but few instances of exceptions to thi.s genere"l 
trend. In 1932, there had been a very abnormal increase in the 
rural constituency of 13eohuana.1and in the Cape, nnd a striking 
feature of the 1923 delimitation was tho decreaae in the number 
of registered voters in the great urban centres as compnred with 
the 1919 delimitation. This circur.istance wtul exploirrnd to ~..tme; 
extent by the fnct that though the population had tncreased in 
the Cape Poninsula, the Randi Durban and Protoria, there were 
less voters in ench caae, and tho number of divisions in the 
Cape Ptminsula was rodu.ced from 10 to 9. In the country districts 
of the Trannvaal and th'l Orange. Fre~ State, as in 1919 but to a 
lesser e::.-<:tont, tho voters exceeded the qualifted adult male popu-
lation a.cco.rding to the census, so t.htJ.t faulty :reg1.stra.tion of'f'-
sat to a small extent the effects 0!' the trend of population to 
the urban areas. Certain statutory changes provided a more 
limited and tern~orary upheaval to the population balance in so 
far as delimitation WFts concerned, and this was dealt with by 
the Seventh Commission. 
Tho Rep:resant~a.tion of.: Natives Act which came into affect 
on 10th July, 1936 had a considerable effect upon the Cnpe Voters• 
lists. Section 7 of the A.ct involved the :removal from the 
European Voterst lists of 10,599 Natives, who were no longer to 
---------------·-·-PM---··-------·---··-------,---
(l} Ninth Del. Com. Report, p. ll, para ~8. 
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be taken into consideration in the determi.nation of the Provin-
cial quota and the consequent framing of divisions, in the Cape. 
The number of names of Natives removed from the lists varie:d as 
between 1,400 .in the 1'embu1and d:i. vision and 26 in Port Elizabeth 
Central. The princtpal opera.t:i.on of the Act wa,s iri the 'l'rans-
keiim and Border districts of the Eastern Province, and the most 
mot:l.ceable effects were in 'l'ernhuland, where voters dropped to an 
unloa.d of 1-.7 !)er cent., and in Griqualand, where there :resulted 
an unload of 37.8 per cent. A view generalJy expressed to the 
Comm1.osion wao thnt none of t,hC:' pu:rely Native aroas should be 
combined with Europoan ar.ems, as this wao :tn conflict with the 
community or divernity of :i.nterest clause, ao Tembuland di vision 
was constituted comprisinr only Native areas. The dolirnitation 
of East, Gr-tqualand and Tembuland added to the removal of N.nti ve 
voterr.; froM the Clske1.o.n voterft' 1:tst,s profoundly affected the 
dolimi tat ion of the t;i skeinn com')titueneies, and Cathcart di v~si.on 
had to be sacrificed. Tho Ct?.pe Peninsula. area also lost one ;1eat. 
!twas ant:tc:i.pstC5d th~t the Coloured vot~rs mie;ht be removed from 
the cmmnon voters' roll before tho 10th Delimi.tat:ton Commission 
was appointed and the two lfiading poli ticnl parties each drew up 
two plans, one incorporating these voters and the other sxcluding 
them •. It was, however, the former plan which was used, so that 
the considerable changes which the latter would have involved, 
ccr.:iparable to those when the basis of Nat:t ve representation was 
changed, we.re not required. 
The r;econd statutory chn.nee involved tho enfranchisement of 
It . ·d d ( l) C l women. ., was provi e the.t the . ommission shou d base its 
ca.lculations r.,n the total number of European adult Union Nationals, 
both males and females. In certain Cape electoral divisions 
where there were J..arga numbers of non-European tr.ales on tl:"~e voters' 
list, the effect of the amendment was greeter tnan elsewhere, 
because there was no increase in the number of Coloured voters to 
(l} ::section (2), Act ~o. 21 o:f HJ~?. 
· ---�111m••1•n..-"""·-- --
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correspond with the increase due to the inclusion of white females. 
The relative increase in the total number of voters where there 
was a Coloured electorate was there.fore considerably less than 
in d1Vi3ions consisting exclusively of c.iuro;:iean voters, as a com-
parison between Cape 'i'own (Castle} and Sea Po int reve�ls. In 
19J7, the former stood below the minimuc limit, whereas the latter 
( l J 
had 9,1$6 voters. These conflicting circumstances increased 
t.he already great difficulties or t.he Commissioners' task of' 
givinr effect to statutory statistical require�•nts on the one 
hand, and yet having also to consider the five factors as set 
out under 3ection 4�{J). 
(1) �eveatA uel. �o•. neport, Jaxax�MJXJXi�x p. 6.
L 
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C HAP.TER FIVE 
THE JUDGES MAKE FULL USE OF THE!~ 
' 
DISCRETIONARY POWERS 
There would appear to be a natural division between the 
first and later stage~ ot the Commissioners' work, into non-
discretionary and discretionary functio.ns. In the .former stage 
which covers the allocation of seats and the establishment of 
the Provincial quotas, their findings are based solely on mathe-
matical·oalculations. When these preliminaries have been effec-
ted, howevert their work involves a considerable exercise of 
discretion. It ia likely that there will be an increasing ten-
dency to appoint the Commissions in the same month of every tenth 
year, and this may naturally result in the use of voters' lists 
up to a similar point in each bienn.ial registration. Once this 
stage has been reached• the first part of the Commissioners' worlt. 
will have become m.erely formal, as the poli't.ical parties will 
in advance accurately establish the Union and Provincial quotas. 
The only issue that could arise thereon would derive from faulty 
registrations of voters, which is hardly relevant to the matter 
in hand. It is in the practical division of each province into 
electoral divisions that the Commissioners are allowed a certain 
amount of discretion in the interpretation of the clauses per-
ta'ining thereto. 
Section 40(2)(l} provides that each province shall be divided 
into electoral divisions containing a number of voters as nearly 
as possible equal to the quota of the province, subject, however, 
to the provisions of sub-section()). Under sub-section()}, 
five factors to which the Commissioners had to give consideration 
were listed. Although the quota or voters was to form the basis 
0£ the division, the Commissioners could depart tbere~r,orn 1.tP ·an 
extent of 15 per cent. more or 15 per cent. less than the quota, 
(l) See Appendix 4 
t ..... rrE? rt __ ...-, .- b mf 'f iii, 
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if tjis was f'ound nee«u1sa.ry in the application of these fl ve 
factors, which were oommunity or ,Uver~ity of interests, means 
ot communication, phys1cn1 features, existing electoral bounda• 
ries; and sparsity and de:n,it.y of population. 
The First· DellmS.tation Oommiaa.ion allocated considerable 
space in their Repert tQ an exp:t>ess1on ot,hat they coneid.ered 
the best method ot $.pplying the principles laid do\fft 1~ st.i'b· 
secti,on ()). They acknowledged that clauses (a) to {d) corres-
ponded. substantially with the instructions given to the Tran&vaal 
De.limitation Ootr.tl1Sflion 1n 1906, The benefit of the pract.ical 
experience or the latter was likely to be tel.t owing to the 
appointment or Lawrence on both Commissions. There was; however, 
nothing in th~se iruttructions corresponding to clause (e) regarding 
«spo.rsi.ty and dtmst.ty ot po;n.tlation". No comparable clause was 
round in t.h.e Orange River Colony Constitution, nor was there any 
similar provision in the Auatrali.an Oon$titut1on from which lll8~f 
· other features were borrowed. The clause itself was vaguo, ~a 
the tramtrs or the Constitution had. realised• but no a,.,.reem.$n,t 
could be, rea,ched at the National Convention on a definition ot 
the term,,- (l) To tbttnt tt appeared obvious, though it wae not 
specifically laid down, that the 1nt;ent1on was 111.n sparsely 
populated areas, that the Commission should ende~vour to frame 
divisions containing a number of voters less than, an.din densely 
1 
' d- ... ft (2) ' 
popu ated districts a number e.x.cee ,ing, tne quota • 
The framers ot the Constitution had to consider·a country 
ot immense area with a small white popul.atlon, that is to say 
that the total area. ot the country is 1+72,494 square miles and 
under the 1904 census. there was a European population or l,116,$06 
mad• up ot concentrations or people in the tew oities and towns 
and the scattered populatt.on ot the rural area&. The inslstence 
or th.e Ca.po on some oons14eration being given to the territorial 
concept of representation can be understood in light of the faete 




that the Cape· covered 5i.65 per cent. of 'the total re·a of the 
Union and, while this principle was accepted, the smaller rural 
el~ctorate could carry more weight than their numbers warranted. 
The inclusion ot Clause (e) in the South Africa Act bad been 
more in the nature of a sine gua non to the majority or the Cape 
Colony, who interpreted the clause in the same way as the First 
Commission. 
There was some ambiguity about the word "population". In 
the Transvaal, the Orange River Colony and Natal, it taken roughly 
as equivalent to the European population, the proportion of elec• 
torts to such population would proba.bly have shown c·onsiderable 
varia,tions, especially as between the large urban centres and the 
rural districts. At the Cape, this test would not apply, so 
the Commission considered the word must be regarded as practically 
tantamount to nelectoral population" or electorate. Whether this 
test could be applied to the Tranakeian Terri tori es with the1,· 
relatively dense population and sparse electorates was doubtful/I 
These d.istricts would appear to require exceptional treatment. 
It was found pra.ct1cally 1mpos$!ble to arrive at any precise defi-
nition or sparsity or density. Returns were obtained ot the 
number or electors to the square mile in existing electoral, 
magisterial and fiscal divisions. 
One suggestion made betore Union was that for sparsely 
populated areas, so many hundred square miles should be the basis.Cl} 
Difficulties arose where a considerable urban population wa~ situa-
ted in the centre ot a rural area. The Commission round, however, 
that on the whole there was no great difficulty in practice iti 
dec.iding in which category ea.ch division, regarded as a unit, 
might fairly be ranked. 
In considering "community or diversity of interest", the 
Comrrd.ssion found it imposelble to lay down any eomprehensive 
rule or principle. They cont'ended that interest might be re-
garded as arising from the pursuits and occupations of electors, 
(l) P. 16, O.R.c. Legislative Council.Debates. 1909 
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whether pastoral or agricultural, mining or commercial, trom 
their place of residence or way of life •. In tho practical 
application or this clause, the Commission discovered that oases 
where the local situation .facilitated the creation .or w.hat might 
be.descl."ibed ae homogeneous constituencies we.re exceptional. 
Where town and country had long formed one administrative unit, 
separation was often undesirable tor in many instance, small 
urban centres in oountry: areas were the nucleus for judicial• 
fiscal, ecclesiastical. educational and social purposes. At 
Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg and Pretoria in particular, 
suggestions were made which might give due weight to the orga-
nisations of labour or, similarly, which would prevent a labour 
vote in one area submerging the interests ot a residential suburb. 
Such suggestions usually pr9ved inadmissible.on statistical or 
on topographical grounds. 
A deputation representing one of the political parties ~f 
the Orange Rt ver Colony put the suggestion before the Gommiss:t·on 
tha.t • in accordance with the provision for consideration to be 
given ,to community or diversity of interest, the system of 
grouping towns together• as had been done latterly in tha.t colony, 
should be extended ao as to form one division out of' eight towns 
situated in different parts of the colony and separated by consi-
derable distances. Otherwise the areas concerned would never 
succeed in rf'1turning a representative to the Union House of 
Assembly. 'lbe Commission appreciated th$1r grievance. but 
the f'ault was due to the system of single-member constituencies 
and, in the absence ot proportional representation. tbe Commis• 
sion could suggest no remedy. The Commission felt that single-
member divisions probably facilitated the work ot suc<:easive 
commissions. but the original scheme of proportional represen-
tation would have led to a more equitable distribution of seat!!) 
Tbe Bloemfontein area., however, was delimited so that one 
(1) P. 30.3. Lawrence t of M. 
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seat was won by the Unionists and one by the Nationalista(l} 
at the ensuing elections. 
Information had been correlated and carefully considered 
regarding means of communication and physical features. The 
. Commission. made every effort to a.void the link1.ng or area.a 
between whi.eh communications were difficult owing to bad roads, 
mountain ranges o~ unbridged rivers. 
The remaining clause of sub-section (3) called for consi-
deration to be given to existing electoral boundaries. The 
Commission stated that they paid p.articular · regard to theae 
boundaries, but not entirely at the expense or other local units, 
,, 
since they tried to retain and ut:tlise boundaries of' magisterial 
districts, f1eld-cornetoies, polling areas as these presumably 
were based u.pon the convenience of the voters, and municipal 
wards. 'l'he strongest representations were made in connection 
with magisterial and fiscal divisi.ons being maintained intact. 
Existing electoral boundaries and magisterial districts 
were adhered to wherever possible in the Transvaal. It had not 
proved pract1.cable in moat cases to make use of the old wards 
or fiel.d-eornetcies, because of their size, but praat.ically all 
• 
the polling districts had been preserved intact. A eimilar 
course was adopted wherever possible with the polling areas of 
the Orange River Colony and the alectoral wards of Natal. The 
Commission's task was made difficult in Natal because or the 
extensive areas for Native locations interspersed 'between the 
areas of European settlement. In the Cape, the Comrnissio.n had 
en.dea.voured to preserve e,t:isting electoral and fiscal boundaries 
and twenty-two f'ield-cornetcies previously split up, were con-
solidated. 
No provision is found in the Constitution that this clause 
should become operative after the .first delimi'tation, whereas 
it might have been expected that since there was no unitorm1ty 
(l) Bloemfontein - Unionists unopposed; Bloemtontein District -
Nationalists 
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of practice throughout the four colonies prior to 1910, existing 
electoral boundaries would scarcely have conformed with the 
statutory requiroment.s of tha South Africa Act, and thnt it 
would have been outside the competence 0£ the Oommissioners to 
retain them. 
·Often in considering clauses (a.) to (e), the Commission 
constituted divisions containing a. number of voters more closely 
approximating to the quota than would otherwise have seemed 
advisable. In other cases, where tho population was less 
sparse, di viai.ons were created more closely approximating to 
the minimum than justifiable, This would suggest that the first 
Commission gave effect to the five clauses in such a way that the 
full 15 per cent. allo-nance was not used to its full extent. 
The Commission sttAted that they had endeavoured to exercise 
their discretion in the application of the general principles 
laid d,own by t,ho Act in such a manner as seemed best calculated 
to secure a sati.afactory scheme or representation of .the variou'S 
districts in the Union Parli.ament. In some instances, more 
weight was given. to one of the five points than another. 
In tracing the interpretation given by each successive 
Commission to clauses (a} to (e} respect.ively of Section 40()), 
it will be seen to what extent this first interpretation was 
adhered to and whim new contributions in the application ot the 
Act were made. There was very little discussion of principle 
by the Second Commission. possibly because of the contin~ity 
of personnel and the short space of time aince the holding of 
the previous commiesion. They did rnako the remark that they 
had wai.ved statistical considerations in certain instances in 
the Orange Free State in favour of community or diversity of 
interest, however. '£he Third Commission complained that under 
the existing system of twenty~five Provincial divisions and 
aeventeen House of Assembly divisions in Natal and the Orange 
Free State, the same degree 0£ community of interest could not 
be developed in these provinces, as was being witnessed in the 
Cape and the Transvaal. The Fourth Commission tried not to 
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split compa.ct areas or sections where common interests existed, 
and in the delimitation of the Ca,.pe, the Commissioners showed 
themselves willing to concede to local requests on these grcunds.(l) 
In the courae of their duties, the Commissioners decided that 
the provisions regarding density and sparsity of population was 
not the dominating factor of section 40(3), but that community 
·Of interest and facility of commtmicaticns were just aa important. 
All five conai.derations had to be wei .. ghed, though of necessity a 
choice had to be made of the most suitable one or onns. 
The Fifth Commission tried to con.sider community or diver-
sity of interest; but often found itself forced to combine com-
, 
munities w:tth divergent interests. It was often difffcult to 
keep the constituencies homogeneous in the character of ·their 
voters and. at the same time compact geographically., The oppor-
tunity was taken to return to the country the rural districts QI 
Springs and, in:t;he West Rand, there was the surrender to the 
,:·',.'",-'l.,·" 
·~-, ;"e t.:~-···' -
country of roughly 400 voters from the rural port:i.ons of Roode-
poort., The Sixth Commission were considerably influenced by 
thfs factor in their delimitation of the Transvaal in particular. 
There are examples as of Roodepoort, of exclusively mining con-
stituencies and the Commission managed to embrace within one 
compact constituency of Rustenburg, a. collection ot voters engaged 
in the sam.e sort of farming, 
The Seventh Commission laid great emphasis upon the importance 
of the magisterial boundaries. 'l'here was legialati ve provision ( 2 ) 
for the alteration of these districts and the creation of new ones. 
In formi.ng new districts, community or diversity of interest, 
means of communi.cation and physical features were the basic con ... 
siderations. Because of this, a magisteri,a.l boundary often 
conveyed to the Commission useful information on three of the 
five points of Section 40(3). The Commission gave a clear ex-
pression of the procedure they adopted in cases where there were 
(l) 
(2) 
Their plan f'or roducing Victoria West by d'-ldyrtt".nr :t ,0111.ng 
district containing Loxton, to which the people of Loxton were 
hostile, was dropped. 
Section 2, Magistrates' Courts Act, 1917 (Act No. 32 of 1917) 
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· mixed urban and rural communities. 
Two practices had been followed iri the past .. With East 
London. and ?ietermaritzburg, one purely vrban division had been 
created and the remaining urban voters had gone to form portion 
ot a. mixed urban and t"Ural division. With Bloemfontein and 
Kimberley, the system was adopted of di vidi.n,g the whole of the 
tirban area in .such a way as to constitute two seats, oaeh of. 
which was partly urban and partly rural. The Cornm1.ssion decided 
that the former system was preferable since it made £or better . 
representation of tho people concerned. Bo in tho case of Bloem-
tontein, East London and Pietermaritzburg they deli:nited one purely 
urban division and one division constituted of tho surplus of 
urban voters and a eu£ticiarit nuraber of. voters in the adjoining 
rural areas. The Comm1.ssion also created one purely urban con-
ati tuenoy of Kir.iberlay c,.ty and one almost entirely rur•al di vision 
called Kimberley District .• thou5h this caused great reaentmerit. 
U'nde.r this method, th8 party which drew its backing f'rom the urb11n 
population was assured of a seat within-a predominantly rural.area, 
whicht outside Matal, supported 1.n the main the alternative party. 
The .Eighth Commission announced that· they were mainly influenced , 
by £our of''the factors, excludin.g the retention of existing elec ... 
• 
toral boundari.es, and. corr .. 11uriity or diversity of interest they set 
thirq. on. their liet. of influencing factors, The degree or com-
munity of interest in existfrtg divisions was carefully considered 
'by this Commission when selecting a rural division for elimination. 
When a rural seat bad to go, the first step waa to £ind a group 
ot constituencies where the voters warranted one less seat. Within 
thi.s area, the divi.sion within which there was little community· 
of interest and which was deficient in voting strength was dele.ted, 
particularly where the intoreats of the various portions could 
find community with adjoining areas. Although two -of tha members 
or this Commission sat on the succeed.ing Com.."l'lission also, the 
latter body gavo weight to different points of Seotion 40(3) , and 
asserted that their delimitation was based firstly on community 
of interesl.
1
) A major di.fficulty was experienced. The need to 
(1) On following page 
obtain votini~ strt:tngth of adjoining constituencies often hampered 
attempts to give recoenition to community of interest in the 
form of observance of tha magisterial unit an<l existing electo-
ral boundaries. The Tenth Commission commented at length on 
their interpretation of tho contentious Section 40(3). They 
asserted tha.t in loading and unloading, they took into conside-
ration clauses (a) to (e), but limited themselves to the extent 
of trying not to split magister'ial districts in the country, 
as the voters in such districts generally have common interests. 
Boksburg, Pretoria East, Natal South Coast, Gordoni~ and Vryburi1 ) 
were formed mainly on thf1 grounds of community of interest. The 
Commission f'ound an·extensive overall modification of boundaries 
neoeasary, but always aimed a.t community 0£ interest. 
Clauses (b) and (c){ 2) of Section 40(3} can appropriately 
be dealt with together. The Second Comndssion referred to the 
problem that had nri.sen over the delimitation of Barberton on 
the grounds of means of communication. 'fhe Unionist PolitiCAl 
Association sug·ge5tad radical changes on the grounds that the 
magisterial district of Barberton was.linked to that of Carolina 
though the two districts were separated by a mountain. The 
previous Com.oission had recogntsed the defect of their delimi-
tation regarding Barberton but felt that topographical objec-
tions were outweighed by statistical considerations. Since 
then, railway communications had been improved and considerable 
money hed been P.Xpended in repairing the roa.d from Barberton 
across the mountains to Caroli.na, so that the second Corr.mission 




from p~evious eage: This was interpreted in the sense of 
retainfng magisterial districts as entities because of 
admi.ni.strative matters in regard to roads, schools and the 
conduct of elections to give a few examples. Private indi-
viduals and representatives of the political parties 
stressed thi.s point to the Commission. 
All seats were retained in the 1953 General Election by 
the same parties as in the previous election, and only i.n 
Vryburg had there been a change of party over the last four 
elections. 
See Appendix 4 ()) Second Del. Com. Report. p. 24 
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Comrn:i.ssion preferred to use the farm lines and mining properties 
as boundaries, but irregular outlines often resulted, and they 
considered that, in the towns, streets and railway lines were 
der.iarcations most easily grasped by voters. An inequality in 
the number of voters in similar-type constituencies resulted 
from the practice of maintaining divisions with community of 
interest, facilities for communication or a clear demarcation of 
boundaries by gaographi.cal or topographical features. 
The Fourth Commission made no specific reference to means 
of communication, and a possible reason for this clause receiving 
comparatively little attention is suggested by the F'ifth Commis-
sion. They complained of lack or information regarding means 
of C(?mmunication and physical features. Very little information 
waa forthcoming from the electoral maps, the Transvaal co,mtry 
district maps only showing boundaries of elect.oral di visi.ons, 
magisterinl districts and polling districts. They ma.de the 
suggestion that it would be n great help to future Cotnmiaoions 
if the provincial maps showed roads, railway lines, rivers, 
bridges, mountains, mountain paGses. towns and villages. The 
Sixth Commission gave consideration to this clause where its 
importance seemed to be the more compelling. 'Che Seventh Com .. 
mission reiterated the dire need for adequate maps to show the 
principal mountain ranges and rivers. They gave most weight 
to sparsity and density or population and means of com."llunication. 
The latter factor, combined with that of physical features, was 
or major importance in examining magisterial boundaries, which 
tho Co~mission tried to keep intact. Of the four fact.ors 
influencing the Eighth Conunisaion, physical features came first 
and means of communication was set at the bottom of their list. 
The Ninth Commission asserted that the weight given to the 
different £actors would necessarily vary. For instance, they 
felt that less importance should be attached. to means o.f com-
munication because or the improvement in rural communications 
since 1910.{l) The relative degree of importance to be attached 
(1} Ninth Del. Com. Report, para. 19 
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to physical features was considered debatable. It would appear 
that this Commission largely discounted tho factors which sugges-
tE;d a territorial. basis of representation. 
The Ttmth Commission felt that all f1 ve factors of Section 
4,0(3} should be considered. They felt they could not agree with 
the view expressed by their predecessors that less importance 
should be attached to means of communication, si.nce as a result 
of improved transport facilities. means of communication no longer 
had the same importance as in 1910. (l) In some cases, the degree 
of loading and unloading was influenced by means of communication 
and physical features. Where it was found necessary to modi.ty 
boundariea, aped.al attention was paid to theso two factors. 
I.n tracing the interpretation of Clause {d} coneerning 
"existing electoral boundaries", it is found that the Second 
Commission attached considerable importance to this point. In 
the absence of altered conditions or well:-grounded objections 
' 
to the existing arrangements, the CoU!n'liasion felt that the Gon .. 
stitution should be so interpreted that divisions could be left 
a.s they stood. Because of the brief interval which had elapsed 
since the previous Commission and the desirability for leaving 
undisturbed groups which had been associated for political pur-
poees, they signified their anxiety to preserve "existing alee• 
toral boundariestt, and t~.is in apit:e of any increase or diminu-
tion of populat~ion. Loce.l opinion was behind them j_n this, 
for people did not want to be called upon r.J.ready to adjust 
themselves to .new boundary lines. This decision led them to 
suggest an amendment to the Constitution which they .felt might 
simplify the task of ruturo Commissions and obviate the neces-
sity for future minor changes. Their sugeestion was tbat a. 
20 per cent. departure from quota should be granted. They .../ 
felt that natural population trends would keep within the 20 
·~ . .: .. ,' .... .A,-
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per cent. limit for a considerable space of time, whereas 15 
pur oent. had proved to be slightly t.100 low and changes 1n a 
few years had exceeded the maximum and minimum limits, where 
divisions had been quite heavily loaded or unloaded. The Com-
mission then criticised the .statutory provisions whieh they felt 
might :render the retention of existing boundaries impossible, 
namely those concerntng the holding of. quinquennial parlliamebts 
and censuses. As the first Parliament was elected !.n 1910 and 
the first census was held in 1911, whilever Parli.arnent lived 
its normal life. each Delimitation would have to be effected some 
three years previous to its dissolution. (l) !ntarmediate regis-
trations might entail considerable variation from the .figures the 
Delimitation Cornmia$ion used. Under these circumstances, to 
leave existing boundaries or some divisions near the minimum or 
maxim.um might mean that, before the next election, these limits 
might, be infringed. Difficulties were encountered in the Cap.d 
on account of the frequent changes in boundaries, other than elet-
toral, namely fiscal divisions and i"ield-eornetcies. This meant 
that the boundaries nf the units from which the divisions were 
built up were being.changed constantly. Changes were made bet-
ween the registration of' 1911 and the delimitation or 1912. I£ 
the Commission had ignored this inopportune admini.strative action, 
the p.roblem would have awaited their successors, but they drew 
attentS.on to the immense waste of time on problems of this nature 
which were not essentially their responsibility. The Commission 
sought to adhere to its predecessor's policy of not splitting 
£ield-cornetcies and fiscal divisions, and they tried to consoli-
date both fiscal divisiona dnd field-cornetcies which had pre-
viously, under Cnpe Colony rule, beon parcelled between different 
constituencies. 
(l.) See :?• ~u regarding reasons for no longer having delimita-
tion tied up with the census 
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The Third D~limita.tion Commission experienced greater dif ... 
f:i.oulties in retaining existing boundaries than its predecessors, 
as alt.erations had to be made to 1 the constituencies to provide 
new electoral divisions for su:rplus voters and to equalise rium-
bors between tho various conotituoncias. The Commission. tried 
wherever possible not to alter existing elector.al divisions, but 
comparattvely few could be left intact. As a rule, whol:e polling 
districts we:ra tranoferred f:rom one electoral division to another, 
bu.t in a few instances it was found necessary to d.i vide them. 
This necessitated a "blocking out," or such polling districts by 
the registeri.ne officers. The substitution of polling districts ( l) · 
for field-cornetc1ef':l or Wards which were su.bject to frequent 
changes; in the various Un.ion electoral divisions, simplified and 
accelerated the work of the Delimitation Commission as compared 
with its predeceaEiorn. The Commission tried to make new elec-
toral division bounda.ria.s coterminous with existing fiscal or 
magisterial districts, which course found favour with magistrates 
and other officials. The it"ourth Commission triod to comply with 
the wishos of the Cnp<) that fiscal di visions be maintah1ed intact 
and electoral and magisterial boundaries should be made to coincide. 
The Fifth Commission. asserted thnt it kept in mind the pro-
vision of tho South Africa Act requiring it to •tgivc due conside-
ration to exi.sting electoral boundaries", but several ca.uses 
necessitated greater changes than any previous Cormniasion had ma.de. 
\ 
The creation of addi tionnl constituend.es in three of the provinces 
was given aa the primary cause. Secondlyt in the Cape and Natal, 
there had been considerable movement of vote.rs due to the legal 
provision that voters were to be registered in the electoral div1-
sio'n in whi.ch they resided (2 ) wharea.e previously, they were 
(1) 
(2) 
Under Section 41(1) of Act No. 12 of 191g an electornl divi-
sion could he subdivided into as many poli1ng districts as 
thought necesea.ry. 'I'he number of polling districts could 
be increased or decreased anithe boundaries altered. 
Section 4, "The Electoral Act, 191S, Amendment Act, 1926tt 
(Act No. 11 of 1926) _ 
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registered whero they worked. The rasult was that constituencies 
like Cape 'l'own (Central) and East London (City) were deprived of 
the bulk of the1.r voters. Tha Commission tried not to cut fiscal, ' 
magisterial and pollinr, districts by electoral boundaries, but 
often had to. The chcmgea in the allotment of seats alone would 
have involved the Sixth Commission in considerable int.erf~1renoe 
with electoral boundary lines~ Added to this, however, t1as the 
factor that thore ha.d been a large incroaso in the number of voters 
registered in urbar.1 and quasi-urban districts, while in the coun-
try divisions there had been a small increase or even a decreasefl} 
Because of this migration of voters, the Commission felt.. compelled 
to create a constituency wherever there existed any number of 
voters equi.valent to tho provincial quota. 
The Seventh Commission felt that the Aet intended them to 
make aa llttle disturbance to the existing state of' a.ffairs a.a 
possible, which is comparable with the int1.:rrpretation given by 
the First Commission .. 1:lhile having regard for existing elec-
toral boundaries, the Commission also kept in view the desira-
bil;i.ty _ of' malting the boundariee of magisterial districts and 
electoral diviaions coincident and tried to avoid splitting a 
magisterial district. ~11th Witbank, Bothal, Middelburg, 
Lydenburg, Carolina a.nd Ermelo div:i.sions, considerable adjust-
ments were made to provide a greater coincidence between ma.gis-
terial and electoral boundaries. The Commission gave thoir 
interpretation on the interesting twist that since the magis-
terial districts into which the Union was divided were formed 
on the basis of three of the five points listed under s.ection 
l+O{ 3) , their boundary lines ware to be retained sometimes ir1 
preference to electoral boundary lines. The retention of 
magisterial boundary 11.nes facili tatod the administrative work 
relat:tng to tho registration or voters and the conduct of elao-
tions. The CorrAltliosion complained of the i.nadequac:y of the 
maps from which they worked. They emphasised the need for 
(l) See footnote 2, p. 98 for comparative town/country 
increases 
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:ma.ps showing existing electoral divisions, boundaries of the 
magisto:r:f.al di via ions and, in the Cape, any variation therefro·m 
in the boundarieo of the Divisional Council areas, and existing 
polling districts. !n urban areas, they asked that blocks 
should be S.ndicated and in rural areas, the names and boundaries 
of farms, t.o enable the Commission to obtain statistics of the 
numbern of voters whe.r.e necessary to divide a polling district. 
In some maps, particularly those of Natal, while the magisterial 
bound,9.ries were shown, the method of marking ma.de it difficult to 
trace them, and, in the Cape, no Divisional Council boundaries .1'·11t"'· 
.w I ...._ 
appeared. ·, The Eight.h CommiasS.on adhered where possible to exis-
ting olectoral boundaries and ondeavoured.to make them coincident 
with magisteriQl divisions. Where there wore divergencies bet-
'Ween the two, these wore the more marked by reason of the fact 
thnt the Sevm.1.th Comrniss1.on had successfully devc.)tod much effort 
towards makinr magisterial and electoral boundarie$ concur. On 
occasion, the Comtr1ission found it desirable to maintain an olec .. 
toral boundary whi.ch resulted in a loading or unloading slightly 
at variance with what the Commission would otherwise have fixed. 
The Ninth Commission felt bound to attach more importance 
to existing boundaries than certain of the other factors. They 
stressed the undesirability of frequent changes in electoral 
boundaries, and took into account local sentiment, which favoured 
the retention of old-established and historical constituencies. 
The Commission admitted that this 1nterpret,ation differed from 
that of its predecessors, even though two or its members had sat 
on the previous Commission. Community of interest was to them 
the dominant factor, but after thts, primary importance was attached 
to exiGting electoral boundaries, particularly where these were 
long-standine. Difficulties aro::;e because of the process of 
addition and subtraction of arons which had been continuous since 
\ 
1913. In oany cases, the results had been that a town on which 
an electoral division wa.s based, and from which its name had been 
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derived., might be situated at the edge of' a division, and it 
required much manipulat.i.on to keep an old-established electoral 
division intact. In several instances, the Commission were 
compelled to eliminate and amalgamate. They were guided in 
this by an expression of principles made by their prtidecessors 
in 1943. (l) Historical sentiment alone could not form the basis 
of their actions. 
The Commias5.on contended that there was no justification for 
eliminating a seat in a. relatively wall-populated area merely to 
Inaintain the ex.isting number or seats in a large but scantily 
f>Opulated section of the provitHlo. 'I'he Tent,h Commission i'ound 
that in tho overall plan, an extensive modificat,ion of boundaries 
was necessary, though, in theory, they .felt that as much weight 
should be given to this factor as to the other four. '1'.fhey pointed 
o·ut instances whtn-"8 the degree of loading ( 2) or unloading (3) was 
,at variance wit,h other f':1gures because :i.t wa.s desired to retain 
certain boundar:f.aa wh:i.ch appeared to satisfy the requirements of 
the South Africa Act. 
The First Commission were called upon to make an o.riginal. 
contribution in their definition of Cl11uee (e}, regardinr, sparsity 
and density _of population, and comparatively little comment we.s 
forthcoming on this clause by succeeding commissions .. After dis-
ouas1on, the Fourth Cor:unission found that this clause was ·not the 
dominant fact.or under the sub-section. The Fifth Commission 
affirmed that they had given due regard to the alause and on the 
grounds thereof, felt bound to impose percentages which were 
considerably above the quota on thickly-populated areas like the 
Rand, the Cape Peninsula., Durban, Pretoria and Port Elizebeth 
and correspondingly low percentages were imposed on rural areas 
with sparse populations such as the Iiiorth-Weste.rn Ca.pe, 1forthern 
Transvaal and Northern Natal.· 
f 
The Commissions determination 




pp. 6-7, para. 24, Eighth Del. Com. Rape rt 
A higher load was ju.stified for 11Transkeian. Territories" -
a United Party $t.::1a+:. by ~ 4,311. ma..jority in 195) 
"Potchefstr·oom" was unloaded less than any of the other 
Transvaal rural divisions - a Nationalist seat by an 882 
majority in 195) 
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it was claimed that the average percentage for sea.ts in the 
Ra.nd area should be low enouf!h to allow for 22 SAats being al• 
lotted among the 57,777 voters registerod there. 1fhis claim 
the Commisslonera felt unable to entertain. Under the Sixth 
Cornmia$iont the fullest cons:i.dora.tion was given to sparsity and 
density of population. The urban and quasi-urban constituen-
o1es were allotted voters considerably in excess o:f." the prescribed 
quota, and the .t'igu.rea were trio.de correspondingly low in the 
rural districts. 
In establishing divisional quotas, the Seventh Commission 
gave moat weight to sparsity and density of population and means 
0£ comm.uniootion, but it was mainly preoccupied with the commu-
ntty of i.ntereat principle. The Eighth Commission considered . . 
this factor as second in importaneo of the f'ive clauses. The 
interpretation the Ninth Com.mission eave to :3.ection /~0{'.3} i.ndi-
eated that they felt that the clauses des:tgned to favour the 
rural population were no longer well-founded, and. this led them 
to state that Clause (e) should carry less weight than the 
provisions regarding oommuni.ty of interest and existing electoral 
boundaries. 
The Tenth Commission gave their interpreta.t.ion of th:ls 
clause when setting down their .findings with regard to the 
. (1) 
representations made by the "War Veterans' Torch Commando". 
The latter argued that Section 40(3) had been erroneously 
interpreted in the past, and that sparsity and density of popu-
lation had been made the only reason for loading and unloading 
by previous commissions, which meant that all urban seats were 
necessarily loaded and rural seats unloaded. The Commission, 
however, felt that this was not the case, and in turn accused 
the Torch Commando of basing their criticism on a comparison 
of only the sparsity and densi.ty of population. The Tenth 
Commiss1on clearly stated their intention to give equal emphasis 
(1) Tenth Del. Com. Report, p. 7 
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to each of the five factors under Section 40(J). 'l'his repre ... 
sented n strict interpretation of the Act, rnorA in the light 
or conditions as they existed in 1910, whereas the tendency had 
been apparent to exercise greater discretion in adapting the 
Act to changed conditions. 
The representative of the tt'Jlar v·eterans' ·rorch Com..'llandon 
made the further provocative statement that past commissions 
had lost si.ght of the fact that thoir discretion to load or un-
load seats should only be exercised in order to satisfy the 
requirements of one or more of the factors ·mentioned in Section 
The assumption wn.r; that the degree of loading o.f urban 
seats and unloadine; of rural seats was too high and that there 
· wo:re hardly nny seats which have not been either- loaded or unloaded. 
1'he First Comrnisaion began the practice., which was .followed 
throughout, of s0tting out tho minimum and maximum limits when 
the respective provinc~al .. qu:O~l!Jl had been established. The 
• : • • •"."<::,).~s .\ 
Commi.ssioners indicate :tn their Re.ports. the number of registered 
voters in each constitUonoy, and it is at once apparent from the 
scale whether a seat conforms with the statistical requ:trements. 
The First Commission stated that in eonst.ituting divisions to 
give consideration to clauses (a) to (e), the number of voters 
therein more elosely approx.irna.ted to the quota than would other-
wise have seemed ndvisable owing to the extreme sparslty of 
population. In other cases, where the population was leas 
sparse, divisions were created more closely approximating to 
the minimum than was justifiable. Though it would seer:1 that· 
they held that, ideally. the degree of loading or unloading was 
dependent upon the density or sparsity of the population 1 they 
were prepared to depart from this if other factors seemed more 
compeliing. Already in practice, the idea of a eraduated scale 
of departure from quota is coming into use. (l) 
The Second Comrnission was in agreement with the interpre-
----··-----------------·--------·-
{ 1) Seo p. 44 
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tation. of its predecessors, and referred to the precedent 
established by tho Australian Commissions of constituting divi-
sions with a larger electorate in urban than in rural areas .• 
Having had the experience of two Commissions, its members felt 
they ware in .a position to make certain suggestions which would. 
assist future commissions if acted upon. 'fheir moat signif1• 
cnnt suggestion was that tha percentage departure from quota 
should be :increased from 15 to 20, on the grounds that boundary 
changes would be needed less frequently with a 20 per cent. 
allowance. The Cominission felt that the provisions of the 
South Africa Act on this subject had been based on the Common• 
wealth Electoral Act wh'lch provided for a. ZO per cent. dt,parture 
from quota. .. (l} Tho allowance stood at an even higher figure in 
New Zealand. 'l'hEH'O the country quota first appeared in 18<!1, 
to the equivalent of an addition of )J-1/J per cent. to the 
country population .. It was reduced in 1sa7 to 18 per cent. ~at 
increased two years later to 28 per cent., at which figure it 
stood. until 1945. The legislature, however, did not act u.pon 
this suggestion and, unlike Uew Zealand, South Africa has made 
no changes i.n the percentage allowed, this belng the only occa-
sion on which a Commission made the suggestion. 
A definite form of procedure soon co.me to be adopted in 
regard to the application of' the loading device, The repo1. .. ts 
reveal that the cor.imissioners first ascertnined the urban areas 
inn province nnd then proceeded to allocate thereto a proper 
proportion of mel"!lbe:rs on the general basis of higher quotas 
for compact consti.tuencies, in such densely populated areas as 
the Cape Pen1.nsula, Durban and the Rand. Thereupon it could 
be determi.ned how great the average unload could be. Sugges-
tions mada to the Fourth Commtssi.on by interested parties re• 
vealed the two divergent views with which the loading provisions 
ware regarded .. Cne group felt that all urban areas including --------
(1) 3ee.nc0 mmonwealth ElGcto:ral Act 1918-1934", Section 19 
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tho Rand, which on some occaeions was given more favourable 
treatment, should be heavily loaded to give effect to the prin-
ciple underlying tho Act of Union that representation was in 
respeot of' area as well as voters to provide protecticn for the 
agricul.tural popula.tion as the backbone of the country. Another 
group argued th,!it equality of vot,era in electoral areas should 
be the rule and disproport:i.on the excepti.on. ':Che Fourth Com-
micsion held the viow that sparsity t:.md density of population 
was not the domi.nant factor :tn determining the degree of loading 
or unloading, which str11ck a middle course between the two opinions 
given. The Fifth Connnission was more omphatic in it~ support 
of the argument put forward by the first group mentioned above. 
At the outset the Cornri1isnionora affirmed that due regard would be 
given to aparsity and density of population and on these groundf• 
imposed on thtekly populated areas like the Rand, the Cape Penin-
sula, Durban; Pretoria and Port Elizabeth, percentages which were 
high above the quota and aorrespondi.ngly low percentages were 
imposed on rural areas with sparse populationa such as the North-
West.ern Cape, the Northern Transvaal and Northern Natal. For 
example, Port Ellzabeth waa given a loa.d of 12.62 per cent. and 
the north-western divisions an average unload of 12.09 per cent .• 
Likewise under the Sixth Commission. the urban and quasi-urban 
constituencies were allotted voters considerably in excess of 
the prescribed quota and the r.tgurea were made correspondingly 
.low in the .rura1 districts. 
The Eighth Commission a.eknowledged that it was awar~ that 
the difference in the degree of unloading in the Transvaal and 
in the Cape Wie\S criticised, but the obvious explanation or this 
waa that, :i.n the former province, there was a preponderance of 
urban over rural divisions, a ratio of 39 to 25 as against 20 
urban divisions to 36 rural divieions in the Cape. In every 
province, the aggregate load had to balance the aggregate unload. 










duty of dividing each province into the required number of elec-
toral divisions, the thorny ~roblem was the extent to which dis-
cretionary power should be exercised by it, more particularly as 
between the town and country constituencies. The Commissioners 
announced that they were unable to subscribe to the general prin• 
ciple suggested to them that rural seats were 0 as of right" en• 
t.:i.tled to a substantial unload, even to the .maximum, at the expense 
of a correspond.i.ngly heavy load upon urban seats. They saw as 
the baste object the approximation as near as possible to the 
quota, and the gr.ant of nn unload or the imposition of a load 
was not a right, but wo.s intended as a means entrusted to the 
Commissioners' di.scretion of.giving effect to one, mor or all of 
the claus·es under Gection 40{3) rmd the weight gi von t;o the dif-
. .. • 1 ( l} 
ferent factors wou.1d necessar:t.t.Y vary ... To substantiate this 
view, they remarked that discretionary loadind and unload1nr, had 
at no time existed in Canada, and loading had been abolished in 
Mew Zealand in 1945. (2) In Australia, the practice still pre-
vailed to a maximum of 40 per cent .• , that is 2C per cent. above 
and 20 per cent. below.{)) The Commissionors felt that they 
could not accept as a general principle the degree of loading 
a.nd unloading previously adopted. 
The Commission discussed in detail its decisions with regard . 
to loading and unloading in each province. In the Cape, the 
14 Peninsula seats were given s.n avara.ge load of S.2 per cent. 
and certain rural constituenciea were given small loads. In 
the Tran~vaal, the Ni.nth Commission felt that the Transvaol should 
be regarded as a single entity and not as three isolated uncon-
nected areas, as under past practice, when the province had been 
treated as consisting of the Witwatersrand area, the Pretoria 




Ninth Del. Com. Report, p. 7 
The Elect.oral Amendment Act, 1950 (N.Z.) introduced an 
allowance for tha adjustment pf the quota at a 1'1.gure not 
exceeding 7,5 per cent. of the quota. 
Undar secti.on 19 of the Commonwealth b:lectoral Act of' 1918, 
as amended 
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.for such a d1.vision. 'It was merely a matter of convenlence. 
There were no longer any grounds for separating the provinces 
lnto urba.n and rural areas and determining the load of the 
urban seats at tho outset if the provisions regarding loading 
were given the above intel'pretation. 
1'he Tenth Commission announced that erroneous approaches 
were made to lt in connection with the 15 per cent .. allowance. 
It was suge;ested·that urbans should be loaded and :rurals unloaded 
on the basis.followed by previous corr.missions. The Comrdsaioners 
pointed out that the South.Africa Act refers to sparsity und 
density of population and not country and town, though the two 
are usually synonymcms in practice. There hnd been exceptions 
in the treatment by the corninissions in such cases as Paarl 1 
Queenstown, Stellenbosch, Bothleham, KroQnstad, Vredefort and 
1:/inburg, which, though still regarded as rural seats t had since 
1910 been loaded more often than not. This erroneous belief 
was probably due to the .fact that inaccurate refGrences had been 
made in th(;! past to the unloading of rurals an~ tho loading of 
urbane, and the genoral belief thnt a seat was unloaded 'b~cause 
it was sparsely populated and. loaded bocause it was densely 
populated; but Section Lt.0(3) lists five factors applicable to 
I 
loading and unloadine. 
! 
At the beginning of tho proceedings, 
the Commission wer-c asked i.n the 1:ransvaal to deteroine and 
announce in advance tho percentage of loading and unloading it 
intended to apply, but the Commission asserted that each soa.t 
would be dealt with on its merits in the complex of seats as 
a whole" 
The Corr.rn:i.seion explained the great ciifference between the 
loading and u.nlonding aa between the various provinces. This 
was because each province is deli~ited as a separate unit and 
the total loading in a province must equal the total unloading. 
Where there were an equal number of densely and sparsely popu ... 
lated eloctoral divisions - the Commission pointedly avoided 
using the terms rural and urban divisions - the task was e.a.sy. 
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Difficulties arose where the two types were not so evenly balanced. 
·In the Cape, the rural divisions are more extensive in area and 
more sparsely populated. On the one hand, there are desert .. like 
areas and on tho other ha:nd, there are very mountainous regions, 
bu.t di vi.si.on.s therein are unloaded. to a lesser degree than in 
the Tra.nsvual. Densely populated areas are less in nunbcr than 
in the Transvaal, but they are nevertheless moro heavily loaded. 
!n the Cape, certain areas are considered densely populated 
which would not be so regarded in Natal, the Orange F'ree State 
and the Transvaal due ta the extensive area of the Cape. Nama-
qualand division alone was almost the size of ffatal. !foma.qualand 
and Prieaka, which carried unloads or 11+.l per cent. and 11.6 per 
cent., respectively, we.re together. the approximate size of th.e 
Orange Free State. Coupled with the Commission's statement, 
that all clauses of Section 40{3) were equally weighed in deter-
mining the load or unload - as against the comments ot its pr4• 
deoeesors rega.rding means of comounication and physical fe1:ltures -
this emphasis on tbe area of the various consti.tuencies suggests 
an interpretation founded on principles r:enerall.y upheld at 
tbe.time of Union. 
Both the Tenth and i'"ourth Commissions made speci.al refo• 
rence to the area of the four provinces inn discussion o.f the 
loadi.ng device. The fact that at the Fourth .Delim:ttation Com-
mission each Cape country constituency avoraged 7,834 square 
miles, as against~ 4,540 square miles for the Transvaal; 3,912 
for Natal and 3,182 for the Orange Free State, coupled with 
the fact that the electoral t1rea of the aand was more than J. 5 
times that of the Cape Penin~ula. while the Cape Province is 
more t.han 2.5 times the size of the Transvaal, were reasons why 
the Cape urban electoral divisions were given a hirher load 
than in the other provinces. 
.from the Capo Provtnce sa.t on 
ensuing elections were won by 
It is interesting that two judges 
. ( l) 
both Commissions a.nd that both 
the party with rural backing. 
(l} !n both ina~ances, one from the Cape and one from the 
Griqualand West divisions . 
~----------------
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which would suggest the toneral prevalence at that time of the 
political ideas £orr.1j.ng tho premises for tho~o interpretati.ons .• 
The Tenth Commission made it quite clear that it considered 
the rramers of tho Act had intended equal weight to be given to 
each of the five cla.usos in dctermini.ng the degree of loading and un 
loading.· Developr:ients which have taken place since 1910, however, 
· have changed the coriditions t<.) which it was thought necessa.ry 
then to give consideration. The Ninth Commission bad made parti• 
cular reference in th:ta connectlon to means of eomruunicat1on, and 
a diflr.esoion to consider chanr;os therein riay to oome extent sub-
stantiate the lattfH' 's argument. 
In the four. docades which have followed the drafting of 
the Sout,h Africa Act, significant improvements have been effected. 
in trana:,ort and communi.cation facilities, and these developments 
have considerable importance in view of their bearing on the 
. f . ' (l) interpretation to be given to "means o communicat1on 1 , OQe 
of the factors on which the Comm:t.snioners were to exercise die-
cretionary powers. The point at isoue in thfs connection is 
whet.her the framers of the Constitution were justified in inclu-
ding this clause in 1910 end whether there is still any justi-
fication for its retention. 
In 191C • it cn.n fairly bo ntatod that all travel ~nm con-
ducted by horse and cart., and means of communication outside 
the urban areas were poor~ 2 ) Tr-10 sets of st.ati,Jttcs are available 
for this period regarding the mileage of streets and roads and 
the number of bridiz:es. On the one hand, they concern roads 
nnd hridscs under l!unicipal 1.t.y and V1.l.lap:e l:anaf.emont Board con-
trol, and on the other, all roads and bridges excluding thet1c. 
Regarding the forr,10.r, ln the 1912 financial year, there were 
502 miles of road and 25 bridr,:es in !fatal and l, 728 mil.ea of 
(3) 
road and lOC · bridges in. the Transvaal. In the latter case, 
road m:tleage in the four provtnces as at 31st Decembor, 1912 
(1) Clause 40(J)(b) (2} 8ee comr:nents of ~irst Commis-
sion, p. lu8 above 
(3) Figures for the Co.pe and the O.F.S. are N/A 
• -
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amounted. to 40j9J7 miles on \·Jhich thero were /i.25 b:ridgcs 1n all, . 
and there had been a total expenditure therecm of .£554,.392. 
The most important step in road development has been the 
building of national roads. The Uational Roads Act was paaaed 
in. 1935, o.nd by t;his Act a Wational Roud Fund wao created tlh1ch 
:ts admintstered by tho National Transport Commi.asion. The Com-
mission recommends to the Govornor-Genera.l for declaration in 
the Gazette any rond which, in the national interest, it consi>-
ders should be declared a national or provincial road or a. special 
road, and generally to promote the improvement of :road services 
in the Un.ion. . All. the work do1.1e will be permanent and will pro-
vide as far as possible for safe, rapid, economical and all-
weather transport. Approximate procresa on national roads up 
to 31.st December~ 191+9 includes 2,328 m:lles of road of Bituminous 
aurtacinr, and 3,672 miles or other than Bituminous surfacing, 
u.pon which 620 brideea hava been completed or are in the proe"'ss 
r 1 • {1} *i' o comp et1on. · -he total road mileage in the Union :in the 
financial year 194e-49 was a9,327 m1les, rnede up of 39,44.4 miles 
1-n the Cape, 6,609 in Nat.al, 28,656 1-n the Transvanl and 14,168 
in the Orange Free State. The number of bridees as at 1946-~7, 
which is the latest date at which f'irures are available, in the 
Cape• Nata.1 ond the Orange Free State was 903, 556 and 691 res-
( 2} 
pecti voly, giving a 6rand tot 9.1 of .2, 150. 'l'he total expen.-
di ture on roads an.d brid~es in the Union for the f.inaneial year 
The result of expenditure of this kind 
has been the phenomenal improvement in meana of cor.wunia0,tion 
and for example, int.he Orange Freo State, where there are ap-
prox.ima.tely 5,300 miles of main roads including national roads 
and approximately 6,700 miles of district roads, which are well 
( 1) 
(2) 
1\ll stati.stico in connection herewith were drawn from the 
South African Yearbooks and unless otherwi.s e stated, from 
that issued 1.n 1949. 
Recent figures for the Transvaal N/A, but by l9J7-.3gJ 307 
bridges had been built and in the 1949-50 financial year, 
£35,000 was spent on bridees. 
a 
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bt-idged and drained, 1 t is possible to travel over the grea.ter 
portion ot the province without danger from flooded rivers and 
8pruits. "A big oonst1tuency with good roads was easier managed 
than a small constituency with bad roads,"{l} 
Side by side with road development has baen the growth or 
motor transport. Some of the earliest figures available after 
Union of the number of motor vehicles then lieenaed reveal a 
total of 16,267 vebicles licensed in 1918 .. 19. (2) 1rhe number ot 
vehicles licensed in 1949 in the Union totalled 611.6,5 made up 
of 454,6St. cars, 133.18; buses and commercial vehicles and 23,7$6 
motor cycles. 'rhe larger towns and cities have tramway and motor 
bus services, and the number of buses in use during the 1948-49 
financial ye.ar totalled 1,025. The South African Railways and 
Harbours have a larg~ number of road motor servioes in operation 
with a total route mileuige of 22,197 as at ,31st March; 1949. 
Rural motor services are operated mainly for the development of 
tbese areas. As at )1st March, 1949, there were 1,080 motor 
vehicles and S64 trailers in operation. 
Although roa'Wtransport had not developed by 1910, some 
advan.ce had been made.with the railways. The open mileage ot 
Government and private railway lines as at :31st December, 1910, 
in the four provinces, totalled 7,586 miles, inade up of 1.041 
miles of Government lines and 51+5 miles ot private lines. The 
open mileage of Government and pri vat~ railway li.nes as at 31st 
Maroh, 19;2<3) in the Union totalled 12,0Et6, which represented 
an increase or 41 5,00 miles in just under forty years. 
It is, however, the extensive use ot air transpol"t which 
has revolutionised communication and travel facilities. In 
1931,(4} powers were granted to the South Arri.can Railways Adminis-
tration to operate ita own departmental aircraft, for the trans-
port of passengers and goods, and on 1st February, 1934', the 
1
1}. p. l?i 1909 Legislative Council Debates, Orange River Colony 
2) 1910- 8 Yearbook 
3) s.A.R. & H. Yearly Report as at :31st March, 1952 
(4) "Railways and Harbours Regulation. Control and Management 
(Further Amendment) Act, 1931 (Act No. 21 of 1931) 
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Adm1n1,trat1on took the first steps to implement the provisions 
of' the Aat. and assumed control, as South Afrlcan Airways (South 
African Railways), of' the services previously operat.ed ·by Union 
Airways between Durban and Cape Town. and Durban and Johannesburg. 
On 1st April, l9j6, South At'ri.ean Airways took over the wbole or 
the services south of.' Oermiston. In regard to civil aviation, 
the National Transport Commission was established on 2nd December, 
1948, and inter alia, it took over the powers, functions and 
duties of the Civil Aviation Council. Its functions include to 
keep under review and promote the progress and.development of 
c1v11 aviation in the Union and to promote or assist in research 
into matters pertaining to civil aviation, and the licensing and 
control of air oar1"iers and air services. Execut1ve and adminis-
trative work vested in the Department of Transport invol V·es the 
encouragement and development of flying and proposals for the 
establishment or goods, mail and passenger air services within 
the Union. 
In 19.34, 72 civil aircraft were registered compared with 
598 in 194,8. There are .frequent internal services between the 
major towns. Between Johannesburg and Cape Town, there were 
seven services per week in both directions and twenty-eight 
services per week in bo~h directions between. Johannesburg and 
.Durban by 1949. To date, there are l07(~&blic airports and 
;3 private airports in the Union. including the two international 
airports Palmletfonte.in and Jan Smuts !2) and as at .31st March 
19;2 South African Airways' fleet had 26 aircraft covering a. 
route mileage of 19,640. 
This grea,t advance 1n road I rail and air transport brought 
w:f.th 1t a new kind of life for people 11 ving in outlying rural 
(1) 
(2) 
Figures taken from Aeronautical Information Publication, 1952 
It is interesting to note that 68 of the total of 160 air-
ports a.re in the Cape, which is the most extensive province 
in area. 
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areas. They need no longer foel out of touch with everyday 
affairs, and they have in fact ma.de extensive use of the fact-
lities for travel which have been afforded them. The telephone 
and radio are in ieneral use and newspapers are available to all. 
There has been a very limited use of the radio for political pur ... 
poses over the election period, 60 it .1s in the i.nterests of the 
political parties to see that the whole electo~ate has the bene-
fit ot their newspaper campaigning .• (l} Owing to the loading 
devioe in favour or the rural districts, the political parties 
see to it that this important section of the electorate 1s not 
ignored. The disabilities under which the rural population 
laboured were considered by the framers 0£ the Constitution to 
be twofold. Firstly there was their inability ·to bring their 
needs before the notice o.r their parliamentary ropresentati ves • 
and their lack or opportunity for political development, because 
of their i1olation, Secondly, there was the difficulty they 
would experience in casting their votes. The former considera-
tion has largely been over-ruled by the communication improvements 
referred to above. When, in 1945, amendments were made to the V 
New Zealand Constitution so that it was no longer weighted in 
favour of the country districts. this step was taken on the grounds 
that "The old. reasons are gone. The pony and buggy days have 
gone altogether."( 2) Side by side with this development is 
the important factor that even prior to Union, the country dis-
tricts had achieved a greater degree of political organisation 
than the towns, and it is the party system which donneets the 
electorate with its representatives. At the present day, party 
has filled the breach where constituencies have become so large 




The Nationalist ?aper "Die Kruithoring" and the United Party 
pa.per 1rChnllenge· are issued weekly 
p. 43, Hansard (N.Z.) 
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i1ith regard to the second argument, developments in New 
Zealand again suggeat a compariBon. With the abolition or 
the country quota and the total population basis !or the alloca-
tlon of seats, to obviate an accusation ot discrimination in 
favour of the urban population, a more convenient method of pos-
1 ' d d (l) , ta voting was provi e to ensure that it was possible for 
every voter to cast his vote. In South Africa, the postal vote 




)l>arliament first legislated on postal voting, 
and provision was made for absent voters to cast their votes 
by post. The term "absent voter" was to apply to any person 
who was enrolled on.the voters• list or any division who had 
reason to believe that during the houra of polling he would be 
absent from that division. This prQvision was not to apply to 
voters in divisions wholly or partly situated in any munici .. pality 
unless the vot.er had. reason to believe that during the hours of 
polling h<t would be outside that division or any other division 
wholly or partly sitllated within that mun1cipal.ity or any other 
,munfciipa.lity contiguous ther.:tto. By, this means, it was hoped 
to relieve voters in ru.ral areas who, being called away on busi• 
ness on election day to some place outside the divisional boun-
dary, would otherwiao havo found it impossible to return in time 
to cast their votes at their own. polling stations. These pro• 
visio.ns were amplified in 1946{ 3 ) and 1948. (4.) 
In 1948 a more clear definition of persons eligible to 
exeroiae po,stal votes waa given, and they now fell within thr-ee 





Section 13, "The Electoral Amendment Act, l94,5"(tf.Z.) (Act No. 
10 or 1945, 
Section 56i "Electoral Act, 1918, Amendment Act, 1926" 
(Act No. ,l of 1926) 
Section 43 "The Electoral Consolidation Act, 1946" (Act No. 
46 of 1946) 
Section 15, "Electoral Law Amendment Act, l948fl (Act No. 50 
ot 1948}, amending Section 43 of Act No. 46 of 1946 
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vent,d from ca.sting their votes because of serious illness, 
. . . . ( l) . 
physical infirmity or in the case of a female, her advanced 
pregnancy or confinement within f'ift~um days before polling day. 
The second provision concerned those voters who throughout the 
hours of polling on,polling day would be outside the division 
in which they wore registered, and not within ten miles f'rom the 
nearest polling stnt1on in that division by the nearest practi-
cable tests. Thirdly, those voters who would be on Prince Edward . 
Island throughout t,he hours of polling o.n polling day. Such per• 
sons could make the necessary application to the Returning Officer 
or their respective electoral divisions no.t later than 4 o'clock 
in the afternoon of the fifth day before the polling day, to vote 
as an absent voter.· These applications had to be witnessed in 
some cases by a Ma.gistrate, Justice of the Peace or other official 
(2) 
trui provided. Persons registered in rural divisions may also 
vote by declaration, This procedure is quite widely used in 
cases where workers a.re employed in a nearby town but are requ·ired 
to cast their votes at a polling station near their homes. If 
such persona would be unable to reach their own polling stations 
after travelling back from work in the eveni.ng, the procedure 
adopted ia !.or them to break their journey home at a place within 
easy distance of a polling station, and there vote by declarati.on. 
Prior to the la.st election; .no great use had been miide 0£ 
the postal vote, but statistics for the l.953 election reveal 
that an average of 12 per cent. of the voters in the tinio.n applied 
to cast their votes by post. The margin or difference between 
the percentage 0£ applications made in the four respective pro-
vinces was sma.11. The highest figul"'es weJ;'e returned by the 
(l} 
( 2) 
Under Section 48 of A.ct No. 12 of 1918, voters incapacitated 
by blindness or other physical cause could have their votes 
cast for them, but only on personal application to the pre• 
siding officer at the time of polling. 
Voting by declaration is not permitted in. ur~an constituen-
cies. 
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Orange Free State, where there was an average application of 
12.6 per cent. The average percentage in the Cape was 12.2, 
in Natal 12 and in the Transvaal ll.2 per cent, (l) A Cape 
constituency issued the highest.individual number of postal votes. 
They totalled 20.6 per cent, or 11918 votes of' the total votes 
cast.( 2) The highest percentage of postal votes cast in a Natal 
constituency was 20.l per cent. In the Transvaal, the highest 
figure was 19,2 per cent. and in the Orange Free State 17.0 per 
cent. These tigu.res are sufficiently high to obviate the need 
£or any amendment at the present stage in the statutory provi-
sions regarding postal voting. Such a considerable use of the 
postal.vote would f!luggest that the provisions in re.gard thereto 
have been extended to meet every contingency and are sufficiently 
simple in applicat.:ton to ensure that every person can avail him-
self of his right to vote. In the 1951 general election in 
New Zealand. 3.27 per cent. of the electorate exercised postaJ. 
. . ()) 
votes and 5.82 per cent. voted as absent votera, which suggests 
that the device is not aa popular there as in South Africa, 
despite the rural unloading in the latter country. 
A further factor which has bearing on the issue of the 
difficulties experienced by the rural voter .in. easting bis vote 
is the number or polling ::3tations in each division. In 1918, 
it wa.e provided that there should be one polling atation in each 
di vision or .if a di vision was divided into polling di atriets; 
one polling station within each euch polling distriet.<4) In 
. (5) 
1931, a proviso was added to this . to the effect that a. retur-
ning officer may be directed to establish two polling stations 
in close proximity to each other in a division or any polling 





Column 2615, 1953 Hansard (2) Column 2616, 195) Hansard 
New Zealand Yearbook, 1951-52 
Section 41(2) or ttThe Electoral Act", 191! (Aet No.12 of' 1918) 
Sect.ion 18 or "The Electoral Laws Am.endment Act• 19)1" 
(Act No. 35 of 1931) 
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votes or male voters and one for female voters. In 1946, (l} 
i't was provided that any division could be sub-divided into as 
~ny polling districts as necessary and that the number of 
polling districts could be.increased or decreased er the boundaries 
thereof altered, as thought necessary . The Mi i ·t· . · • · n s er was empowered 
to direct the establishment of more than one polling station in 
a division or in the polling d:£atriots of su.ch division. In 
practice, upon the completion of the Delimitation Commisston Re-
port, the varlous electoral divisions are sub-divided into polling 
.d ' . . . ( 2} . 
istricts, the number thereof in each constituency depending 
primarily on the area covered by the division. In urban.areas, 
where the total electorate ot the division may have to cast their 
votes at one polling atation,(3) the individual may expend as 
much time and et.fort in queueing and waiting as the rural voter 
does in travelling to the polling station. In the Cape. Sea 
Point di vision is made up or three polling d!latricts • wherea.s 
Ne.maqualand has 52 and again in the Transvaal, Hillbrow com-
prises one polling district, and the rural teat of Lydenburg 
is made up or ;6. 
Statistics actually reveal that a higher percentage of 
rural voters go to the polls than urban vot:trs, and.instances 
or this can be .found even prior to Union. One f•ctor in the 
South African Party victory in 1908 was the very high peroen-
tage polling in the country constituencies, reaching a maximum 
. . . ( ) 
ot 91.;2 per cent. in the Riversdale area. 4 This waa largely 
due to the Bond. organisation. In the first two el&ctions held 
after Union, the rural d111ision or Albert in the Cape showed 





Section 40 of "The Electoral Consolidation Act, 1946" (Act 
QO .• - .. ! 1946) 
See Proclamation No. ;o, 1953, in Govt. Gazette No. 5021 
dated 6-3-1953 . 
In Durban Umbilo division, with an electorate of 11,646, 
there is only one polling station and during the houre of 
polling at the 1953 elections, over 9,000 persona cast 
their votes there. 
L, ~f J. Colvin II• pp. 289-90 
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whereas Cape Town Harbour which had been gi.ven the heaviest load 
by the Second Commission, showed a percentage poll of only 60.93 
.1,n l9lS. (l} At Humansdorp• Ladysmith and Riversdale• 85.15 per 
cent., 86.78 per cent. and 87 .. 81 per cent. or th~ total number 
of vqters recorded their votes 1n the 1910 elections. C 2·> Similar 
examples can be found from among the Transvaal rural divisions. 
The percentage poll. at ·Ermelo in 1915 was 82.28' per cent. and at 
Oermiston, the second most heavily loaded seat, there was a 69.44 
per cent. poll. Von Brandis was the most heavily loaded seat 
but only showed a 71. 20 J>er cent. pell. at the same election. 
Tho votes poli'ed in Smithfield in the Orange Free State in 1910 
and 1915 ,unounted to 66.67 per cent. and ?S.64 per cent. respec ... 
. lar;;est 
ti.vely. In Natal, however, Vryheid with the/unload in 1915, 
showed a. polling of S9. lO per cent. as against 7;. ,9 per cent. 
recorded by Durban Greyville with the heavieit load. In comparing 
figures £or the 1941! and 1953 .elections, it ~ust be r&membered 
that son:te of the most heavily loaded seats were uncontested. The 
following seats were given hea.vy loads by both the Ninth and Tenth 
Commissions, and the percentages they return~d at the po11,3>were:-
1948 
Gardens (Cape) ·· 74.l per cent. 
Salt River {Cape) . 74.4 
Mayfair {Transvaal) 90.0 
\1estdene ( " ) 7S. 2 
Bloemfontein City 87.3 
(O.F.S.) 
1953 





The following rural see.ts polled the highest number or votes 














Pietersburt (Transvaal} s3.o 
Newcastle ( tfotal) S7.; 
Vryheid ( H ) as.; 
Fauresmith-Boshof(O.F.S.)S;.o 
l9S3 







With the avera.ge percentage poll standing at a very high 
1915 percentages taken from the 1910/18 S.A. Yearbook 
1910 figures taken from S.A. Motorist or 1st November, 1915 
Figures taken from "Cape Times" newspaper 
____ .• Jc, -
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ttgure, and with some of the highest percentages recorded being 
in respect of rural divisions. it would appear that the percen-
tage or polling in a constituency depends on party political 
organisa~ion and the degree ?f enthusiasm displa,yed by the· elec-
torate. : A eompari~on of Natal figures for 1910 and 1915 with 
those of ·1948 and 1953 would seem to illustrate this point. 
The various factors to which attention has been drawn 
indicate that the rural population no longer labour under the 
same difficulties as in 1910 and that they ha,ve at . no time 
allowed their isolation to interfere with their political aoti• 
vities. Whether or not these tacts should b'e considered in 
!nterpre~ing the sections or the South Atrica Act referring 
to delimitations was app~ently.the point on which the Ninth 
.and Tenth Cor.Jrid.ssions were in disagreement. 
CHAPTER SIX 
HOW FAR THESE PROVISIONS MEET THE NEEDS 
OF THE PRESENT DAY 
The various Commissions have drawn attention to the fact 
that ditf eri.ng approaches have been made to the discretionary 
clauses of the provisions regarding delimitation~ These dif-
f erenc·es touch fundamental issues, and have been responsible 
for drawing a clear line between the two leading political parties. 
Tbe principles involved have pervaded non-party elements. In 
setting out the plan adopted by the Ten.th Comrriisoion in regard 
to certain co nsti tuenoies in the Cape Province, { 1} where boun-
daries were radically changed or in regard to which different 
enunciations of principle were put forward, an attempt will be 
made to indicate the extent to which the Commissioners were 
able to utilise the plans presented to them by the two leading 
political parties, and the ensuing election results will be 
appended. { 2) 
The star~g point in the delimitation of the Cape was the 
selection of the division to be eliminated. The Nationalist 
Party suggested Calvinia in the north, which involved spreading 
these voters southwards. Tho United Party acknowledged that 
certain changes would have to be made in the boundaries of 
Namaqualand, Calvinia, Ceres, Beaufort West and Victoria West, 
but felt that the areas covered by these divisions were so large 
that their elimination could not be recommended, as the under-
lying consideration should be to prevent the seats becoming too 
unwieldy. They suggested the elimination of Cradock and Graaf£-
Reinet so that voters could be given off to needy bordering 
(1) Plans for the other three provinces were not available. 
(2) Refer to maps 2 and 3 for comparison of Ninth and Tenth 
Delimitation schemes. 
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constituencies and what remained ot the two constituencies 
could be runalgamated under the name 1tKarroo•Midlands". 1fhe 
Commission's choice fell on Calvinia, which stood at 21.6 per cent. 
below quota.; whereas Graafr-Reinet had more successfully maintained 
its voting strength, being only 15.J :per cent. below quota. The 
Nationalist Part,Y ~ere now certain that the Commisai,oners would 
have to follow their plnn further, since the considerable sur-
pluses in voter, in the northern suburbe of Cape Town and the 
Cape. Flats could no longer be pushed. northwards. 
The major increases in voting strength in the Cape had taken 
plti.ee in the Port Elizabeth-Uitenhage area, made up or five seats, 
and in the Cape PQninsula ind immediate environs. Both the 
political par.ties and the Commission were in agreement on the 
removal of all rural polling di.a.tri<;ts from i~ort Elizabeth Dis-
trict, which was 39.2 per cent. above quota. so that a purely 
urban division could be framed. Port Elit&beth Central was 2.2 
per cent. below quota, and the United Party wanted the deficiency 
to be made up by transferring 1,oe9 voters from Port Elizabeth 
North and 598 voters from Port Elizabeth District. The Commis-
sioners preferred, however. to make up the deficiency firstly 
from Port Elizabeth Diatriet, supplemented by a coastal strip 
.from Port Elizabeth North, on the grounds of the community of 
interest clause. The Commission then determined on creating 
the new seat of Port Elizabeth West extending all along the 
Oape road, and combining the more well-to-do parts of the city 
and the Coloured area of Sehauder Township. 
This grouping or voters made it possible to make Port Eliza-
beth North a seat consisting mainly of a workers' and factory 
A 1!N'i.eult faetrir w~~ the determination of in which 
division Schauder Township was to be plaoed, since it fitted 
neither into Port Elizabeth North nor P.ort Elizabeth West. If 
the area had been added to Port Elizabeth North, a workers' area 
would have had to be given off to Port Elizabeth West. The 
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Commission felt there waa no justification for disturbing the 
comm.unity of interests in both seats where it could be left undis-
turbed in one. From the point of view of tho political parties, 
however, there.is the additional factor that the Coloured voters 
in Schauder Township could be relied upon to vote with the well• 
to-do• element in Port Elizabeth West, ao this delimitation resulted 
1n the concentration of the supporters or one party in the one 
division. In the ensuing General Election, Port Elizabeth North 
was won by the Nationalists by a narrow majority.or 521 votes(l) 
and the new sent of P-ort Elizabeth West was won by the United 
Party with the large majority or 6,328. The principle upon wb.ich 
the Commissi.on based its decisions in the Port Elizabeth area 
appeared to be that of community of interest( 2) interpreted rrom 
the economic point of view, in that the higher economic levels of 
the electorate were grouped together on the one hand and the 
industrial element on the other. 
In the delimitation of the Cape.Peninsula and environs, the 
Nationalist Party set off with the consid•rable advantage that 
the distribution of the surplus voters.therein and the voters 
previously contained in the Calvinia division, would have to follow 
the general plan they indicated. In the introduction to the United 
Party plan for this area it wae asserted that the distribution or 
surplus voters could only be made in a northerly direction, for 
certain stated reasons. 'fhree constituencies bordered on the 
Cape Peninsula, namely Hottentots-Holland• Stellenbosch and Malmes-
bury. On the border of the latter two was the division of Paarl. 
No absorption could be effected in this direction without dividing 
up Paarl, and because Hottentots-Holland and Stellenbosch were 
.~eur.~e.d t,y the natural boundaries of the sea and the Hottentots-
Holland and Drakenstein Mountains, wh1.ch were to be taken as a 
firm dividing line between the Western Province and the South-
Western Districts, the only place where the surplus voters could 
(1) 
(2) 
Been a U.P. seat since formed by Fifth Com.mission. Been 
retained by U.P. with 1,412 .majority in a by-election 1n 1949 
pp. 20-21, Tenth Del. Com. Report 
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be absorbed was in the Malmesbury division area. The N~tionali.st 
plan was based on two opposing arguments. firstly• their choice 
of Calvinia for elimination closed off the northern distr,iets in 
so tar as any pushing of voters from the Peninsula was concerned. 
Secondly, t.hey made the important eontrlbution that it was im.prao-
tioal in a rtountainous area to be limited by natural bounda.ries. 
Such ·a limitation; they felt, made it practically impossible to 
frame divisions conforming with the requirements of" the South At-
rioa Act. This expression represented a. departure from precedent 
, 
in so far as the Cape Peninsula and environs were concerned, for 
past delimitations had been largely conditioned by topographical 
features, it being attempted to frame constituencies in such a 
way that they were bounded by tho mountains but d.id not go over 
them. Where, this had not proved possible in the past, the Com-
missioners had. clearly set out their reasons for departing from 
this practice. (l} 
111he Memorandum covering the United Party plan revealed that 
it had been attempted to localise the disturbance of' boundaries 
because ot a provision to this effect in the South Africa Act and 
on the further grounds that existing boundaries denoted to a 
large extent the manner tn which previous cot:h"nissions had applied 
the other requirem!:}nts of the Act, particular reference being 
made to the Minth Commission. Seven const1tuencies( 2) remained 
unchanged in their overall plan and, in many others, the changes 
were of a very insi.gnifteant nature. The Nationalist Party plan 
involved radical changes, and the reasons offered.by the framers 
thereof were these. In the 194,8 General Election, their party 
had concentrated on taking the country seats.{J) In 1953, they 
eonte&ted certain town seats( 4} which had been uncontested. b&fero 





p. ~11.i , 51:coNj, Del. Com. Report pro\/ide.s on ~'KQmrk' 
Caledon, Woroeater, George, Transkeian Territories, Oordonia, 
Kimberley Dlstr1.ct and Kimberley City 
cf. Table showing the number of loaded seats wo.n in 1948 
and 1953 (p. ) 
Cape Flats, Gardens, Maitland (Woodstock division in 1948), 
Salt River, Wynberg 
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supporters there, anticipating that by the time or·the next 
General Election. Nationalist supporters would have converged 
upon the Peninsula area. They acknowledged that their plan had 
apparently little meaning in the 1953 election, but they considered 
they were making adequate provision for population trends in light 
of the amendment providing for ten-yearly delimitations. (l) Table 
Mountain had in the past formed a general boundary line. but this 
was no longer to be the case. On being acquainted with this 
departure from precedent, the United Party asked leave to prepare 
a new scheme based on similar premises, if the Commieaion were to 
e'ntr,rtain such radical. changes, as their existing scbetne could 
prove of little assistance to. the Commission. 
The Commissioners selected Hottentots Holland to absorb the 
superfluous voter& from the Cape Peninsula.. This made the seat 
34 per cent. a.bove quota. The suggestion was made by the Natio-
nalists that the seat should shed voters by surrendering the towns 
of Somerset West and Gordons Bay to Caledon. The Commission was 
£aced with the problem that 1£ these two districts were not added 
to Caledon, voters would have to be ta.ken from the northern suburbs 
of Cape Town, which would have resulted in the disintegration ot 
this latter area. It was this movement that the United Party 
had in the first instance envisaged, planning to make their major 
changes in the Bellville area, believing there was no justifica-
tion for taking voters over the Hottentots Holland r~iountains. 
The United Pa.rty made representations to the Commission 
against Strand and Somerset West being put in dif.ferent consti-
tuencies. One reason given was that both these areas and Gordons 
Bay were within the anme magisterial district. A further complaint 
was that the Commission had taken the railway line as the boun-
dary between the Strand and Somerset \'lest, whereas it was in rea-
lity the national road. This error would mean that Van der Stel• 
(1) The Commission, however, declared itself bound by the voters' 
lists valid at the time or delimitation. p.6, Tenth Del. 
Com. Report 
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the residen,tia~ area between the railway line and the national 
road, which is part of Strand municipality, would be in a dif'.fe-
rent constituency from the rest of the Strand. The Commission, 
however, adhered to its scheme, renaming the constituency "False 
Bay" since the Hottentots Holland mountain range no longer fell 
within this division. This arrangement meant that the division 
' comprised parts of Wynberg, Bellville, Stellenbosch and Somerset 
West magisterial districts. The name of "Hottentots Hollandtt 
was given to the eeat formed out or Hermanus; Somerset West and 
Oordons Bay, tsince the mountain range fell within the m1.ddle or 
this constituency. The Commission held that Sir Lowry's Pass 
wa$ no longer any obstacle because or the result of the develop-
ment of roads in this area. Hottentots Holland splits Somerset 
West and Caledon magisterial districts, and if.magisterial boun-
dary lines had been followed, the Strand. would. have !llllen .more 
naturally into this seat than Somerset tlest. Somerset West was 
a rich farming community with the same type or residents as were 
.found in Herma.nus. so the Nationalists were in favour of the two 
areas being connected, The Strand on the other hand was made 
up or workers; and the United Party contended that if this area 
had been included in tha Hottentots Holland di vi&i.on instead or 
Somerset West, thoy would have won the False Bay seat. As it 
wast the Nationalists won the False Bay seat with a majority or 
932 and Hottentots Holla.nd was won by the United Party wtth a 
majority of 2,286. Thesa changes had repercu.seions in the 
neighbouring d1.stricte or Caledon and Bredasdo:.rp. 
The Nationalists admitted that as it stood• Caledon was a 
United Party stronghold• and if they were to have any success in 
this division, considerable changes would have to be made. It 
is hardly surprising that the United Party wa1;ted to leave Caledon 
completely unchanged, with the electoral division falling within 
the magisterial district of that name. In the neighbouring divi-
sion of Bred.asdorp, the rnagiaterial district of the sam~name was 
also retained intact, with part of Swellendam and all Heidelberg 
magisterial districts also included. Under the Commission's 
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scheme, Caledon magisterial district was cut in halt, the one 
half going to Hottentots Holland constituency. Polling dis-
trict 140 was separated from the remainder of Bredasdorp magis-
terial dist;i:•ict • 3wellendam magisterial district \fas split and 
'the whole or Heidelberg magisterial district was 1.ncluded .in 
Swellendam. A glance at the pre-Union map of this area reveals 
that Caledon conati.tueney in 1909 embraced both Caledon and 
Bredasdorp magisterial districts. (l) The name of Caledon-
Bredasdorp wns given to this seat both in the Nationalist plan 
and in the Commission's plan, and a comparison of the polling 
districts included in this seat under both plans showed there 
was· general agreement upon the main lines thereof. Another 
notable 1.nstance whore the Commission were able to use a. sugges-
tion from the Nationnlist plan was in connection with Paarl. 
Since the Drakenstein and French Hoek areas had been added 
to Stellenbosch, the Commission were compelled to take Rawsonville 
area (polling district l,084) from ~orcester and give it to Paarl, 
with the result that Paarl division extended over the Drakenstein 
Mountains. Stnce the national road had been opened, however, 
communications between the two areas were excellent and there 
was community of interest in the type of farming undertaken. 
The United Party had kept the electoral boundary coincident with 
the magisterial boundary or Paarl in conformity with a. general 
practice markedly adopted by th'3 .Sovonth Commission, but the 
plan adopted involved polling district l,084 being taken from 
Worcester division, and the remainder of Paarl magisterial dis-
trict being included in Malmesbury division, The .nationalist 
Party map also envisaged the incorporation of polling district 
1,084 in Paarl division, whereas the United Party plan left 
Worcester unchanged. In the election, the Nationalist Party 
seat 
won Paarl/by .358 votes. Mountain barriers were ignored in the 
(1) See Map l 
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cas~ or Ceres, where the Karoo area of Calvinia situated behind 
the Cedar Mountains was added to this sent. Election results 
showed very little change here from the result of the 1951 by-
election. (l) Neither party mad~ any particular contribution to 
the delimitation or this oaat. 
In the dolimitation or tha .Northern and Central Cape, the 
Commission found itself in a position to retain a natural boun-
dnry line. Thia area contained the Calvini.a seat which was to 
be eliminated, so it followod that the United Party plan for this 
area would be or little assistance to the Comrr.1ss1on. They did 
sugrest, however, changes in Victoria west division with a resul-
tart change of name to "Prieskn" and the Commission•s plan also 
involved such a name change. The United Party agreed that the 
Orange River formed an excellent boundary over vast distances, 
but held tho opinion that 1n the irrigation sint,tlement of Douglas. 
both banks or the river should, with a view to community or inte-
rest, be incorporated in the same constituency and indicated that 
this could be effected by includ1.ng polling district 535 in Kuruman 
divisi.on instead of in Prieska as the Commission intended. 'l'he 
United Party contended that only 2,170 morgen were under irrigation 
on the southern bank, whereas 5,lao morgen were under irrigation 
on the north bank. Under the Commission's plan, however, the 
irrigation areas on the southern bank only of the Orange River, 
reaching from Karos to Douglas, were included within one division. 
At the 1948 General Eleet1on, Victoria Went had bean won by the 
Nationalists with the narrow majority of 24. The;r retained thj.s 
seat, now named "Prieska", with a slightly enlarged majority of 
77S i.n 1953.( 2) 
The Nationalists observed that the m.a1n source of their 
opposition came from the extreme coastal area, and felt this 
would remain true for succeeding delimitations, so they tried to 
group together centres of United Party strength. They suggested 
(l} A Nationalist seat in 1951 and 1953 with majorities of 
2 41$ and 2,929 respectively 
(2) Eieetion results of these two seats from 1938 showed that 
they had bean won throughout by narrow ma~orities and 
passed from one party to the other. 
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a new di v'ision called tt'I'able Bay"· which ra:n from Green Point to 
Milnerton, being connected only by a thin coastal strip, and at 
one po1.nt the connecting link was Salt River br.i.dge. The Com-
mission complained that this atrip ·or territory was.too narrow 
and would riot accept t;he plan, despite the Nati.onaliat Party 
arguments that the islands included in Green Po1.nt were.nearer 
to Milnerton, and that. the eomponent areas had si.milar interests 
and the same 1~ype of .1nhabi.tant.. . An argument used by the Natio-
nalists i.n connection with the coastal divisions in their plan 
was that; where communications were difficult by land• use could 
be .made of aea communioations. 
In the eourae of delimitation, certain. principles underlying 
the party plans had reveale<l themselves. The United Party had 
been primari.1y concerned w:ith atat,istical considaratlons. and the 
Cormnission a.okn.owledged thG eonsiderable benefit it derived from 
the accurate and pertinent statistical information provided. Where 
no changes were .necessary on this basis, they le£t existing boun.-
daries intact. Where changes had to be made, they tt"ied to observe 
n.ntural boundaries and to maintain coincidence between magisterial 
and electoral divisions. The Nationalist plan waa so constructed 
as to give the. greatest empha.sis to community of interest (l) almost 
to the ext,ent that• in certain inist.ar1ces, the vocational principle 
wa.s made the bas.is of repreaontati.on. The Nationalists apparently 
sympathise w:lth the view tha.t territorial constituencies have no 
communal interests ot their own in the vast number or problems now 
corning before Par11ament. A parliaoentary representive cannot 
adequat,ely represent a.11 elements in a multi-vocational division, 
so sueh divisions should rightly be eliminated. .In all, they 
put forward a very good case for proportional representation. 
The interpretation given to the community of interest clause seems 
to have taken the twist of depending .e;olely on the economic level 
or the electorate, and therefore involved the .separation of the 
{l) cf. comments of First Delimitation Commission on this clause 
{p.1u6/7} • 
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residential areas of the different economic groups, even though 
voters could have the same interest in a certain occupation or 
industry without necessarily deriving the same financial benefit 
therefrom. They ignored the fact that the adoption of the voca-
tional principle tends to accentuate economic a.nd social divisions, 
A natural corollary of this interpretation was to emphasise means 
of com.~unication from the point of view of rail and road facilities 
as aeainst physical features, and they attempted to build up con-
stituencies round the railway lines and bus routes where Nationalist 
supporters were concentrated. The higher economic groups had 
residential areas on tbe mountain sides, so they contended that 
the provisions of the South Africa Act cc;,uld be better fulfilled 
by forming constituencies of such elements living on different 
sides of the mountains. In an appreciation of this argument, it 
must be borne in mind that the Nationalist Party have pursued a 
deliberate policy of absorbing the unemployed. poor white element 
.into the Railway organisation and providing them with accommoda-
. tion near their work. The point at issue is, whether the pro-
visions of the South Africa Act lend themselves to this inter-
pretation, and how far the Commission appear to have worked from 
the same premises. 
Sub-sections (2) and (3) or Section 40 pose a difficult 
problem for the Commission in that at one and the same time they 
are required to delimit districts conforming with the statistical 
requirements and to give consideration to the five factors listed 
thereunder. The system c~n only give adequate representation 
if the task is undertaken in a spirit of fairness, and this has 
in general been the case. Needless to say, the political parties 
will try to put forward plans in their own favour, by taking 
away or adding strategic polling districts, while still keeping 
within the statutory requirements. The fact that the Commission 
accepted in several cases the more radical interpretation given 
to the community of interest clause in the 1952 Nationalist 
Party plan, where Opposition supporters were grouped together 
in some instances with a resultant violation of other clauses 
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of the provisions, indicates that where discretionary power is 
allowed, there is the ever-present danger of gerrymandering. 
The electorate may rightly look for examples of gerrymandering 
where the House of Assembly does not provide an exact reflection 
of its political opinions. In the 194g General Election, 623,736 
votes were cast for the United Party from which they won 71 seats, 
whereas the Nationalists won 79 seats though polling only 530,837 
votes,(l) This gave an average vote per seat of g,7$6 to the 
United Party and 6,719 to the Nationalists. Commenting on this 
anomalous result, Smuts remarked "South Africa•s electoral system 
by which a minority can govern the majority of the people is in 
ocmflict with the principles of democracy."( 2) In the 1953 
elections, it was estimated that the Nationalists won 61 per cent. 
of the seats with a oere 45 per cent. of the votes. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that with a system of plurality elections 
in single-member constituencies, cases of misrepresentation are "f. .,---
inevitable, but discrepancies arising therefrom usually adjust 
themselves from year to year. The danger here is that public 
dissatisfaction or apathy at unjust election results may have 
serious repercussions on the political life of the country. 
The tendency in South African politics has been to despise 
is 
the more obvious form of "gerrymander", as/evidenced in two l'rnys. 
The more recent delimitation maps(;) do not reveal any cases of 
obvious ngerrymanders", that is, divisions of bizarre shapes in 
imitation or the practice begun in America by Elbridge Gerry. 
There have been instances where the Commissioners themselves have 
complained over the unsatisfactory shape of certain constituencies 
framed in their plans, (4 ) but no more compact area suggested it-
self. Because of tho popularity of this device in America, 
( i: ' statutory provisions have been framed·' to provide that congres-
sional districts should be contiguous, compact in .form and 
(1) Figures taken from Evans Memorandum 
(2) In a Dispatch message of 15th July, 1948 
(3) · l~aps only svailable from and including the Seventh Commission 
(4) Natal Coast division, p. 22, Third Del. Com. Report 
(5) In 1842 
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approximately equal in population, which resulted in the "sho_e- / 
string" type of constituency comparable to that of "Table Dayn 
suggested in the 1952 Nationalist Party plan. Frequent repre-
sentations ware made to the various Commissions that in the 
Orange Free State the small urban areas, though not contiguous, 
should be grouped together for electoral purposes. but this sug-
gestio~ was never favourably received. It has not been found 
necessary to frame similar provisions in South Africa, and popular 
sentiment in America has been slowly developing against this sort 
of practice. 
Secondly, there are no blatant cases or the lion's share of { 
the newly created seats going to the party in power. Results 
in these seats seem proportionate to other party successes at 
each general election. For example, the United Party won 15 ot 
the 19 seats at the 193g election when they were returned by a 
large majority. In 1943, they won 11 of the 17 new seats and 
in 1948 and 1953 respectively, the Nationalists won 7 of the 13 
and 7 of the 12 new seats. Only a few examples are apparent of 
narrow Government majorities and large Opposition majorities in 
connection with the new seats. At the 1920 General Election, 
the three leading political parties won one new seat each by 
very slender majorities. (l) At the 1929 elections, the delimi-
tation of the new seats tended more to favour the one party in 
that three new South African Party seats were unopposed, while 
the Nationalists won two seats with majorities of 8 and 112. 
At the 1943 elections, two new United Party seats and one Dominion 
seat were unopposed. In 1953, two new United Party seats were 
unopposed and a thi'rd was won by a majority or 6,328, while on 
thA otho~ h9n~, the Nati0nalists won three seats by the narrow 
majorities of 240, 932 and 778 respectively. There are, how-
ever, more subtle ways in which the principle behind gerryman-
dering can be applied. 
{l) The Nationalists had a 16 majority, the Unionists 19 and 
the s. A. Party 79. 
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On three occasions since Union, the party with the minority 
backing hns been returned to power. The leaders of this party 
have shown themselves to be great constitutionalists,.so a form 
of gerrymander having a legal basis must be looked for. The 
loading devico imriediately comes to mind. While the rural popu-
in · 
lation was still/a majorit};)it sought to perpetuate for all time 
its domination in the legislature by inserting in the constitution 
provisions limiting the representation of urban areas on the 
grounds of the corruption and radicalism of the cities and towns. 
whose increasine wealth and importance caused the rural population 
. ( ) 
considerable alarm. 
2 
The idea that a country vote should be 
of more value than a town vote has.come to be accepted as a 
"natural rightn by that section of the community benefiting there-
from and beyond dispute owing to ita incorporation in the consti-
tution • It would be political madness for a party to hold in 
. disrespect a constitution which returned it to power, though the 
results thereof were contrary to the whole idea of a democratic 
parliamentary system., The results of this concession to the 
country di visions have been particularly pernicious in. South Af-
rica. Party line-ups have been largely on racial lines, and 
/ 
there has been the tendency for one party only to benefit from 
the 15 per cent. allowance. 
The following table shows the number of unloaded and loaded 
seats nt each election and the number thereof won by the party 
returned to power and by the Opposition. 
{1) 
(2) 
Witness :the preponderance of the farming element on the 
National Convention and under the First Delimitation Commis-
sion, the ratio between unloaded and loaded seats was 60:61. 
cf. practice in New York and Pennsylvania, where constitu-
tional provisions prevent metropolitan municipalities from-
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A decisive factor at each election appeared to be the degree 
of success of the different parties with regard to the unloaded 
seats. On two occaaions,( 4 ) a loss of strength by the government 
in the latter divisions at one election was followed by defeat 
at the succeeding election, owing to a further decrease in the 
number of unloaded seats w:m, though its numbers were almost re-
tained in the loaded seats. The number of unloaded seats has 
remained fairly constant. A peak was reached with the fifth 
and sixth Commissions when the figures rose to 78 and $0 respec-
tively. Otherwise, from 1913, no greater variation has been 
shown than from 66 to 69. Over the period ~overad from the 
appointment of the Jecond to the Sixth Commissions, the number 
of unloaded sea.ts exceeded the number of loaded seats. While 
the rural party could thus appear to be in the majority, that 
their majority was made the larger by the loading device was not 
so serious a defect. ~hen their numbers no longer warranted 
them being retained in office, the system by which this could be 
achieved was no longer justifiable,, 
(1) Totals made up from seats won by smaller parties 
(2) In 1915 and 1920, "Govt.n represents S.A. Party and Unionists. 
(3) One seat stood at quota. 
(4} In 1920 and 1943 
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Since Union, six more unloaded seats have been formed as 
against twenty-three loaded seats. indicating the greater urban 
population increases. An interesting fact is revealed which 
throws light on the return to power of the minority party in 
1948 and 1953. In the two latest elections, the tiationa.l 1st 
Party successfully contested the greater majority of the unloaded 
sea.ts. A feature of the 1953 General Election was the continued 
decline of the United Party votes in the platteland and in the 
Transvaal, the United Party lost Nigel, its last remaining outpost 
in the high platteland. With the allowance for a departure from 
quota up to 15 per cent., there can be as much as 30 per cont. 
difference in the number of voters in a rural division unloaded 
to the limit and a heavily loaded urban aea.t. Pietersburg and 
Cape Town Gardens constituencies provide typical examples. The 
former, which is a Nationalist seat, has 8,667 voters, whereas 
the latter with an electorate of 12,665 is a United Party seat. 
{l) 
It is estimated that if each constituency had been given a 
number of voters approximating to the Union quota, N.i.alan's majo• 
rity would have been reduced from eight to two in the 194g General 
Election. Coupled with this ia the singularly unfortunate circum-
stance, as far as the Opposition party are concerned, that the 
seats with the largest eleetorates are won by them with much bigger 
majorities than are generally shown for the rural seats. There 
seems little doubt that the reasons for the minority party being 
returned to power lie here. 
The simple but effective principle behind gerrymandering is 
for the party effecting the delimitation to spread its majorities 
over as many districts as possible and concentrate the strength 
or its opponents in as few districts as possible so that it will 
do them the least good. These districts will elect Opposition 
members by wide majorities, while the remainder or the seats will 
(1) Evans Memorandum 
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• 
be won by the party in office with small majorities. Conditions 
in South Africa lend themselves naturally to this device, as a 
{l) 
map published over the 1953 election period clearly indicated. 
United Party strongholds were to be found mainly in Natal, at the 
coastal towns in th~apa and on the Rand, while Nationalist suppor-
tars were spread over an immense expanse of territory. At the 
l94S General Election, the average Nationalist majority per seat 
was 1,650( 2) whereas the average United Party majority per seat 
was 3,145. A similar result was witnessed in the 1953 Elections 
when the Nationalists had an average majority of 2,107 votee per 
seat as opposed to the United Party average majority of 4,299(J} 
votes per seat. The number of uncontested seats must be taken 
into account in any consideration of concentrations of voters. 
In the 1910 Elections, the South African National Party with 
a mainly rural backing won 29 of a total of 40 unopposed seats. 
This was largely due to a general lack of political organisation. 
After the election returning the Coalition government in 1933, 
the tendency became apparent for the United Party carrying the 
weight of urban support (they won 63 of the 81 loaded seats in 
1938) to win the great majority of the unopposed seats. In 
1938, they won-the total of 4 seats, in 1943, 16 of tho 18 unop-
posed seats, in 194$, 11 of the 12 unopposed seats and in 1953, 
18 of the 20 unopposed seats. With the total membership of the 
House standing at 1.50, it is significant of the political life 
of the country that such a high number of seats should contain 
voters of predominantly the same political outlook. Such a 
result has developed because of the racial problem in· South Africa 
and in no way represents the machinations of politicians. Just 
as natural trends in the past have been responsible for producing 
largo United Party majorities in the urban areas, so the influx 
of Afrikaners into the towns may effect some readjustment in 




In "Die Burger" dated 18th April, 1953 
Includes estimate of probable results of 12 unopposed returns 
and probable line-up of smaller parties. 
United Party figure includes 5 Labour seats. In calculations 
for both parties, unopposed seats are calculated on the @asis 
of 4,000 to the winner and 2,000 to the loser. 
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felt with regard to the loading device is open to conjecture. 
As the more obvious form of gerrymander has not found favour 
in South Africa, it might be considered questionable how long the 
legal gorrymandar will ba retained when there is general awareness 
of its undemocratic character. A constitutional amendment of 
1952, however, indirectly upheld the principle of giving greater 
value to the rural vote in that the proposal to effect delimita-
tions at ten-yearly intervals would mean that with the progressively 
increasing migration .from the platteland to the towns, the denuded 
rural seats would continue to enjoy for much longer a dispropor-
tionately advantageous representation. With the knowledge that 
this population trend has not gone unnoticed, it can be said that 
this amendment represents a conscious effort to· perpetuate and 
Government inaction ) 
... .,. It 
extend the limits of this legal gerrymander. 
for a period of ten years can only result in inaccurate represen-
tation, when population increases in the cities are rapid and . 
uneven and when industrial development such as was recently wit-
naased in the Orange Free State takes place. Several Commissions 
have on different occasions referred to New Zoale.nd practice. 
By comparine the constitutional provisions and political practices 
in the two countries, some possible indication might be found of 
the course events might take in South Africa in regard to the 
loading device. 
Though, prior to 1945, both countries had a loading device, 
ther;j'waa an important difference between the actual iegislattve 
provisions in the two countries with regard thereto.· In New 
Zealand, (l) it was definitely stated that it was to be a tteountry 
quota" tn that the 28 per cent. allowance was to be made in respect 
of rural divisions only. (2) To ensure that tho interpretation 
of the two Representation Commissions should not detract from this, 
{l) See "Electoral Act, 1927" (Act No. 44 of 1927) (N.Z.) 
(2) Part 1, Section ?(2){a), !!?.i4. 
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the terms rural and urban were defined on a numerical basis. (l} 
The changes made in the percentage of allowance from time to time ·~,,; 
could possibly be due to the more rigid framine: of the provisions 
as ,compared with thosa in South Africa, where considerable dis-
cretionary power was allowed, so that the application could be 
adapted to suit current conditions. In the South Africa Act, 
on the other hand, there was nothing to indicate that the allowance 
was to be made in favour of the rural population only. It was 
the early Commissions who interpreted the 15 per cent. allowance 
as a country quota and in so doing establi.shed a precedent for 
those who followed them. The First Delimitation Commissions 
vere no doubt aware that in delimiting districts in New Zealand, 
the Representation Commissions had to give consideration to four 
( 2) 
£actors corresponding to clauses (a) to (d) of Section 40(J). 
The New Zealand Commissions were also bound to give consideration 
to the "country quota", whereas in South Africa the remaining 
factor for consideration was the clause referrin& to sparsity 
and density of population, so it was an easy step to read the 
same meaning into the two. A similar state of affairs existed 
' j!) 
in Australia in that consideration had to be tiven to four factors 
corresponding to clauses (a) to (d) and the 20 per cent. allowance 
was interpreted as a concession to the rural districts. Add to 
this the fact that the first Commission were influenced by their 
acquaintance with the discussions which had taken place on this 
subject during the framing of the Constitution and by their know-
ledge of what the majority of the people read into the provisions, 
and their interpretation can easily be justified on these grounds 
in 1910. It is not so easily justifiable at the present day, 
as it is contrary to all ide9.s on democratic government, but 
opinions on this point are probably as divided in South Africa 
as they were in New Zealand in 1945, when the labour and National 
(l) 
(2) 
( :3 ) 
Part 1, Section 7(1) Ibid.: "'Urban population' means any 
population contained in a city or borough having a population 
or over two thousand, or contained in an area within five 
miles of the Chief Post Office of Auckland City Christchurch 
City, Dunedin City, or Wellington City.'' 'Rurai population!:. 
implied any population other than urban. 
Part l, Section 7(2)(e} • .!h1.g_. 
Act 1, Sec. V, No. J 
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parties gave conflicting explanations as tJ why the country 
quota was abolished. 
The National Party gave political expediency as the reason 
for the introduction of the Electoral Amendment Bill by the Labour 
G'overnment in 1945, and their argument can be substantiated by 
election results from 6th December, 1935 to 30th November; 1949, 
the period during which the Labour party were in office. During 
this period, their 1935 majority of 30 had gradually been reduced 
in successive elections to 26, 10 and /._ in 1946, when both the 
Labour and the National party won JS of the 76 European seats and 
the 4 ~aori seats which had not been changed in 1945 were all re-
tained by Labour. The Opposition argued that the Bill was not 
designed to benefit the people but the Parliamentary Labour Party, 
who saw defeat in sight so proposed to chan;re the election rules. 
They doubted the Government's sincerity in their adherence to the 
principle of one vote one value since the four l•1aori seats which 
were Labour strongholds, were unchanged and they deplored.any 
amendment of what they considered to be a highly satisfactory 
constitutional provision. A Labour leader was reported as having 
said that although "'the Government has treated the farming com."'nu-
nity very liberally, it does not obtain the farmers' votes". There 
can be little doubt that by 1945 the Labour party saw it was losing 
its hold on the electorate. When they had sufficiP.nt backing to 
return them to office despite the country quota, this undemocratic 
facet had been ignored. As they saw their majority dwindling, 
thoy were no longef willing to face an election contest under this 
disadvantage. The major argument put forward by the Labour Govern-
ment when the Bill was introduced was, that in selecting the farmer 
alone "~i:; 'f-riP "'n1"i entitled to have a greater say in political affairs 
than any other person, they are attempting to establish a political 
' ( 1) 
philosophy which will not bear the light of investigation". 
The country quota was described an the last blow of tho landed 
gentry against the principle of "one man one tote", and the anti-
(l) p. 50, N. z. Hansard, 1945 
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thesis of democracy. "The a.bol1 ti.on of this laat vestige of a 
system that prefers broad acres to human beings should be a clarion 
(1) 
call to a.11 Democrats. r, 
To frame divisions exactly equivalent to the quota was 
clearly impossible, so an allowance of up to 500( 2 ) was provided 
for when the "tiountry quota" \·ta.s abolished, and this wa.s increased 
( 3) 
to 7.5 per cent.. in 1950. With regard to both these allowances, 
the significant point was that they were to be "for any divisionn, 
either urban or rural. 
The Ninth Delimitation Commission appointed in South Africa 
made roference to the abolit:f.on of the "country quotatt in New Zealand 
and put forward an interpretation of the loading device more in 
line with modern political ideas, when they asserted that the 15 
per cent. allowance to the rural divisions should not be regarded 
as a right. The Tenth Conmiission in their turn could not agree 
that the degree of loading and unloading was solely dependent on 
the sparsity and density of population. The attitudes of the 
South African political parties on this issue, however, suggest 
a groater divergence of opinion than was seen in New Zealand. 
On the one hand, there is an ~cceptance of tho principle of 
one vote one value. Once it is appreciated that the aim of par-
liamentary representation is to give each man's vote an equal weight, 
the old obstacles thereto are easily overridden. This group con-
tend that the actual provisions of the Act are not responsible for 
the anomalous election results so much as the interpretation given 
by the Commissions. They feel that the wording of the Act equally 
lends itself to the interpretation that equal electoral areas should 
be the aim, with an allowance for departure therefrom in any case 
where consideration of the five factors made this impossible, but 
the number of seats since Union which have been allotted to an 
elector.ate approxir.1ating to the quota has been negligible. An 
opposing view is that general constitutional provisions make it clear 
(1) p. 40, Ibid., 
(2) Section 4, Electoral Amendment Act, 1945 (Act No. 10, 1945)(N.Z.) 
(3) Section 3, Eledtoral Amendment Act, 1950 (Act No. 32, 1950} 
l 
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that equal electoral d.ivisions were never envisaged, and they 
poi.nt to the differing provincial quotas and the recent provisions 
with regard to South Nest African representation in the Union Par-
liament where the quota for the six seats stands at under 50 per 
cent. of the Union quota. The influx of rural party adherents to 
the towns may in time result in this group supporting an interpre• 
tation of the Act more in line with present-day practice in New 
Zealand. In 1910, the principle of one voto one value had acer-
tain amount of backing, .and it might have been expected th.at it 
would have been more in keeping with modern political practice if 
these ideas had become generally accepted by the present da.y. 
S{'\~e reference to the history of Europe in tho nineteenth century, 
however, suggests why this has not been the case in South Africa. 
CONCLUSION 
The history of nineteenth century Europe was dominated by 
the two great movements for political liberties and.national integ-
ration. Settl~rs to South Africa who left Europe before this 
movement began and settled in rural areas where they wero cut off 
from all contact with European ideas, found themselves in the 
twentieth century upholding political beliefs that had lost favour 
a century ago. The same struggle was witnessed between the rural 
( and urban population during the framing of Union as had taken place 
1n Britain during the passage of the l$J2 Reform Act. The title 
of this Act, "an Act to amend the representation of the people", 
was in itself the admission of a new principle since the elective 
principle throughout its history had been applied to the represen-
tation not of "the people" as such but of communities and inte .. 
rests among them which appea.red,·without regard to their numerical 
wei.e:ht, to be entit;ted to have their views expressed. l'he original 
form of the Draft Act providing for equal riehts represented a 
concession to the 11 new settlers", who were principally towndwellers. 
'l'he final Draft marked a retrogressive step, and revealed the 
superiority of the forces behind the political beliefs which ante-
dated the liberalism movement. While the one racial group were 
giving expression to-the ideas released by this movement, the other 
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group were kept apart from them and a possible assimilation of 
,--. 
their political ideas by their adherence to the second great move-
ment of the time, narnoly that of nationalism. The Afrikaner's 
belief that the English-speaking South African was incapable of 
a genuine fooling of nationalism was mainly responsible for keeping 
the two groups apart. The focal point of Hertzog's political 
creed was his "two stream" policy on the racial issue, though an 
ultimate fusion between the two groups was envisaged. Krugerism 
f which triumphed under Malan in the 1930' s contemplated no such 
racial fusion, and the output of political theory in this decade 
provided the Nationalist Party with a more radical philosophical 
1\/j:'..W PAi-A. 
basis v The liberal philosophy of the nineteenth century was re-
jected as being too individualistic. The democracy envisaged 
involved the exclusion from civic rights of whole classes of the 
population which were not deemed worthy to receive them. Emphasis 
was laid not so much on rights as on the duties of a citizen. 
If those who did not fall within the "Volk" conducted themselves 
in an approved manner, their gradual assimilation and admission 
to civic rights was contemplated. That this issue, with its 
practical effect upon parliamentary representation, has not reached 
a climax before is due to the fact that the injured party still 
retain the impression of conditions at the time of Union, when the 
isolation and. communication problems of the rural voters were 
appreciated. Furthermore, the policy of conciliation between the 
two races pursued by Botha and Smuts lessened the feeling of anta.-
goni.sm at this concession to the rural population. It is only 
since Malan, leader of the Cape Nationalists, broke.away in 19.35 
and formed the "Purified Nationalist Partyn which became the 
official Opposition, that this hostile expression of political 
theory has come to the fore, which repudiates any idea.of equal 
rights for all men. Such an expressi.on seems to condono the 
state of affairs where a minority g'!vernment is returned to power, 
and reveals the deep cleavage between the political outlook of 
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the two party groups • C'ne can anticipate that a change of 
. government would be speedily followed by awmd.uont of the pro-
visions of the Jouth Africa Act relating to the delimitation 
.of electoral constituencies, to ensure that majority rule shall 
result trar: future elections, ::ind to diBpol ideas contrary to the 
S?irit of the Constitution. 
' _,
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